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1 LATGALIAN AND THE DATA 1. 
Latgalian 
Latgalian originated in the eastern part of Latvia (see Maps 1 
and 2, Appendix 1). Although still spoken, it is gradu2lly becoming 
extinct as it is being replaced by the more prestigious official, li-
terary, standard Latvian which in turn is being replaced in many sec-
tors of administration by Russian; eastern Latvia has a high concen-
tration of Russian inhabitants (see Map 3, Appendix 1). In spite of 
the fact that it has been and is the language of literary expression 
of a number of poets and writers and that it even has its own newspa-
per published in Munich, Latgalian outside Latvia is spoken by an ever 
decreasing number of exiled Latgalians -• Its speakers, coming from 
some of the poorest areas of rural Latvia, have traditionally been 
labelled as mostly uneducated and uncultured and it is only compara 
tively recently that such labels have begun to disappear. 
Latgalian has basically an SVO sentence structure. Its nouns 
are marked for number, gender and case. There are, according to tra-
ditional' grammar, seven cases and several declension types. The verbs 
are marked for person, number, tense, mood,and there are numerous con-
jugation types. Syntactically and morphologically there is little 
difference between Latgalian and Latvian. Lexically, there is a high-
er incidence of Slavic borrowings. The main differences from Latvian 
are in the pronunciation and stress patterns ; the former are reflec-
ted in Latgalian spelling. The main difference in the system of con-
sonants is the absence of palatalized velars in Latgalian. In the 
vocalic system, the main differences are illustrated by the followin~ 
words: 
Latgalian 
sftta [a·.l 
plgva [:>) 
ciervs (l~] 
Latvian 
' if ence, home' 
'meadow' 
'axe' 
2. 
Latgalian Latvian 
breida [l:i] bridis r i : J 'moment' 
.. . 
.4 [f : J ieva ( ,- -a..1 'hawthorn' iva 
-k:gks lu.,:1 koks 
-
( lA.oJ 'tree,, 
1r.{lks (ut'J vilks ci1 ''wolf" 
-
lapeia l'L) laP!ia [ ,·] 'little leaf' 
There has lately been an increase of interest in Latgalian which 
in 1960 led to the founding in Indianapolis of the Latgalian Research 
Institute whose current chairman is living in Indiana. Under the aus-
pices of the Institute, M. Bukts and J. Placinskis wrote a Latgalian 
grammar, published in 1973. The grammar follows the pattern of tradi-
tiona~ normative grammars, basically enumerating all the rules one i~ 
to observe if one wishes to speak and write 'correct' Latgalian. Cre-
dit,however, must be given to the authors for attempting a work on 
Latgalian independent of Latvian. They have in fact called their gram-
mar Latga}u voludas gramatika (A grammar of Latgalian language). Pre-
viously, nearly all works on Latgalian discussed it as a dialect or a 
deformation of Latvian. Extensive comparisons were drawn between Lat-
galian and Latvian with the frequent implication that Latgalian is a 
relatively recent deviation from standard Latvian. Whether we are 
dealing with a language or a dialect called Latgalian need not concern 
us here. 
This upsurge of interest in Latgalian has not been particularly 
apparent in the area of linguistic research; it is still an area of 
language and dialect systems largely unexplored. Besides the grammar 
mentioned already, there is J. Lelis's work The place of Latgalian 
among the Baltic dialects (publisher not given, Cambridge 1961) ; 
Buk~s and Placinskis refer to it in their grammar. There are also 
various articles on diverse aspects of Latgalian literature, customs 
and folklore in Acta Latgalica, published annually by the Latgalian 
Research Institute since 1965. Very little has been said in these 
3. 
articles from a linguistic point of view• And what has been said from 
a linguistic point of view, chiefly in Bukts's and Placinskis's gram-
mar, needs to be restated in the light of new developments in linguis-
tic research. 
This is particularly so in the case of verb prefixes, which are 
dealt with in half a page in the section with the heading Satiksmes 
v~rdi kai saliktiJU sastovda}as (Prepositions as constituents of com-
pounds). The half-page consists of a list of fifty or so verb compound~ 
resulting from simple verbs combined with twelve different prefixes. 
While most verb prefixes in Latgalian also exist as free morphemes 
that function as prepositions, to imply that the function of the un -
bound morpheme is identical to the function of the bound morpheme, is 
a gross generalization. 
Verb prefixes 
Verb prefixes in European languages have not attracted much at-
t ·ention from linguists to date. In fact, only one article dealing 
with an aspect of the subject has been published so far, and that i~ 
Fanny de Sivers's monograph: Die Lettischen Prafixe des Livischen 
Verbs (Latvian prefixes of Livonian verbs). Bernard Comrie in Aspect 
(1976: 91) devotes just over a page to Latvian prefixed verbs. Dee 
Ann Holisky in Volume 14 of Syntax and Semantics talks of 'preverbs~ 
(= verb prefixes) in connection with Georgian aspect. Those grammars 
in which verb prefixes are mentioned tend simply to list prefixes 
with their meanings and add a few examples of prefixed verbs. At berl 
scant explanation of how the prefixes function is given. 
Comrie (1976: 91) lists three possible functions a verb prefi~-
may have in Latvian: 
"The addition of a prefix to a simple verb may either just 
change the meaning, or change the meaning and add Perfective 
Aspect, or simply add Perfective Aspect•" 
4. 
The express i on 'change the meaning' is rather vague ; Comrie probably 
means 'change the lexical content with no change of aspect'. It is 
al so likely that by 'Perfective Aspect' Comri e in fact means 'Telic 
Aspect' : for a discuss ion elucidating the difference between •~erferr-
tive' and •telic' the article by Dahl ('1981) has proved most useful. 
It will be referred to in considerable detail in chapter 3. 
In the course of this thesis, it will beoeme increasingly evi -
dent that like Latvian, Latgalian verb prefixes too have the functions 
enumerated by Comrie above. However, since not all simple verbs can 
take any and every one of the prefixes listed at the beginning of the 
next chapter and since the same prefix seems to have a slightly rui.ffe-
rent meaning with different verb~, the whole verb prefix question in 
Latgalian needs clarification. 
There are three specific points that are of special interest. 
Firstly, given the fact that the verb prefixes have in the main been 
derived from prepositions and that these are markers of direction or 
location, it will be interesting to see to what extent the verb prefix 
has kept the directional/locational sense of the preposition. Second-
ly, verb prefixes have often been discussed as aspect markers, mostly 
in Slavic languages. Comri~ writes of Latvian verb prefixes as mar 
kers of aspect ; we shall be trying to find out the extent to which 
Latgalian verb prefixes can be said to have an aspectual role. Final-
ly, does the verb prefix bring about a change in grammatical relations, 
thus showing ~hat it ha.s scope not merely over the peripheral consti-
tuents of the sentence, but also the core constituents? 
The corpus 
In order to be able to answer these questions, it was necessary 
to collect examples of Latgalian verb prefixes, to catch them in 
action so to speak. Naturally, there are many ways of doing this; a 
5. 
good way seemed to be to use a text recording spoken Latgalian. The 
text deemed most suitable to this end, turned out to be a little known 
collection of folk tales discovered by Dr Velta R~e-Draviia in the 
university library in Stockholm a decade or so ago. 
It is one of the earliest folk tale collections in Latgalian. 
It comprises fifty-three popular folk tales which are part of the eigh-
teenth volume of a work bearing the title Antropologii Krajowej. I~ 
appeared in a bilingual edition Latgalian and Polish - in Cracow in 
1895. The stories were collected by Stefania Ulanowska, who was work-
ing for the Polish Academy of Sciences. It is not known whether Ula-
nowska is alone responsible for the collection, or if there was a 
group of research assistants working under her guidance and direction. 
The collection appeared at a time when there was a law against 
publications in Latgalian in what came to be known as the province· of 
Latgale. From the first hal~ of the seventeenth century until the 
early 1860's·, there had been an ever-increasing output of Latgalian 
publications. A Latgalian translation of the New· Testament published 
in 1753 marks the beginning of a particularly active period in the 
history of Latgalian literature. The early nineteenth century saw- the-
publication of the first grammar on Latgalian. 
Then in 1865 an edict was issued by the Russian government for-
bidding the use· of the Latin alphabet in Latgale; this meant the end 
of Latgalian publications. A number of editions were printed in se -
cret and often people spent long hours copying books by hand; it was 
chiefly bookbinders who were responsible for this. But most Latgalian 
books written during this period were published outside Latgale, no -
tably in Poland - as was the volume of folk tales we are dealing 
with at the present time. 
Some form of shorthand must have been used by the person or 
6. 
persons who went around recording the stories. Their extremely pictu-
resque style and down to earth humour indicate that they were 'recor-
dea livff'. More competent speakers of Latgalian have confirmed - as 
far as it is possible to confirm this sort of thing - that the Latga-
lian of the tales is the Latgalian of the ordinary people. The dialo-
gues especially reveal a spontaneity of expression, the stnaightfor -
ward speech of the peasant, and a humour which for lack of a better 
term can be called •rabelaisian'. 
There are stories which tell of the peasant way of life, of the 
customs of people who have had little - if indeed any - contact with 
towns and cities. Throughout a good number of the stories appears a 
subtle criticism of social injustices: the 'lords' are made fun of 
for exploiting the poor, and their unfair actions are punished. The 
servant, the peasant, the 'underdog' always win out in the end. 
Then there are tales where a complete universe of the fantastic 
is created. It is a world where the farmer's son who was thought to 
lack courage and to be a little soft in the head, turns out to be bra-
ver and more cunning than the devil himself. It is a world where a 
humble shepherd's son saves the devil's thirteen daughters from cer -
tain paternal destruction and of course in the end marries the young-
est who is also the prettiest. It is a world where people are trans-
formed into animals, where things mysteriously disappear and reappear, 
where magic horses carry their riders through air, fire and water at 
superhuman speeds. 
And throughout, it is Good that vanquishes Evil, often after a 
long and. fierce combat involving lose- of life and limb. The brave 
shepherd has to go through many trials before he can outsmart the en-
raged and fire-spitting devil. Practically all the tales instruct as 
well as entertain. 
1. 
The tex-t in question marks an interesting stage in the develop-
ment of written Latgalian. Clearly there cannot have been any hard 
and fast rules about spelling. The sound which most probably corres-
ponded to 'sh' in the English word 'ship' is sometimes spelt 'szs~' or 
'szcz' or 'czsz~. In more recent Latgalian writing, this same sound is 
written 'a'. Neither are there hard and fast rules regarding punctua-
tion; the beginning of a dialogue is sometimes indicated by quotation 
marks, at times by a comma and a dash, occasionally by nothing at all. 
Full stops are fre<[Uently missing. Stress patterns let the reader 
know when some sentences end and others begin and thus comprehension 
is preserved. 
Similanly, if a morpheme carries a stronger stress than the one 
immediately following it~ the reatter identifies it as being the initial 
morpheme of a word; in Latgalian the main stress of a word is always 
on the first syllable. Thus it is that verb prefixes are perceivefr 
as verb prefixes even though they are presented in three different 
forms: as free morphemes immediately preceding the verb; as bound mor--
phemea; as •semi-bound' morphemes, that is, separated from the venb by 
a dash. So, the same compound verb meaning 'breaks into pieces' ap -
pears as sa-laut or salau~ and the compound verb meaning 'killed' has 
both the forms: nusyta and nu-syta. Of course one cannot entirely 
disprove the notion that the variation in the written form of the pre-
fixed verbs is purely accidental, the result depending either on the 
whim of the person who recorded the stories or on the mood and compe-
tence of the typesetter. However, the fact that the 'semi-bound' ex-
amples vastly outnumber the others, suggests that the prefixed verb in 
Latgalian is already at this stage regarded very much as a compound, 
the prefix being much less tightly bound to the verb s tem than, say, 
the final morpheme marking tense, person and number . 
2 THE NON-PREPOSITIONAL VERB PREFIXES 8 . 
On the first analysis, it would a ppear tha t the tert under dis-
cussion has examples of twenty-one verb prefixes: ACA-, AD-, AJZ-, 
AJZA-, AP-, AT-, DA-, .!.-, I-, IZ-, IZA-, JO-, NA-, N~ PA-, PI--, POR-, 
ROZ-, ROZA-, SA-and ZA-. Of these, JO-, NA- and ZA- can be grouped 
apar1 . • They each have a well-defined function that is independent o~ 
the meaning of the verb stem. The first is the marker of obligation 
and has sometimes been called- t~e debitiv~; the second marks negativi-
ty ; both these markers are mutually e~lusive: a JO- prefixed ven-b 
cannot take NA- nor can a NA- prefixe~ verb take JO-. For want of a 
better term, the prefix ZA-can be called a reflexive prefix which ap-
parently never occurs with an unprefixed verb. 
Of the remaining eighteen prefixes, AD-, of which there is but a 
-single e:i:a.mple·, is a variant,- of AT- • Similarly, I- is another form 
- -
for I-. The prefixes· ACA-, AJZA-, IZA- and ROZA- are in fact fusions· 
o~· AT- + ZA-, AJZ- + ZA-, IZ- + ZA- and ROZ-+ ZA-. 
-- --- -
While some space . will be devoted to a discussion of the three· 
'mono-functional' prefixes mentioned in the first paragraph, the bulk 
of this thesis will deal with the twelve prefixes: AJZ-, AP-, AT-, 
- - -
DA-, I-, IZ-, NU-, PA-, PI-, POR-, ROZ- and SA-. It is very probable 
------- -
that, contrary to what one is led to believe from the information 
available in traditional grammars, the function of these prefixes is 
no~ simply locational or directional. This applies even to those 
prefixes which also exist as prepositions. Seeing that most of these 
prefixes are thought to be derived from prepositions, they ~hall for 
ease of reference henceforward be termed 'prepositional prefixes• with 
the understanding that their function may have very little to do~with 
that of prepositions. In a similar vein, to simplify matters, JO-, 
NA- and ZA- will be called 'non-prepositional prefixes'. 
i) JO- 9. 
The obligation marker JO- does not exist as a free morpheme in 
the corpus under discussion. In fact, there are very few examples of 
this prefix altogether. In more modern Latgalian however, its form is 
identical to the word _j! which means 'yes' • The following example is 
from Trftps (1968: 193) i 
(1) Voi tu esi tys lel6kais mels pasault? 
Ja., kungs, asrnu gon • 
'Are you the biggest liar in _the world? 
- Yes, my lord, I sure am., 
JO- is unlike any other prefix in that it never combines with 
anything but an invariant, non-finite form of the verb which is iden-
tical to the third person present indicative form for all verbs e:x:cept 
'to be' where it corresponds to the infinitive form. Examples will 
show that the Latgalian construction with JO- is not unlike the Latin 
construction illustrated by this example from Ernout and Thomas (1953: 
285) : 
(2) mihi colenda est virtus 
to-me requiring-to-be-practised is virtue 
'I must practise virtue' 
The JO- construction in fact is a passive construction expres 
sing obligation; it is an impersonal passive when intransitive. 
Tense is marked by an auxiliary verb: 
(3) tys(Nom) ••• kur(Nom) badys(Gen) miekleja 
the one ••• who trouble was seeking 
'the one who was looking for trouble' 
(4) man(Dat) ••• bieja sajmijnika(Gen) j~mieklej 
me ••• pt tense to be head of house oblgn-look for 
'I had to look for a man to take charge of things 
at the house' 6/253 
For the non-obligational verb in (3), the suffix -a marks third per -
son past tense. In the next example, past tense is marked by bieja 
'was'. 
The auxiliary 'be' 1s omitted in the present indicative affirma-
tive construction: 
(5) laud·•~(Nom) stajgoj' 
'people are walking abou~' 
(6) Man(Dat) ••• piec jiusu pakal j~-stajgoj ! 
me ••• after you behind· oblgn-walk 
'I have to chase after you' 
18/276 
10/260 
The third person negative form of 'to be' in the appropriate 
-tense is used to mark a JO- construction as negative. There are no 
10. 
examples of such a construction in the collection of stories. Here is 
one from Bukts and Placinskis (1973: 333): 
(7) nav jolitoj 
is not oblgn-use 
'must not be used,, 
Examples (3) - (6) have also shown the changes in grammatical 
-
relations that take place with a JO- construction. The nominative 
subject in the non-obligational sentence goes into the dative and the 
accusative direct object moves into the nominative, thus becoming the 
subject of the obligational sentence • 2 
The obligational prefix in Latvian also involves similar changes 
in basic sentence structure. Compare the following pairs: 
(8Lv) 3 
(9Lv) 
(10Lv) 
Es(Nom) eju uz skolu. 'I~ to school'. 
Man(Dat) ja.iet uz skolu • •·-r am to g_o to school'. 
MAra(Nom) las!ja gr~matu(Acc). 'MAra was reading a book'. 
Ma.rai(Dat) bija ja.lasa gramata(Nom). 'M~ra was to read a 
book'. 
Toms(Nom) rakst!s v~stuli(Acc). 'Tom will write a letter'. 
Tomam(Dat) bds ja.r~sta v~stule(Nom). 'Tom will have to 
write a letter•. 
In English too an obligational sentence can be passive in form: 
(11) John shut the door. The door is to be shut by John. 
But unlike Latgalian and Latvian, English allows an active obligatio-
nal construction; for (11) one can also say 'John is to shut the 
door'. 
ii) NA- llo 
Of the three non-prepositional prefixes, the negative marker NA-
can be called the most versatile • It is the only one that exists as 
a free morpheme who se meaning corresponds to 'no' and 'not' in Eng 
lish: 
(12) Na, wiejri~, itys nikas ! 
·~, hubby, it doesn't matter!' 10/260 
(13) e~ iz-ba~diejut na tu! 
I farted-(himJ-out, not you 
'It was my farting that produced him, not yours ! 14 23/296 
Together with the free morpheme 2. which means 'if', the negative mor-
pheme constitutes an elliptical sentence in the following example: 
(14) lin zam ciepla, a~, to jis tiewi nu-si~~ ! 
get under stove if not then he you will-kill 
'get under the stove or else he'll kill you!~ 23/308 
As well as combining with verbs, NA- can combine with adjecti ve-s 
and nouns-: 
(15) na + dziejwa = nadziejwa 
not living 'dead., 21/287 
(16) na + szmuka = naszmuka 
not pretty 'ugly' 25/306 
(17) na + tiejra = natiejra 
not clean 'dirty' 32/335 
(18) na + lajmia = nalajmia 
not luak ''accident' 21/287 
(19) na + miru = namiru 
not peace •war' 36/347 
With verbs, NA- can accompany any number, person, tense or oth-
er form, except for the third person singular and plural of the verb 
' f * . to be' which has the special form nawa instead o the expected neir. 
NA-, like JO-, always occurs word-initially. If the verb is alrea-
dy prefixed, NA- precedes the prefix. Here are some examples: 
(20) To dud jej ... 
'Then give her •• .' 4/246 
(21) kaj jam nadud ! 
( 22) 
'how ean he not give !' 
Pa-jemia jej ... 
'she took ... 1 
(23) mani napa-jemia 
'they did not take me' 
(24) Ka tu na-paza-rodieji par gara laika 
1/237 
7/255 
10/261 
'When you did not show up after a long time' 6/253 
12. 
Frequently, use of the negative prefix brings about modifica -
tions of a syntactic nature. This occurs in certain instances with 
transitive verbs: 
(25) Jis ••• daboja ••• zobokys(Acc), i capuri(Acc-·) 
he ~ boots and cap 
'He got some boots and a cap' 1'8/277 
('26) m.utieniu( Gen) e~ na daboju 
fish I not got 
·~ didn't get any fish' 19/280 
f27) Turieja sajminiks. winu(Acc) win wistieniu((Acc) 
had farmer one single little-hen 
-
'The farmer had a single little hen' 
(~8) Kungs soka :· woj na turiegzkys mtra(Gen)? 
lord says will not he have peace 
3/242 
''The lord says : will he not have any peace ?• 4/248 
(29) Ji ••• jau atdziejwyno~ numyruszu(Acc) 
they shortly will bring back to life a dead one 
'now they'll be resuscitating a dead person' 21/288 
(30) naat-dziejwynoja jos(Gen) 
not brought back to life her 
'didn't resuscitate her' 21/288 
The argument which in the affirmative sentence is an ''accusative ob -
ject' on a 'nominative subject 11 , 
the verb is made negative. 
moves into the genitive when 
This grammatical shift does not apply to all verbs in all in -
stances. Some have the patient-role-bearing element in the accusaitive 
in both affirmative and negative constructions: 
13. 
(31) Jis ••• golu(Acc) at-rowia 
he tip pulled-off 
'he pulled off the tip' 1'9/280 
(32) kab rnani(Acc) suni(Nom) na atrautu 
~hat me dogs nOJt would pull off 
'if only the dogs wouldn't pull me off' 5/25]] 
(33) jej ••• liziejlcu(Acc) pajemia 
she spoon picked up 
'she picked up the spoon' 1/237 
(34) walns mani(Acc) napa-jernia 
devil me not took 
'the devil did not take me' 10/261 
Note that in (32) and (34) the object is 'me' ; the corpus also has 
an example with napa-jemia taking 'him'' in the· accusative case • Per -
haps- anl:Y personal pronouns may have an accusative object in both 
affirmative and negative sentences f though with the verb 'to be' one 
finds expressions like the following (with genitive subjec~) : 
(135) J~ ( Gen) na bie ja sat~(Loc) 
of-him not was at-home 
'He wasn't at home' 6/252 
Perhaps it is only the first person pronoun that does not take the ge-
nitive case after a negative. More evidence is needed to confirm or 
disprove this hypothesis. 
There are also examples of verbs with patient arguments in the 
genitive case in affirmative clauses; this is traditionally known as 
the partitive use of the genitive. It is not the verb, but these -
mantics of the noun phrase that 'rule' whether some objects are accu-
sative or genitive. Hence the genitive object in this example: 
(36) jam ••• i-diewia wakareniu(Gen) 
to-him gave of-supper 
'they gave him some supper' 7/255 
It is possible that this apparent lack of rhyme or reason in the 
system of transitive verbs with NA- can be explained. The examples 
showed that case for the 'patient' in negative expressions depends 
14. 
perhaps on whether the 'patient' is a first person pronoun . Maybe the 
question of whether the 'patient' is coded as definite or indefinite 
comes into it too o Perhaps in some instances it ifl the verb that 
'rules' the case of the 'patient' • The next two examples from a more 
recent Latgalian text (Trtlps-- 1968 ·: 320-321 ) seem to point to this : 
(37) lai jO(Gen) vOrda(Gen) nazynOtu(Subjunctive) 
so his name be not known 
'lest his real name be known' 
(:38) jis ••• naltk sovu(Acc) vOrdu(Acc) 
he not puts his name 
'he doesn't put his own name·' 
iii) ZA-
Unlike the two non-prepositional prefixes dealt with so far, the 
reflexive prefix ZA- does not occur in Latvian. It roughly correa -
pond~ to the so-called reflexive- pronoun in French reflexive verbs; 
compare 'lever' ( = tb lift, raise:) as opposed to 'se lever' ((~ to get 
up), 'emb@ter' ((= to annoy) as opposed to 's'emb~ter' (= to be bored) 
and 'jouer' (= w play) as opposed to 'se jouer' (= to be played). 
Here are some examples of the Latgalian prefix ZA-; note that it al-
ways occurs immediately in front of the verb stem: 
( 39) t'i broli lomo ja ju 
'those brothers swore at him' 15/266 
(40) jis paza-lomoja 
''he swore a bit' 21/286 
(41) sajminiki ciel gu~ 
'the farmers are lifting the cows' 117/273 
(42) jis naza-ciel 
'he doe~ not get up' 21/287 
(43) jis pa-rodieja 
'he showed' 17/273 
(44) naudys na paza-rodieja 
'~he money did not show up' 21/284 
(45) 
(46) 
Tu mums apmonieja 
''You cheated us' 
wacokijs apza-monieja 
'the eldest one got cheated' 
15. 
21/285 
21/284 
Note in passing, the three orders of the verb prefix il l us trated in 
(44}: the negative prefix comes before the prepositional prefix 
which precedes the reflexive prefir. FI,om all these examples it is 
obvious why the label 'reflexive'' is not a particularly sati s factory 
one. It is perhaps appropriate enough for some verbs, those in (40) 
and (42) for example, but in (44) 'the money' can har dly be called an 
agent; similarly in (46) the agent of ap~-monieja is definitely not 
wacokijs. 
In Latvian, the role o·f the Latgalian ZA- is assumed by a set of 
suffixes. The infinitive form takes -IES; compare maz~t (dr@bes) 
'to wash (clotheff) 1 with mazg~ties 'to wash oneself', nobaidtt 'to 
give a fright' with nobaid!ties 'to get a fright', palieltt 'to ex -
press- some approv~l' with palieltties 'to boast a bit' and sildtt 'to 
warm (sthg.)' with sildtties 'to warm oneself'. 
Sometimes the reflexive suffi~ adds an element of reaiprocity to 
the basic verb: run~t 'to talk' becomes runAties 'to hold conversa -
tion', b~rt 'to scold' Becomes t~ties 'to quarrel' and skriet 'to run' 
becomes skrieties 'to run in a race•. There are similar cons tructions 
in French: 'battre' (= to beat) and 'se battre' (= to be involved in 
a fight with s 1 one). 
The examples quoted in the preVcious paragraphs have shown that 
while in the initial instance it may be tempting to consider the re-
flexive affix merely as an intransitivising device, such a point of 
view is far too simplistic. Sometimes its role mus t be descril:te:d as 
nothing less than aspectual. Consider this example in Latvian: pel-
lli 'to swim' as distinct from 'to walk, to run' and peld~ties 'to go 
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swimming' as distinct from 'to go dancing, to go for a walk'. 5 
According to Buk~s's and Placinskis's grammar , the 'reflexive' 
forms of both Lithuanian and Latgalian prefixed verbs have the affi~ 
SA-. Simple verbs in Latgalian on the other hand, are 'refle:xd.vised' 
with the suffix -IS corresponding to the Latvian -IES mentioned earli-
er : calt 'to lift' becomes caltie •t·o rise, get up•. Examples in the 
corpus show that sometimes both the prefix and the suffix were use~ 
with the same verb. In the same story (7/255) there is the form paza-
must and the form pazamustas- both meaning 'wakes-' up'' ; the -~ on the 
second word marks third person singular present tense reflexive. Si-
milarly, both aca-gulas in 8/256 and aca-gula in 19/279 are in the 
past tense and both mean 'lay down•. 
Clearly, some of the comments made on the Latgalian non-prepo -
si tional prefixes JO-, NA- and ZA- in the previous pages merit a c·lo-
ser investigation. Notably the question of case for the arguments of 
v~rbs in the negative and the role of ZA- deserve a much more detailed 
analJrsis. To db such an analysis now, however, would be to obfuscrate 
the main aim of the present discussion. 
Notes 
1. page 9: the first number is the story number, the second refers 
t 'o the page in the corpus • 
2. page 10: a personal communication from A. Wierzbicka reveals 
that there are parallels to this shift in case in many 
other languages. 
3. page 10 i Lv =Latvian, 
4. page 11: ifue story's hero is Thumbkin who was miraculously 
brought into the world by the unconventional method of 
farting. 
5. page 16: Lithuanian has comparable derivatives on page 59 of 
Intro~uction to Modern Lithuanian by Dambriunas 'et al., 
1972 ·~ 
3 PRESENTING THE PROBLEM AND 
DEFINING '.ASPECT' 
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More than half of the 'prepositional' prefixes in Latgalian 
also exist as unbound morphemes and function as prepositions. Here is 
a list of them together with some examples including meanings from the 
corpus; note that POR- has a slightly different form in the unbound 
state: 
Prefix Prepn Examples 
~JZ ajz ajz ciepla(Gen) 
a.jz astis(Gen) 
AP ap ~ goldu(Acc) 
~ natiekli(Acc) 
AT 
DA 
I 
IZ 
NU 
PA 
PI 
POR 
ROZ 
SA 
-
da 
-
iz 
nu 
pa 
pi 
par 
-
da pridis(Gen) 
~ ezulajka( G'en) 
-
~ gul-tcy-s(Gen) 
~ golda((Gen) 
iz utcys(Gen) dtnis 
(Gen) 
i z s i wys ( cre n) 
iz treju(Gen) godu 
(Gen) 
iz ustobys(Gen) 
ll maltiejti(Acc) 
iz tu(Acc) jaunu(Acc) 
pujsi(Acc) 
nu maltiejtia(Gen) 
nu ors( Gen) pusiB'. 
- (Gen) 
nu lylys(.:}en) bajlis 
- (Gen) 
~ ustobu(Accr·) 
.P!: cie:Lu(Aca) 
.E!. spowids 
& sinys 
par trejs(Nom) 
par zimu(Aca) 
par upi(Acc) 
par sirdim(Dat) 
god.i 
(Norn) 
Meaning 
behind the stove 
J?1! the tail 
around the table 
about the lazy daughter 
to pine tree 
to this day 
on the bed 
-
.QE. the table 
Qll. the second day 
at his wife 
for three years 
from/out of the house 
iQ. the meal 
l.Q. the young man 
from the meal 
from the outside 
from a great fright 
through the room 
along the road 
to confession 
-against the wall 
after three years 
through/during the 
winter 
across the river 
out of anger 
Page ref~ 
277 
287 
273 
236 
243 
242 
-
24] 
278 
238 
253 
253 
240 
237 
237 
238 
239 
244 
287 
242 
249 
244 
253 
243 
258 
257 
This 'co-existence' of the verb prefix and the preposition probably 
explains why it is that analyses of verb prefixes in Latgalian suggest 
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by and large that the prefixes mean the same thing as their correspon-
ding prepositions. For example, the expressions 'likt ajz kroans' 
and 'ajz-likti ajz krosn~' are thought of as being two formally diffe-
rent ways of saying the one and the same thing •to put (sthg.) behind 
the stove' with 'behind' (= ajz) being marked optionally as a prefi~ 
on the verb as well as occurring as a preposition. But what of the 
prefixes that do not have corresponding prepositions? Perhaps they 
have been thought of as having fused with the simple verb and there -
fore having no independent function worthy 0£ special notice. Bukh 
and Placinskie (1973: 214) add a note to their list of derived verb~: 
"There are some prefixes that have most certainly originated 
from prepositions, but no longer exist as such. These prefixes 
too add tO' their compounds- the appropriate 'prepositional' 
nuance ••• " 
A few examples of verbs with the- prefixes in question are given, but 
there is no attempt to explain what the 'prepositional nuances-·• might 
be. 
In fact, the readines~ with which all the prefixes have b'een as-
cribed functions identical with those of prepositions has led to re -
peated oversimplification and generalizations about this area of both 
Latgalian and Latvian grammars. The previous chapter has shown that 
three of the prefixes listed in the introduction have nothing at all 
to do with prepositions. Actually, the instances where a verb prefix 
can be said to have strictly a prepositional function are non-existent 
and those where a verb prefix can be said to have primarily a prepo --
sitional function are relatively rare. Even those morphemes which do 
exist independently and function as prepositions do not necessarily 
have that same role in their bound form as prefixes to verbs. 
It will be neces sary to discuss the relevance of the choice of 
case with some verbs, since in both Latgalian and Latvian, the same 
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verb can take either the accusative or dative case to mark the object. 
Both these Latvian sentences are acceptable: 
(1Lv) B~rns sit J~ni. 
child(Nom) hits/is hitting John(Acc). 
'The child hits John. 
(2Lv) B@rns sit J~nim. 
child(Nom) hits/is hitting John(Dat) 
'The child hits John'. 
Sentence (1) codes a situation where John is practically being beaten, 
whereas in (2) he is being hit with much less force and insistence J 
possibly the English expression 'The child hits at John' conveys· bet-
ter the nuance present in 'hit+ dative patient' in (2). 
The prefix IE- however, can only be used with the undergoer in 
the dative case: 
(3Lv) 
(4Lv) 
~ B@rns iesit J~ni. 
B@rns iesit JAnim. 
'The child hits John once'. 
The prefix NO- can only be used with the u.ndergoer in the accusative: 
* (5Lv) B@rns nosit J!nim. 
(6Lv) B~rns nosit J!ni. 
'The child kills John'. 
With an inanimate undergoer, the meaning of the verb in (6Lv) is 
'knocks down'; 'to kill' does imply 'to knock down' and in one sense 
it can be said that NO- in nosit is also a directional prefix. With 
certain action verbs, the directional role of the prefix will become 
even more manifest. 
Another sorely neglected facet of the verb prefix question is 
the fact that the same verb with the same prefix can have different 
meanings depending on the kinds of arguments it has. In Latvian for 
example, the verb braukt 'to drive, to go by vehicle' which is usual-
ly thought of as intransitive, can occur with the prefix SA- to give 
the verb sabraukt usually thought of as transitive. This derived 
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verb can mean different things, best il l u s trated by the fol l owing ex-
amples: 
(7Lv) X sabrauca putnu. 
X(Nom) ran over bird(Acc) 
'X ran over a bird'. 
(8Lv) X sabrauca savu ma~!nu. 
X drove to its limits his(Acc) car(Acc) 
'X wore out his car'. 
(9Lv) Uz k~zAm sabrauca daudz lau!;u. 
to wedding(Dat) drove travelled to the same lace 
many people Gen 
'A lot of people got together (by vehicle) for the wedding'. 
Note that the meaning of the verb in (7Lv) depends chiefly on an 
agent-subject and an animate object. In (8Lv) it depends on an agent-
subject and an inanimate object and in (9Lv) it depends on a plural 
subject, the absence of an object and the presence of a destination. 
However, the following sentence structure is semantically ambivalent: 
(10Lv) X sabrauca savu zirgu(Acc = 'horse') 
In so far as a horse in harness can be considered a vehicle in the 
same sense that a car is, sentence (lOLv) can mean 'X wore out his 
horse' as well as 'X ran over his horse•. To disambiguate such senten-
ces, there is a tendency to use a different prefix, in this case no-
brauca with the meaning •wore out'. Note that this and a few other 
examples of what Janos Zsilka (1973 : 26) calls 'structural homonymy' 
with the verb sabraukt occur only when an animate object can also 
mean 'vehicle'. 
On the basis of sentences (7Lv), (8Lv) and (lOLv), it is tempt-
ing to say that what SA- does in most instances is to transitivize 
the basic verb braukt. Things are much more complicated however. 
To begin with, the usually intransitive verb braukt can in some in-
stances occur transitively: 
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(111v) Vi~am nav ~ofera, vi~~ savu ma~tnu br auc pats 
him(Dat) is-not chauffeUI'( Gen) he ( No m) his( Acc·) car( Acc ) 
dr ives self(Nom) 
'He doesn't have a chauffeur, he drives his car hi mself' 
More interesting thi ngs come to light when t he pr efix i s removed in 
each of the sentences (7Lv - lOLv) : 
(121v) 
(13Lv) 
( 141~-) 
(151v) 
X brauca putnu. 
'X drove a/the bird'. 
X brauca savu ma~inu. 
'X drove his own car•. 
Uz k~zfun brauca daudz lau~u. 
'Many people W€re going (by vehicle) to the wedding'. 
X brauca savu zirgu. 
'X drove his own horse'. 
Sentence (12Lv) can exist in a v.ery restricted context, say when 
'bird' refers to a bird-shaped float in a pageant. The- ~wo noun phra-
ses . savu ma~tnu in (13Lv) and savu zirgu in (15Lv) which appear to be 
in the accusative (or direct object) case are in fact in the instrumen-
tal case, the preposition an · (= with) usually accompanying this case 
. -
being omitted ; for singular nouns-, the forms of both accusative and 
instrumental cases are identical. 
Sentence (14Lv) helps us see most clearly the function of SA-; 
'got-together• codes a happening that has a definite end point, namely 
'the getting-together•, while 'were going'codes a situation in the 
process of happening. Comparing sentences (7Lv) and (12Lv), the pre-
fixed 'ran over' as opposed to the unprefixed 'drove' refers to an oc-
currence with an end point. In (lOLv) and (]5Lv) 'drove' which codes 
a situation with no inherent end point is also opposed to 'wore out' 
or 'ran over' both of which describe a process that leads to a termi-
nal point. 
Going by these examples then, we can s a.y tha t SA- has a number 
of functions. It can change the lexical content of the unprefixed 
verb. It can change the aspectual content of the verb. It can bri ng 
about syntactic constraints ; while it is possible to say: 
(16Lv) X brauca 
X drove 
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the same expression with the SA- form of the verb is grammatical and 
meaningful only if X stands for a plural subject. Clearly, it is not 
the verb prefix alone that carries any one particular function, cer -
tainly not as far as this particular prefix and this particular verb 
are concerned. We can say that the different functions of the verb 
prefix are telescoped into the one Ql()rphological unit or that the one 
morphological unit subsumes several different meanings which depend on 
syntactic elements other than the verb. And our examples with the 
braukt and sabraukt pair have shown that any detailed discussion or 
analysis of the so-called 'prepositional' prefixes will have to be ap-
proached. with ci~cumspection. 
It might be argued that perhaps the prefix SA- and the verb 
braukt are exceptional. However, there will be further evidence to 
show that this is not so; other verbs and other verb prefixes behave 
in the same way. Well, one might wonder, if SA- alone has all the dif-
ferent functions mentioned on the previous page, how is it that there 
are so many morphologically different verb prefixes? Could it be that 
they have yet other functions? Do all of them have the same functions 
-
as SA-? Is the use of a particular prefix determined by the lexical 
content of the unprefixed verb? Has it something to do with the 'pe-
riphery•1of a sentence or clause? Does it help to emphasize or inten-
sify the action or situation referred to by the unprefixed verb? Can 
all verbs take all prefixes indiscriminately? If not, what are the 
restrictions involved? Is there any way of predicting which type of 
verb will most likely take a certain prefix in a certain context? Can 
the prefixes be classed in any way as having predominantly preposi 
tional, aspectual or other roles? 
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All these questions, as well as the comments regarding the 
SA+ braukt examples, serve to illustrate the complexity of the verb 
prefix system. To simplify the discussion somewhat, only those pre -
fixed verbs with recognizable verb stems will be considered. For in-
~ 
stance, verbs like ATgOdynOt 'to remind' where gOdynOt does not exist, 
will not be considered. There is to date no evidence available to 
prove that ATgOdynOt is in fact a prefix+ verb compound. The corpus 
has very few examples of such verbs· ; here are two : AJZ-miersa 'for-
got1(21/259) and NAAT-dziejwynoja 'did not bring back to life'(21/288). 
It is possible that these verb stems did exist as unprefixed verbs, 
but in some instances , other parts of speech acquired prefixes· nor-
mally attached to verbs when they •verb:alised 11 
2 
• To go into a de-
tailed study of the etymologies of these verbs would mean covering 
ground well beyond the scope of the main topic of this research. They 
therefore need not concern us here. 
Having .(via Latvian) hinted at the numerous roles ·of .verh pre-
fixes in Latgalian and ~mplied_ that apparently there is little -rhyme 
or reason in using different prefixes with different verbs, we must 
bring some order infu the present analysis. It was clear from the ex-
amples (7Lv - lOLv) that the one feature present in all the uses of 
SAbrauca was that the happening described by this verb includ.ed an 
end point. Whatever constraints may have operated on the arguments 
of the SA- expressions, these did not alter the fact that a SA-
situation has an inherent terminus. In this respect, the brauca and 
SAbrauca pair is not unlike the •eat' and 'eat up' and other similar 
pairs quoted by Comrie ((197.6 : 46). 
It will in fact shortly become apparent that perhaps the vast 
majority of unprefixed versus prefixed verb pairs in Latgalian can be 
compared to the braukt and SAbraukt pair. This would make Latgalian 
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one of those 
"languages where it is possible to derive verbs referring to 
specifically telic [+endpoint] situations from verbs that do 
not necessarily refer to telic situations. ( Comrie 1976 : 46-) 11 
While it is true that some Latgalian verbs do not automatically 
acquire telic aspect with the addition of a prefix, it is just as true 
that there is not a single verb prefix that does not telicize some 
verb. The fact that this function is shared by twelve different pre-
fixes shows that the marking of telicity in Latgalian is not as clear-
cut as, for example, the marking of negation with NA- or reflexivity 
with ZA-. For this reason, some basic notions on aspect and aspect 
marking will need to be looked at before we proceed any further. 
Aspect 
Streitberg (Verkuyl 1972: 4 ff\ whose classification marks the 
beginning of a period during which much attention was given to verb 
aspects, speaks of the three main semantic categories that govern the 
verbal system of what he called the Slavonic and Baltic dialeo~s: the 
imperfective, the perfective and the iterative aspect. He further 
distinguishes two parts to the perfective aspect category: what he 
c·alle the momentaneous-perfecti ve aspect which stresses the moment of 
termination and the durative-perfective aspect which expresses tne 
termination of an action as well as its having a duration. He also 
points out that the iterative aspect can express repetition of either 
durative actions or perfective actions. Note that he implies that it 
is the verb alone that functions as indicator of aspect in the Balto-
Slavonic language systems. 
A little after Streitberg, Poutsma in 1926 postulated three 
types of predications (Verkuyl 1972: 5 ffl) : 
"l) 
2) 
3) 
momentaneous predications, i.e. covering one moment ; 
durative predications, i.e. extending over a continuous 
succession of moments; and 
iterative predications, i.e; consisting of an indefinitely 
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prolonged succession of like acts". 
Poutsma further sees three divisions for category 2) : 
"2a) 
2b) 
indefini~ely durative predications, i.eo with no particular 
stage of the predication definitely thought of; 
ingressively durative predications, i.e; with the initial 
stage of the predication more distinctly thought of than 
the rest; and 
2c) terminatively durative predications, i.e. with the final 
stage of the predication more distinctly thought of than 
the rest" . 
Verkuyl explains that both Streitberg'~ and Poutsma's remarks 
concerning aspect are fairly representative of the kind of statements 
linguists were making about 'aspe~ts' at the time, and adds (page 6) 
that : 
"from the very beginning till its rather abrupt end about 1935 
the concept formation regarding the Aspects was characterized 
by terminological confusion and vague definition". 
A sorting out of the confusion has been attempted by Comrie in Aspect. 
Having pointed out the necessity for distinguishing between tense and 
aspect (he sees the frequent confusion of the two terms as the crux of 
the problem) he defines aspect as: 
"different ways- of viewing the internal temporal const'ituency 
of a situation" (Comrie 1976: 3) 
and in his footnotes adds that this definition is based on the one 
given by Holt in an article called Etudes d'' aspect published in Acta 
Jutlandica in 1943. Holt's definition as quoted in the footnotes-
(Comrie 1976: 3) reads: 
"les manieres diverses de concevoir l'ecoulement du proces-
m~me" 
• 
Chung and Timberlake (forthcoming), following in Comnie's footl-
steps, refer to aspect as describing the internal structure of an 
event. They contrast it with 'tense' on the one hand, and 'mood' on 
the other. 'Tense', they say, locates an event with respect to a 
reference point in •temporal space' and 'mood' characterizes the pos-
sibility or actuality of the event and locates it in the 'reality 
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space'. It would seem then, that 'aspect' focuses on the event itself, 
in a sense abstracted from 'temporal space' and 'reality space'. 
The comments of Comrie, Chung and Timberlake imply that aspect 
is a category that has to do mostly with the verb, in the senffe that 
one might say 'case' is a category that has to do mostly with the role 
relationship of the noun. In this respect, they are furthering the 
traditional point of view represented by Streitberg's and Poutsma1 s 
aspectual analysis mentioned earlier. In all fairness to Chung and 
Timberlake however, it must be pointed out that they do go a step fur-
• 
ther in that they distinguish between 'inherent aspect' (page 11) where 
the view of the· event is inherent in the meaning of a le:Jrical item and 
'sentential aspect' where the view of the event is presented by the 
entire sentence or clause. Examples given are the expressions 'know', 
where 'state' is inherent in 'know',and 'He has spoken\ where 'state' 
is communicated by the whole expression, though it is debatable whether 
'He has spoken' can rightly be thought of as coding a 'state' in the 
same way that 'know' does. 
Verkuyl goes much further and devotes most of his book On the 
compositional nature of the aspects to show why (page 97): 
"the Aspects should' not be regarded as unanalyzable categories 
inherent to Verbs". 
He points out (page 40 ff) that in some cases, the suuject of the sen-
tence can also contribute to the composition of the Aspects as can the 
direct and indirect object~. His comment on the role of certain other 
elements of synta.r has particular relevance for Latgalian (page 46): 
"Verb Phrases containing Directional Prepositional Phrases ap-
pear to fall under the opposition between the Durative and 
Nondurative Aspects". 
His view of 'Aspects' differs from those expressed previously>chiefly 
in that he maintains that Aspects cannot be taken as semantic primi -
tives assigned to Verbs. Rather, he sees (page 98) the term as apply-
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ing to "configurations of certain categories generated by the base". 
More recently, Holisky (1981: 129) states: 
"Because aspect is a grammatical category, aspectual oppositions 
must be defined in grammatical terms". 
Her view is supported by Johnson (1981) who has also attempted a more 
precise definition of aspect. Johnson has embraced Reichenbach's 
theory about three temporal points as elaborated in 1947 in Elements 
of symbo·lic logic • Reichenbach' s points, as quoted by Holisky ( page 
148) > are : "point of spee.ch ••• point of reference ••• and point of event"• 
Following to some extent Comrie' s example, Johnson eS'.tablishes· ( page 
151) the relationship and the difference between 'tense' and 1 aspect 1 t : 
"The function of a tense category is to locate the position of 
the speaker's reference time, by relating it to the position of' 
the time of speaking ••• 
Verb aspect involves reference to one of the temporally disfilnet 
phases in the evolution of an event through time~. 
Johnson sees two ways in which aspects are realised grammatically and 
talks of aspect of 'clas~• and aspect of 'form•. There are certain 
verbs whose lexical content puts them in a particular aspect class' ; 
for example,'realise' belongs to the class of verbs with momentaneous 
aspect, whereas 'know' embodies durative aspect. Aspect of 'form' on 
the other hand, i~ aspect communicated in different morphological or 
syntactic ways; for example, 1 be running' is an example of progres-
sive aspect as opposed to I have nun' which illustrates t ·he perfect 
aspect. What Johnson fails to mention, is that where one is ju~ified 
in saying that 'know• is durative, the comment clearly only applies to 
the verb used in the present tense form, since 'knew' can be momenta-
neous as well as durative, depending on the other constituents of the 
sentence. Compare: 
(17) He knew all along that ••• (durative) 
(18) Suddenly/Now he knew why it was that ••• (momentaneous) 
It can however possibly be argued that in (18) it is 'suddenly/now' 
and not 'knew' that carries the aspectual function and 'knew' marks 
the beginning of a 'knowing' that remains durative. 
Perhaps one of the clearest and most acceptable discussions of 
all is the one in Lyons (1978: 703 ff). Briefly, Lyons states that the 
term 'aspect' is a conventionally accepted translation of the Russian 
word 'vid •· ( = view\ which is used to refer to the opposition of perfeo-
ti ve and imperfective in Russian and other languages and has come to 
have an extended meaning which covers a number of different opposi -
tions· based upon different semantic notions such as 'duration, instan-
taneity, frequency' and others. He distinguishes (page 708) seven 
pairs of grammaticalized distinctions of states·, processes and events, 
but not without some reservation: 
"In the present state of our knowledge of the grammaticalization 
of aspectual distinctions throughout the languages of the world~ 
it is impossible to say with any degree of confidence just how· 
many of the seven potential two-term systems actually exist"• 
Jakobson ( 1971 : 137 ff"') .. with reference to Russian sug- -
gests that · there are not -~even, butt. five P?-irs of' oppositions 
whirrh he has chosen to label in the following waytperfective and im-
perfectiva, determinate and indeterminate, iterative and non-iterative, 
inchoative and non-inchoativeJand perfectivized and non-perfectiivized. 
Moreover, he sees these distinctions as subsumed under the single OJ>-
position of perfective versus imperfective. 
Comrie's (1976) analysis of aspect introduces little that is 
new. Of considerable merit is· his elaboration of the concept of 'te-
lic' as distinct from 1 atelic 1 • Comrie would call •telic' that sub-
class of processes •to which the notion of completion is applicable" 
(Lyons 1978: 711,). He gives examples of expressions like 'to run a 
mile' versus 'to run'. He has a simple test whereby one can tell if 
a situation is viewed as telic or ate1ic. Suppose that Xis running 
a mile; one cannot say of X 'X has run a mile' until X has in fact 
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got to the point where the di8tance X has covered corresponds to a 
mile. On the other hand, with the situation codea by 'Xis running' 
one cau say 'X has run' at any point of X's running,and it would be 
true •. Similarly, appl'lying the same test •to wash dishes-' is· atelic, 
while •to wash the dishes' is telic; X might be in the middle of wa-
shing-up and one could truthfully predicate of X 'X has washed dishes' '• 
However, X would have to have done the last piece of washing-up for 
one to say 'X has washed the dishes•. 
Another test for distinguishing 'telic' from 'atelio1 situation~ 
is found in V:endler ( ll967 : 100 f:fJ). Verb phrases that code t:elic · si±u-_ 
ations, Vendler calls •accomplishment term~• and those that code at~ 
lie situations- he calls. 'activity terms-ti. Of the first, he· says·, it is 
possible to ask 'How long did it talce to run a mile ?1 ' and of these-
cond 'For how long did X run?' but not vice versa o His questions 
work for seeing the distinction between ''to wash ·the dishes' and 'to 
wash dishes'o It makes perfect sense to ask 'How· long did it take to 
wash the dishes?' and equally perfect sense to ask 'For how long did 
X wash dishes ?·' 
So, one way the 'goings-on' of the real world can be viewed is 
as with (telic) or without (atelic) an inherent end point. Another 
way is along the parameter of durativ:ity,; we think of certain occur-
rences as being momentary: •to wink, to explode'. Others are thought 
of as prolonged: 'to know, to speak, to run•. Yet others are thought 
of as inherently lasting some time, but not a long time: ''to have a 
walk, to have a snooze•. Some happenings are viewed as having 'in -
built' iterativity : •to hico.ough, to cheer (a team-), to knock, to 
~hatter (of teeth)'; sometimes usually iterative happenings- are aoded 
as 'one of' : 'to give a cough, to raise a cheer'. These 'one of' 
happeningg are labelled semelfactive o Situations can be viewed as 
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perfective (complete) or imperfective (on-going , incomplete) ; English 
shows that a situation is viewed as complete when coding it as, say, 
'X ran' and marks an incomplete situation by saying 'X was running'. 
Finally, there are 'happenings' that are viewed a s e i t her marking the 
beginning of a situation :'to become, to begi n'' ; marking the end of 
a situation ~ 'to cease, to stop 11 ; or marking the result of an o.ncrur--
rence: Comrie's (1976: 56) example 'John has arrived'. The inchoa -
~ive/ingressive/inca~tive (marking the beginning) and terminative 
(marking the end) happenings belong to the set of momentaneous inci -
dents mentioned earlier in so far as they are usually thought of as 
points rather than lines in time • The resul tative (1marking the result) 
happenings are yet another subclass of processes - situations that are 
thought of as prolonged o 
Note that some verbs can code different types of situations a 
'to flash' for instance can be used to code a momentaneous situation 
or an iterative one; people who have found themselves dallying with 
death in highly dangerous circumstances have been known to say some-
thing like 'The whole of my life flashed by me•. The same verb might 
be used by someone watching the cars in a high-s-peed race. When talk-
ing of lightning though, there is a tendency in English to nominalize 
the first type of situation and say 'There was a flash of lightning' 
and reserve the verb for the iterative situation 'Lightning flashed~. 
Another verb that can code a variety of situation types is 
'boil'. It can be used to describe a process: 'The water boiled fu -
riously'. It can code a situation with an inherent terminal point(= a 
telic process) : 'The swagman boiled the billy'. ]t can also be 
tthought of as marking the beginning of a process· ( = ineepti ve aspect) 
whereby something that is a liquid become s something that is vapo -
rous-· • 
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Other verbs are used in similar ways: 'to melt' is an example 
and also 'to cook'. One can say of something that it 'isn't cooke~' 
or 'hasn't cooked'' even though one might say of the same thing I It 
cooked for hours'f in the first case, the verb codes a telic process 
and in the second it refers to an atelic process. It makes sense to 
say 'X cooked the beef for four hours, but it's still not cooked'. 
Where English does not need to mark the nuance in meaning on the verb 
itself, Latgalian, Latvian and many other languages would have a 
simple verb for the process minus terminal point and a marked verb for 
the process plus terminal point. Thus in Latgalian, the simple verb 
capt (majzi) 'to bake (bread)' refers to· the atelic situation and the 
prefixed IZcapt (majzi) •to bake (bread)' codes the telic one. Note 
however, in passing, that there is a tendency in English to replace 
the verb coding the telic process by 'done' in many cases; the sen -
tence referring to the beef (•x cooked the beef for four hours, but 
it's still not cooked') would more readily be uttered as 'X cooked· the 
beef for four hours, but it's still not done•. 
Two notions that have led to a great deal of confusion when 
talking about how the world's •·goings-on I are viewed are 'perfecti vi-
ty' and 'telici ty'. Comrie ( 197.~,:. : 3) introduces the concept 1'perfec-
ti vi ty' by-. comparing i i;i t ·o: the not ion of imperfecti vi ty • Among other 
examples he offers the following English sentence: 'John was reading 
when I went in' and comments: 
"the first verb presents the background to some event, while 
that event itself is introduced by the second verb. These -
cond verb presents the totality of the situation referred to 
(here, my entry) without reference to its internal temporal 
constituency; the whole of the situation is presented as a 
singly unanalysable whole, with beginning, middle and end rol-
led into one; no attempt is made to divide this situation up 
into the various individual phases that make up the action of 
entry. Verbal forms with this meaning will be said to have 
perfective meaning ••• 11 
The particular situation coded by Comrie's English sentence above, is 
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rendere~ in Latvian by 'J~nis lasija kad es IE-n~cu' and in Latgalian 
by 'J~ns lasieja kod es !-nocu'. In both i nstances, t he situation 
viewed as having an 'internal structure' (Comrie 1976 ~ 16) is coded 
by the unprefixed verb, whereas the situation viewed as a whole, takes 
the prefixed verb (the prefixes are separated by a hyphen ) . It is al -
most impossible to view the situation coded by 'I went in' i n Comrie's 
example as perfective without being telic; while it is true that - a 
'going in' can a:ona..eivably be viewed as an at~lic process·, it is· more 
l:ikely that it is seen as a procress wi t-h a terminal point ; one can only 
say of X 'X has gone in' when the proces~ of X's going has culminated 
in X'ff 'being in'. Comrie himself concedes that "it is difficult to 
find sentences that are unambiguously telic or atelic" f1976 :: 46). 
Naturally, a conclusion about aspect-marking cannot be made on 
the basis of examples- in the previous paragraph alone. However, the 
simple versus the prefixed verb usage in Latvian discussed at the be--
ginning of this chapter supports the hypothesis that if a situation in 
Latvian (or Latgalian) is viewed as perfective, it is at t -he same time 
viewed as telic. The rrevcrse however, does not hold true, since situ-
ations can be viewed as telic without being viewed as perfective. 
Dahl ('1981: 81) who sees 'the P property'(= perfectivity) of a situ-
ation as entailing 'the T property' (= telicity) but not vice versa, 
also subscribes to this view. 
To produce an exhaustive analysis of aspect in Latgalian is not 
the aim of the present discussion. As a general rule, it will be 
shown that the unprefixed Latgalian verb is usually atelic and the 
usual aspectual role of the prefix is to add' telic aspect. The dis -
cussion wilt include a closer look at different kinds of verbs: those 
describing states, processes, events, acts and activities. A scrutiny 
of their atelic forms and their telicization may throw some light on 
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the obvious need Latgalian has for so many verb prefixes with, among 
other roles, the telicizing one. 
Notes 
1. 
2. 
page 22 
page 23 
: the term is from Foley and Olson (forthcoming).~ClauRe-
hood and Verb Serialization". 
: alongside the French adjective 'joli' (= pretty) there 
is 'enjoliver' (= to pretty up, to adorn) but there is 
no ~joliver. Next to the French noun 'courage' (= cou-
rage) there is 'encourager', but no ,it;;-courager. German 
has 'Nebel' f = fog, mist) wit·h 1 benebeln 1 (= to cover 
with a fog/mist) but no ~nebeln. From 'MU.he' (= trou -
ble, bother) German derives 'bemtlhen' (= to disturb, to 
upset) but there is no ~rnUhen. 
4 COMINGS AND GOINGS 
As in Latvian, Russian and possibly other languages, aspect in 
Latgalian is marked both by prefixation and suffixation. Forsyth 
(1970) presents an extensive analysis of both types in Russian where 
the conjugation systems are similar to those in Latgalian. Only the 
first type of aspect-marking is relevant to the topic of this thesis, 
but reference may have to be made occasionally to the second type. 
However, no discussion of Latgalian verb prefixes and aspect-marking 
would be possible without some attempt t ·o classify the verb types in 
the data •. 
Very broadly speaking and paraphrasing Lyons (1978) verbs codify 
situation~. There are two types of situations: statio and dynamic. 
A static situation is one du.ring which something 'emsts' rather than 
'happens•. Such situations are homogenous, continuous and unchanging 
over the duration and are called states. 
Dynamic situation~ on the other hand, are those during which 
something 'occurs'. They can be grouped into those which are durative 
or linear versus those that are momentaneous or punctual. Durative 
dynamic situations imply a change of state during the •action' and 
are called processes. Those dynamic situations which talce place 
'through' a point in time, often marking the initiation or termination 
of a process, are called events. Sometimes events can refer to a 
change of state that occurs- in a moment, ~br example: 'The chair 
broke'. States, processes and events are non-controlled in the sense 
that they are situations where there is no single controlling partici-
pant, nothing that controls, initiates, brings about the 'action', in 
short, there is no agent o 
Controlled static situations e:an be termed stances, for example: 
'John is standing • Mary sits •. • Controlled dynamic situations are 
actions which can be divided into durative actions or activities- and 
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momentary actions or acts. To simplify the discussion, we shall be re-
ferring to each verb type using the label for the type of situation 
the verb describes. Thus, we shall be discussing-state verbs, process-
verbs, event verbs, stance verbs, action verbs, activity verbs and act 
verbs • 
In English, the same verb with no morphological modifications 
can codify situations of different types, depending on the nature of 
the participants in the situation. For example: 'stand' is a state 
ver~ in 'The church stands on top of the hill', but it is a stance verb 
in 'John stands next to Jim'• Similarly, 'cooked' is a process verb in 
'The meat cooked in thirty minutes', but it is an activity verb in 
'John cooked the meat· in thirty minutes'. 
There are other languages which must show the distinction between 
different verb types in the morphology of the verb •. For example, Ta-
galog distinguisheg stance verbs from state verbs by marking the for-
mer with the prefix Likewise, it has prefixes to mark activi -1 um - • 
ties as distinct from acts; for example : 'mag-tawa' (= to laugh re-
peatedly) versus 't-u.m-tawa• (= to laugh) and 'mag-lakad' (= to walk 
repeatedly) versus 1 1-um-akad' (= to walk}. In a comparable way, Lat -
vian uses the 'reflexive' suffix to distinguish between activitie~ and 
processes; for example: 'celt' (= to lift) versus 'celties• (= to 
get up) and 'raut' (= to pull) versus 'rauties' (= to shrink). Note 
however, that like the verb 'cook' in the previous paragraph, 'eel -
ties' can codi:try two different types of situation, as the following 
examples show: 
(lLV) 
(2Lv) 
Lidma~tna ce}as pamazfun. 
plane(Nom) rises gradually 
'The plane gradually rises'. 
J~nis ce~as septi~os. 
John(Nom rises seven-o'clock(Loc) 
'John rises at seven'. 
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Clearly, sentence (lLv) describes a process, whereas sentence (2Lv) 
refers to an action, a controlled dynamic situation • In (11Lv) the 
nominative stands for something that can be said to be the undergoer 
of a process, whereas in (2Lv) it describes something that is both 
actor and undergoer of the situation. 
Why go·, into so much detail about· verb types, one might be 
1ed to ask • The thesis is after all no1t about Latgalian verbs, but· 
about Latgalian verb prefixes o It is however, important to define 
tbe basis for classifying the Latgalian verbs in the conpus, sine& w.e 
will be examining the hypotheses that a prefix can change the verb 
type in Latgalian and that in Latgalian, verb t :ype to a considerable 
degree dictates the choice of one kind of aspect-marking prefix-· rather 
than another. 
Since folk stories usually are about different occurrences and 
happenings, people coming and going, and since change plays an impor-
tant role in the movement of the narrative, it is to be expected that 
most verbs codifying these comings and goings and happening~ will be 
those that describe dynamic situations. Also, since the question 
'who is doing what to whom' is crucially important to the narrator -
it is activities and acts that interest his listeners most of all -
tha data abounds in predicates referring to controlled dynamic situa-
tions. It seems logical therefore, to begin the present analysis 
with an examination of controlled motion verb predicates, which tfe -
scribe dynamic situations <par excellencel. 
Ano~her reason why motion -verb predicates seemed such a good 
starting point for a discussion dealing with verb prefixes, is that 
this class of verbs is the most versatile - as will shortly become 
obvious - when it comes to combining with the prefixes. The section 
on motion verbs will be followed by an analysis of some transitive 
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predicates .Last there will be a discussion of some non-dynamic in -
transitive controlled predicates intrrodu¢ing a chapter ~hief] y aevoted 
to a closer look at prefixed verbs derived from verbs coding states, 
processes and events. 
Motion-verbs 
Lyons (1978: 497) defines motion verbs as: 
"verbs denoting a process in the course of which some entity 
changes its physical location' 
This definition is misleading. Firstly, it is the word 1 proces~• 
which is the main culprit, since Lyons has already used it with a 
highly specialised meaning; paraphrasing Lyons, a process is a dura-
tive non-controlled situation, usually coding a change of state; in 
the above definition, Lyons uses the word to refer both to controlled 
and to non-controlled situations. One can of course argue that a 
change of physical location can be interpreted as a change from the 
state of being in Place 1 to the state of being in Place 2, but there 
is no way round the fact that verbs of motion can describe control-
led as well as non-controlled situations. Witness pairs of expres. -
sions like 'to fall through the roof (non-controlled)' and 'to jump, 
through the roof ( controlled) 1' ; •to slip on the ice (non-controlled)' 
and 'to slide on the ice (controlled)' ; 'to fall off the diving -
board (non-controlled)' and 'to dive off the diving-board (control -
led)'; and 'to skid on to the edge of the road.' versus 'to drive on to 
the edge of the road'. These examples show that various actions as 
well as processes and even acts and events can be coded by motion 
verbs; the words underlined are technical terms from Lyons. 
On further scrutiny, Lyons's definition of motion verbs is 
rather vague. Expressions involving verbs like 'push, put, pull and 
pick ('to pick cherries") can be said to refer to a "process in the 
course of which some entity changes its physical locat i on:' yet these 
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verbs - as well as a number of others - are no t commonly clas sed wi t h 
'walk, run, ride' and the rest of the more obvious mot ion verbs. It 
is this second group that will be labelled mot i on verbs and di s cus -
sed in this chapter. Transitive verbs involving mot i on ('push , pull') 
will be discussed later together with other transitive predicates. 
That the incidence of verbs coding changes of place is conside-
rably higher in the corpus than in other types of discourse, comes as 
no surprise. In Morphologie du conte Propp (1970: 36 ff) talks 
about the different 'functions' that make up a story and implies that 
for a great number of stories, change of place of entities is crucial 
to the plot. This is particularly true of what could be aalled 'Tales 
of wonder and magic' which make up the best part of the collection 
being used for this thesis and. of which there is an example in Appen-
dix 3. The purpose of tales of this kind is to entertain rather than 
to instruct and it is difficult to be entertaining about the goings-
on on one's humdrum doorstep. Thus it is that most stories begin 
with one of the characters, more often than not the hero of the story, 
leaving home to embark on a journey of some kind. Often he does not 
stay long in the one place - that could quickly become boring too. -
but moves on. A lot of the time he contrives to move from place to 
place by means other than walking: he has to swim tumultuous· seas, 
he is carried through the air by a fire-breathing stallion with flash-
ing mane, he sometimes just suddenly disappears and re-appears by 
some invisible mean~~ Examples of predicates coding these movements 
are plentiful. 
Unlike English, Latgalian has lexicalised three different kinds 
of 'go' when the verb occurs with a human subject. There i s it 'to 
go on foot• 2 , jot •to go on horseback' 3 , and braukt 'to go by ave-
hicle'. Latgalian is by no means unique in ~his respect; Latvi an has 
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similar examples where the manner of change of place is lexicalized, 
so do Russian and other Slavic languages. Cl early , each of the Lat -
galian verbs for the different types of 'go' contains a much more con-
cise description of the manner of motion involved than its English 
counterpart. This same conciseness is brought out further in the pre-
fixes of motion verbs; these can code, as will shortly be miown, such 
things as the direction of the motion, the 'path' of the motion and 
can sometimes modify the 'manner' of the motion. With motion verbs, 
one is justified in speaking of verb prefixes as having a predominant-
ly locational or directional function. There will be more examples of 
this function with non-controlled verbs like salt 'to become frozen' 
(chapter 6) and we will see further evidence of the same function with 
trivalent verbs such as 'push, pull, put, give' and others. 
The intransitive predicates denoting motion constitute what 
Lyons (1978: 494) calls an "important sub~lass of dynamic bi-valent 
verbs". The corpus offers numerous examples of different verbs which 
can all be subsumed under this category. Of these, the vast majority 
are controlled predicates; the few examples of non-controlled situ-
ations involving metion will be discussed in chapter 6. To do full 
justice to each example of controlled motion verbs would mean leaving 
very little room for some of the more important questions yet to be 
dealt with. Hence, only four verbs will be examined; these are by 
far and away the most frequently occurring: it 'to go on foot', jot 
'to go on horseback', •braukt 'to go by vehicle·' and skrit 'to run •4 • 
It is possible that reference to non-controlled motion predicates 
will be necessary in the course of the analysis; but even without 
that, a study of the examples of the four verbs just listed will 
enable certain general conclusions to be drawn concerning the role 
of the prefix in derivatives involving motion verbs. 
On page 36 we suggested that motion verbs tend to combine with 
a larger variety of prefixes than most other verbs. The data has 
examples of various forms of it 'to go on foot' prefixed with AJZ-, 
AP-, AT-, DA-,,!_-, IZ-, NU-, PA-, POR- and SA-. Different parts of 
the verb skri t I to run 11 occur with all of these except PA- and POR- • 
The verb jot •to go on horseback' takes most of these prefixes, judg-
ing from the text., so does braukt 'to go by vehicle'. The stories 
also offer an exampLe of braukt with SA-. In modern Latgalian, all 
the prefixes listed above combine with motion verbs. The same can 
be said of Latvian, with the exception of the prefix DA- whose dif-
ferent functions have been taken over by the Latvian PIE-. Note that 
Latgalian has a PI- which morphologically corresponds to the Latvian 
PIE-, but thi~ prefix appears to have a function quite distinct from· 
DA- in the Latgalian being currently discussed. 
A comparison of some unprefixed and prefixed motion predicates 
is necessary in order to show what it is that the prefix adds to the 
simple verb. The AJZ + motion ,verb derivatives will be considered 
first: 
(3) wajag i man it iz spowids 
it-is-necessary also me(Dat) fu go to confession 
11 too must go to confession• 5/249 
(4) Brolejt', iszu e~ iz tini par kolpu 
little-brother(Voc) will go I t ·o that-place as servant(Acc) 
'Old chap, I'll go over there to be a servant' 16/269 
(5) Jej AJZ-it iz satu 
she (Norn) goes, to home (Ace) 
(6) 
(7) 
'She goes off home'' 
wokora ~ iz saw 
evening(Loc) he rides to) home 
~in the evening he rides homeward' 
27/311 
16/270 
saldats pa-jemia jO zyrgu ••• i AJZ-joja pacielu 
soldier(Nom) took his(= someone else's) horse ••• and 
rotfe off along-the-road 
'the soldier took his horse ••• and rode off along the 
road' 18/276 
(8) kas i-smial kiejsiela liziejku, tys skrin iz kleti marcatu 
pin~ 
who scoops fruit-compote(Gen) spoonful(Acc) that-one runs 
to pantry(Acc) to-dip milk(Loc) 
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'having taken a spoonful of the fruit5soup, each person runs to dip it in the milk in the pantry' 17/273 
(9) kazienis ••• AJZ-skrin pa-cielu 
'the little goats ••• run off along the road' 2/239 
(10) popa dals ajz ciepla AJZ-skrin 
priest(Gen) son(Nom) behind stove run~ away 
'the priest's son runs behind the stove•
6 18/277 
Examples (5) and (8) show that both the prefixed and unprefixed motion 
verb can take the same adverbial complement of place, in these instan-
ces consisting of the preposition i~ •to' followeft by a noun in the 
accusative denoting place. Were one to add· AJZ- to the verb in (3), 
(4), (6) and (8) and remove it from the verb in examples (5), (7), (9) 
and (10), in all cases grammaticality would still be preserved. 
It is possible to surmise from the English glosses that AJZ-
with the verb in question indeed functions as an aspect-marker; it 
denotes accomplishment of the activity coded by the verb stem. This 
aspectual function of the prefix will become clearer after a closer 
look at examples (5), (6), . (9) and (10). It was not really necessary 
to translate the verb in (5) with 'goes· off' since in English, the ex-
pression 'she goes home' implies that the subject does in fact get 
there; English has the progressive 'she is going home' that can be 
used to code the situation where it is uncertain that 'she' does in 
fact get there 9 or where her 'getting there' is of no consequence. 
In Latgalian however, the unprefixed it, while grammatical as was 
pointed out before, would mean in (5) something more like 'she makes 
for/sets off(on foot) for/heads for' as well as 'she is going•. For 
the verb to mean that home is in fact reached, the prefixed verb has 
to be used. For this reason, the English gloss for (6) has 'homeward' 
rather than the simple 'home'. Once again, the nuance in the verb 
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expression arising from the absence of AJZ- would have best been 
brought out by something like 'he's heading/making (on horseback) for 
home'. 
Example (10) perhaps best brings out this accomplishment function 
of AJZ-. The same expression with the unprefixed verb would mean either 
a) the priest's son is making (at a run) for a spot behind the stove, 
or, less likely, but nevertheless possible 
b) the priest's son 1s running behind the stove. 
Oviously, _Latgalian is very particular about marking accomplishment on 
actions. Note that for (10) it is not necessary to gloss the verb as 
•runs off' • Not so in (9), where there is a one to one correspondence 
between AJZ- and 'off' , presumably the preposition~ indicates that 
no end point was aimed at. 
Example (9) is especially interesting in that it epitomizes ano-
ther element of meaning present in AJZ-. It is not a mere coincidence 
that the verb prefix has the same form as the preposition meaning 'be-
hind', as illustrated by (lO)o The English gloss· 'off' was chosen in 
~reference to anything else, because in English the expression ' ;off -
stage' rather happily corresponds to 'behind the scenes' and both 
mean •out of view/sight'. Examples (9) and (7) make us question the 
choice of 'accomplishment' as one of the functions of AJZ- after all. 
Presumably, the soldier in (7) and the goats in (9) do not stop riding 
or running the moment they are out of the narrator's field of vision. 
In these two utterances, the action is not accomplished in the same 
sense as it is in (5) and (10) for example; it is only when a final 
goal is mentioned that AJZ- implies that it is reached. It is perhaps 
more correct to speak of accomplishment in the framework of the nar -
rative; as far as the narrator is concerned, the action is accompli-
shed. Once things embark on a course of removing themselves to the 
farthest limits of the narrator's field of vision, they can be 
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thought of as having completed the course the moment they pass out of 
sight. Bearing this in mind, it is justifiable to label the unpre -
fixed motion verbs as atelic, while their AJZ- derivatives can be call-
ed telic. It is possible to perceive more clearly this atelic/telic 
opposition in the English counterparts of these verbs: 'to go, to 
ride' are atelic as opposed to 'to go off/away, to ride off/away'. 
Note too that both the prefix and the prepositional phrase in (5) 
and (9) share the meaning 'direction away from the speaker•. Both 
utterances would be ungrammatical with any other prefix except NU-, 
which for the moment can be glossed as 'from, down from' • This func -
tion-sharing by a verb prefix and some other member/s of the sentenc~ 
or expression will have further mention in the discussion of I- with 
solt in chapter 6, and there will be more examples of the same phenome-
non later on in the present chapter o 
The prefix AP- in conjunction with motion verbs brings with it 
a new element in the current discussion: the prefixed verb has the 
same valency as its unprefixed counterpart, but moves into a different 
class of bivalent verbs; Lyons (1978: 496) sees all motion verbs as 
bivalent. Consider the following example: 
(11) Kuciejta skrin, pu~ pasaula jej AP-skrin 
little-bitch(Nom) runs half(Acc) world(Gen) she around-runs 
'The little bitch runs/is running, she runs half-way round 
the earth' 16/269 
The expression pu~ (a contraction of the accusative form of pusi) ~-
saula 'half of the earth' cannot be interpreted as the source or goal 
of the verb, but rather as the 'patient'. The intransitive motion verb 
skrin has combined with AP- to give the transitive AP-skrin; no other 
prefixes in motion verb compounds result in anything like this. The 
following sentences in modern Latgalian provide further evidence for 
what may be called the 'transitivising' function of AP- in motion verb 
derivatives: 
(12) ;..Kuciejta dorzu(Acc) skrin • 
'The little bitch run5 the garden'. 
(13) Kuciejta dorzu AP-skrin. 
'The little bitch runs round the garden'. 
Latvian too has examples of AP+ motion verb taking a direct 
object. There is a line in a folk verse asking a deity to ride his 
horse round a field of rye, thus, it is hoped, ensuring a plentiful 
harvest: 
AP-j~j manu rudzu lauku 
round-ride my(Acc) rye(Gen) field(Acc) 
'ride round my field of rye' 
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As opposed to _j!j_, AP-j~j plainly behaves like any other transitive 
verb; example (14) with ill replacing the unprefixed verb, would be 
ungrammatical • Note that· the activity coded by 'to run/rid.e round 
( sthg.)' has to do with an acti vi t :y ( 'nunning/riding') t ·hat leads up 
to an end point, namely, the 'being around'; '~o run, to ride' are 
atelic:-, while 'to run round/to ride round (sthg.) 1 are telic. 
The transitivising function of AP- when occurring with a motion 
verb stem, is further brought out by the following example: 
( 15) par winu nakti wysys wuszkys AP-ijtis 
during one(Acc) night(Acc) all(Nom) ewes(Nom) around 
gone(Nom-pl-f:em) 
1 in a single night all the ewes have been visited (by the 
ram) 21/286 
An intransitive could never be used as a passive participle; the pre-
vious example without AP- would make no sense whatsoever. 
Thus, as well a~ coding •around' AP- appears to have to do with 
situations where 'all' or 'whole of the object' is affected; see also 
(16) further on. It is not difficult to see the semantic connection 
between 'around (the circumference of)' and 'all, whole (object af-
fected)' as illustrated by (11) and (15) ; motion 'around' something 
carries the implication that the whole of that something is affected. 
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The English use of 'around' to code a motion with no particular goal 
and no implication of circumference, as in 'to rUR around (aimlessly)' 
cannot be conveyed by the Latgalian AP-; there are two verbs: 
skrajdiejt and skrajdielet bQth meaning 'to run around/about/here and 
there' almost certainly derived from skri t 'to run 1 ' • It 1.s maybe sig-
nificant that the expression 'to run around (aimlessly)' codes an ate-
lie situation, whilst 'to run round(something)' which 1.n Latgalian is 
rendered by a prefixed verb codes a telic situation. 
It was seen in examples (11), (13) and (14) that the 'patient' or 
'undergoer' of the prefixed verb is in the accusative, unless it is 
used in a passive constructimn as in (15) when it goes into the nomi-
native. The following example is unique in that the verb has the same 
form as in (11), only the tense is different, ani we would therefore 
expect the 'agent' to be in the nominative and the 'patient' in the 
aca.usative: 
(16) Siva AP-skriaja ar a~ni i nu-krita na-dziejwa pi ziamis 
wife(Nom) round-ran with blood(Instr) and down-feli not-alive 
to ground(Gen) 
'Blood ran all over his wife and she fell down dead on the 
ground 1 21/288 
It is difficult to give an adequate English gloss for (16) using a 
verb in the passive; one could say something like 'his wife got co-
vered in blood' but that would mean losing the notion of 'run' in AP-
skriaja. It is likely that there will be examples of AP- behaving in 
a similar way with other verbs; the Latvian lipt 'to stick/become 
stuck' comes to mind in expressions like : 
('17Lv) Galds Af-lipa ar medu 
table(Nom-) round._stuck with honey(Instr) 
'The table was covered in honey/Honey stuck all over the 
table' 
But more on this later. 
That AP- has also a spatial function best glossed by 'around' is 
II 
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brought out by the fact that were it to replace AJZ- in (5), (7), (9) 
and (10), the resulting utterances would be sheer nonsense. Similarly, 
the following sentence in modern Latgalian is ungrammatical and mea -
ningless; there in a contradiction in the two directional notions in-
volved :: 
(18) * Jis AP-it po:rr· upi 
he round-goes across river(Acc) 
From what has been seen of the prefix+ motion verb combinations 
so far, it would seem reasonable to postulate that alongside the 
function of telicity, the prefix always embodies some locational or 
directional element. To see whether this is true of the other prefi-
xes, namely AT-, DA-, I-, IZ-, NU-, PA-, POR- and SA-, further discus-
sion will be limited to derivatives of it 'to go(on foot)'; the corpus 
has examples of different forms of it with each of these prefixes. 
Though to be expected, given the nature of the corpus, it is ne-
vertheless fortunate that the data can offer examples of the third 
person present tense form (it has no singular/plural distinction) of 
all but three of the prefix+ verb compounds; here they are: 
(19) 
(22) 
(23) 
AT-it taus iz maltiejti 
comes father(Nom) to meal(Acc) 
'father comes (home) to eat' 
jis AT-it nu smiadis(Gen) 
'he~~ (home) from the forge' 
1/238 
It wysi ••• it, it, DAit pi dzilis dubis 
go all(Nom) go go come to beside deep(Gen) hole(Gen) 
'They all go along ••• on and on, when they rome to a deep 
hole' 5/250 
Jis ••• wieras, ka p~di DA-it da kalwa klet's 
he sees that f.ootprints(Nom) to-go to blacksmith's 
storeroom(Gen) 
'He ••• sees that the footprints lead right up to the smith's 
storeroom' 8/256 
I-it jej tymA ustobienift 
in-goes she that(Loc) little-room (Loe) 
'She enters that little house• 7 2/239 
( 24) 
(25) 
jej ••• I-it mie~~ (Loc ) 
'she ••• enters the f orest' 
IZ-it walns i wa j coj 
out-comes devil(Nom) and asks 
'The devil comes out and asks' 
2/239 
16/270 
(26) At-brauc ji, a tys l a twiejts, kaj riejza, IZ-it nu klawa 
'They arrive, and just at that moment the Latvian emerges 
from the pen' 21/285 
("27) Jis NU-it pacielu 
(28) 
he off-goes along the road 
'He goes off along the road' 
NU-it iz satu(Acc) 
'He goes off home' 
9/259 
17/275 
(29) Es na-waru ••• PA-it 
I not-can a little-to go 
'I ca.n•t ••• manage walking' 19/280 
(30) dai t pi dzilis dubia·, nawar POR-i t 
to-go next-to deep(Gen) hole(Gen) not-can cross-to-go 
•·(they) come to a deep hole, they can't get across·' 5/250 
Cyti SA-go~uszi astu 
others(Nom together-having c-ome (Norn-masc-pl:) to-eat 
'The others have all come together to eat' 1/237 
47. 
Standard Latvian has two separate lexical items: nA.kt •to come 
(on foot'' and iet •to go (on foot)•. Similarly, modern Latgalian has 
nokt and it. The Latgalian of the stories however, derives 'come' by 
prefixing it with AT-. Together with the other motion verbs being dis-
cussed, this gives the following compounds: AT-braukt, AT-it, AT-jot 
and AT-skrit. For the purposes of the present discussion, we can pos-
tulate that while 'go' represents movement away from the speaker, 
'come' represents movement towards the speaker. This opposition is 
certainly present in the Latgalian pair it and AT-it. But things are 
not as clear-cut as in English, since AT-it and the other motion verb 
derivatives listed above, can mean 'to arrive' as well. So AT- can 
be said to code not only a direction, but also the attainment of a 
goal. The attainment can be accomplished in fact or seen as accom -
II 
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plishable, this i s indi cat ed by tense J witness the f ollowing example 
with AT-braukt in the future tense: 
(32) A latwie j ts ga j dieja jau, ka AT-brauks (3-pl-fut) 
'But the Latvian had already been expect ing them to arrive/ 
be back' 21/286 
Besides being a marker of direction therefore, AT- i s obviously a mar-
ker of telicity. 
So, judging from the evidence in (21), is DA-; the juxtaposition 
of the unprefixed and the prefixed verb in thi s example neatly shows 
the telic value of DA-. The on-going action is coded by the unprefi-
xed it. There comes a point at which the action ceases - the path fol-
lowed by the agent-a runs out on the edge of a deep hole which they can-
not cross, so they stop. This reaching the end point of the walking 
is conveyed by the prefi~. 
What then is the point of having this other prefix DA- which, 
judging from (2) and (22) seems to do little else other than dupli -
cate the functions of AT-? To test this hypothesis, let us see if AT-
and DA- are mutually substitutable. Replacing the one with the other 
in (19) to (22) would give the following set: 
(33) *nA-it taus iz maltiejti 
( 34) *nA-i t nu smiadi s 
(35) 1It wysi ••• AT-it pi dzilis dubis 
(36) ~Jis wieras, ka p~di AT-it da kalwa klet's 
One informant's Latgalian categorically refuses to accept (33) and (34) 
and requires the AT- in (35) and. (36) to be re nlaced with PI-. It is 
significant that all DA+ motion verb compounds in the corpus have a 
PIE + motion verb equivalent in stan~_arc_ Latvian and that there is not 
a singl e example of a PI+ motion verb compound in the stories. One 
informant's comment re garding this was tha.t in some areas of Lat gale, 
PI- ins tead of DA- would be used with moti on verbs ; it i s also pos -
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sible that recent Latgalian has been influenced by standard Latvian. 
The same informant however, was adamant that DA- could not renlace 
AT-. Another informant endorsed most of this information, adding that 
the choice between AT- and DA- is determined by the distance involved; 
if one thinks of the motion as occurring from Point A to Point B, with 
AT-, the source or starting point (Point A) is more often than not in-
visible to the narrator. The DA- verb refers to the movement as pro-
gressing/having progressed from a clearly visible Point A to an equal-
ly visibl~ Point B. Thus the two following sentences are both accept-
able: 
(37) 
(38) 
AT-it boba pi j6 
DA-it boba pi jO 
The slight difference in meaning happily can be glossed as 'The woman 
comes over to him' for (3T) and 'The woman goes over to him' for (38), 
but in (37) the narrator is 'present' only at Point B of the trajecto-
ry taken by the moving subject, whereas in (38) the narrator is also 
the 'spectator' for the whole trajectory: he is 'present' both at 
Point A and at Point B. 
The prefix AT- does not exist independently as a preposition, 
but DA- does. This is illustrated by (22) and by expressions like 
nu pridis da pridis 'from tree to tree' (3/243). There is a line in a 
traditional Latgalian song which goes: 
(39) Da wortimi na DA-joju 
up-to gates(Dat) not up to did I ride 
'I hadn't ridden as far as the gate' 
Standard Latvian translates this preposition with lidz 'up to' and 
also 'until, till' in temporal expressions. The same word in standard 
Latvian implies accompaniment : 'Take me along' would read Jem mani 
lidz where mani is in the accusative. Perhaps the closest - equivalent·s 
in English to convey the AT/DA distinction would be 'to arrive' 
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(or 'to arrive at/from', denending on the pre posi tional phrase a ccom-
panying the verb) for AT-it and 'to go up to, to go a s f ar as, to come 
to' for DA-it. The prefix AT- as opposed to DA- has a deictic functicn 
which will also be evident in derivatives with niast 'to carry', wiast 
'to transport' and perhaps other verbs. 
A look at some other examples of DA+ motion verb furnished by 
the data reveals that in most cases the verb is immediately followed by 
a prepositional phrase denoting goal; in most instances, this pre posi-
tional phrase consists of .E:_ 'next t~, beside, close to' followed by 
a noun in the genitive, as in (21) and (38). Where there is no such 
prepositional phrase construction, there is instead an adverb of posi-
tion: 
(40) jis ••• DA-goja klotu 
'he ••• went over beside (him)'· 21/284 
There is also an example where the DA- verb 1s followed by iz 'to' plus 
an accusative noun: 
(41) DA-skrin iz to m~du 
'she runs over to the honey' 20/281 
Significantly, if the speaker in (41) were at- the spot where the honey 
is, AT- instead of DA- would be used. 
Thus far it looks as though there are at least two insta.nces 
where DA- cannot replace AT-. While it is grammatical to have an AT-
verb followed by a prepositional phrase denoting source - see (20) on 
page 46 - verbs prefixed by DA- cannot be followed by such 'source 
~hrases'; (34) on page 47 is ungrammatical. Secondly, DA- verbs can-
not be followed by prepositional phrases referring to non-entities; 
this explains why (41) is grammatical while (33) is not. 
What then is to be made of the following two examp1es, the first 
with 'run' in the present tense and the second with 'go'also in the 
present tense: 
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(42) AT-skr i n ka zienis i z us tobieniu 
goa t s(Nom) t o little-hous e (Acc) 2/240 
(43) ji ••• DA-it pi to s us tobienis 
they next-to that(Gen) little-house (Gen ) 3/245 
HaB the prefix in each case been chos en arbitrarily? The answer, 
which lies in a closer examination of other detail s surrounding the 
elements coded b7 the utterance, shows that the choice of each prefix 
cannot have been arbitrary. In (42), the little goats live in the 
little house: it is the home to which they return in the evening. 
In (43) on the other hand, 'they' refers to a pack of wolves who 'go 
up to' the little house and stand themselves one atop of the other 
alongside it. Clearly, as will be evident with other verbs, AT- also 
means 'back' • With motion verbs, that often means moving back to some 
location from which the agent originally set out as shown in (19), (20) 
and (42) or a return to some original state of affairs. Sometimes it 
means a return to a place that has been 'visited' in conversation or 
it can mean a realization of an anticipated state of things: 
(44) AT-braucia jej swoti, swotot ••• ju 
came by vehicle her(Dat) matchmakers(Nom) to-matchmake ••• 
her(Acc) 
'matchmakers arrived for her, to marry her off' 1/236 
Other things being equal,. it is often the narrator's point of 
view of the events he is narrating, or the relationship he wants to 
establish with the narrated events that determines whether he chooses 
to say 'X goes to see Y' or 'X comes to see Y'. In Latgalian, the first 
would be coded by DA-it while the second would take AT-it
8
• In the 
first case, the narrator is more 'distant' from the situation; in 
the second, it is almost a s if he were on the 'receiving end' wi th Y. 
From the few points that have emerged from thi s discus sion of 
AT- and DA- it appears tha t contrary to what one may have thought, 
they are not strictly synonymous • Their similar but unique roles 
wil l become even more di s t i nct when other derivatives involving them 
are discussed. 
The three prefixes.!.-, IZ- and POR- i n motio n verb compounds 
add to the lexical content of the main verb direct i on and telicity. 
Much of this is already evident in the folio:wing: it 'to go~, I-it 
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'to go in', IZ-i t 'to go out 1 , POR-i t ' 'to go across 1 • The locat i onal 
function of I- 'in' and IZ- 'from/out of' will be also discussed to 
some degree in chapter 6. It will be seen that with non-motion verbs, 
both prefixes have lost their role as direction markers, but have kep~ 
their role as telicity markers. With it and the other motion verbs 
however, the directional role is preserved : an I- verb needs some 
sort of a goal while an IZ- verb needs a source. Examples (23) and 
(24) on pages 46 and 47 show that for an I- verb the goal is expres-
sed by the locative. The unprefixed it can take different noun phrases 
~ -
denoting location; these are traditionally known as adverbi al phrases 
of place. There is the example (3) on page 40; some others a:rre: 
(45) It gajlejts pa cielu i riadz 
goes rooster(Nom) along road(Acc ) and sees 
'The rooster is ~oing along the road and he sees' 3/242 
(46) JlS it pi bobuicienis(Gen) 
'he goes to the little old lady's' 7/255 
(47) ji it ustob~ i soka iz kolwi 
they~ room(Loc) and say -to blacksmith(Acc) 
'they go into the house and say to the smith' 8/256 
Adding.!.- to the verb in (45) as well as to the verb in (3) would re-
sult in a contradiction of the two markers of direction - the prefix 
and the preposition. At first in may look if a simi lar contradiction 
obtains with the prefixed version of (46)J after all', the preposition 
E means 'beside, next to'. However, wit h nouns denoting persons, .E.!_ 
also means •(at) the house of' roughly corresponding to the French 
word 'chez' and the German word 'zu '• Thus the prefixed verb in (46) 
would still be grammatical J such i s also the case with prefixing the 
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verb in (47) : 
(48) ji I-it ustob~ i soka iz kolwi 
An interesting stylistic effect is achieved by usi ng t he unpr efixed it 
in (47). The use of the verb form referring to motion only, wi th the 
goal being mentioned in the sentence, sugges ts tha t the motion is not 
completed before the next action begins. The verb coa ing motion+ end 
point as in (48), would be interpreted as signifying 'first they go 
into the house and then they say to the smith'. Now, the narrator wan-ts 
to convey the fact that what is said to the smith i s said with a con-
siderable sense of urgency and contrary to the expected order of 
things; in fact, he wants to convey something like 'as they are going 
inside the house they say to the smith' and so to emphasize the simul-
taneity of the 'going in' and the 'saying' he gives his utterance the 
form shown in (47). 
Just as I- motion verbs need to be accompanied by some sort of 
goal expression, though it is true that sometimes the goal is 'under-
stood', IZ- motion verbs always imply a source whi ch i s usually refer-
red to by a prepositional phrase consi s ting of~ 'from, off' plus the 
genitive of a place noun as in (26) on page 47. It i s not unusual to 
find expressions like (25) on page 47 where the source is not coded: 
(49) boba IZ-it raudodama 
'the woman comes out cryi ng ' 21/289 
After all, English and French too allow utterances wher e s ource is 
'understood'. 
The comments concerning l- motion verbs showed a mong other things 
that the direction of the motion verb does not have to be expressed by 
the prefix all the time; example (47) on the previous page is gram-
matical and makes good sense. The same applies to IZ- moti on verbs; 
the following expressions are grammatical: 
(50) ji~ it nu ustobas 
'he is going out of the room/house• 
(51) jis IZ-it nu ustobas 
'he _g_oes out of the room/house' 
In thi s particular case it was possible to gloss the difference in as-
pect fairly accurately by usine the appropriate present tense forms in 
English. The situation coded in (50) is in the process of being ac-
complished, while that coded in the next sentence is well and truly ac-
complished. If the verbs in (50) and (51) are placed on a 'durativity' 
scale going from durative to momentaneous, then surely the verb in (50) 
will go closer to the durative end while the other will be closer to 
the momentaneous end. From data discussed in chanter 6 which will 
deal mainly with ~Qn-controlled predicates, it ~ill be evident that the 
addition of a prefix can in some instances change a process verb into 
an event verb. It looks as if similar changes can occur with control-
led predicates; it is an activity verb, IZ-it is an act verb. 
The verb POR-it is similar in that it too is thought of as being 
more like an act than an activity; it means 'to go across, walk ac -
ros~, cros~ (on foot)•. The only example of this prefix occurring 
with it is in (30) on page 47. It is perhaps thi s example which brings 
out best of all the telic function present in what may appear as just 
a directiona19• Clearly, it is the end point of the action of going 
across that is of consequence to the protagonists of the story; the 
process of the crossing is unimportant o 
The prefix SA- has, as its Latvian counterpart in intransitive 
motion verb constructions, a number of functions: it emphasizes the 
fact that the entities involved in the motion coded by the verb are 
more than one and that the s e are all in the 'motion-situation' toge -
ther, often simply by the fact that they are heading for or turn out 
to be in the same place. Furthermore, SA- implies that there is/was/ 
will be an arrival at a goal; a SA- motion-situation is thought of 
as having an end point • As example (31) on page 47 shows, the subject 
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of an intransitive SA- motion verb 1s plural ; the following is ungram-
matical • 
. 
(52) *°J· SA , is -gojis astu 
'He has all come together to eat' 
But that SA- contains the notion of plurality ind~pendent of any other 
lexical item in an expression is shown by the following Latvian ex -
ample: 
(53Lv) Gl~ze SAplisa 
'The glass broke into pieces' 
More will be said about this 'plurality' function of SA- in the discus-
sion of transitive verb predicates. 
In examples of PA- with non-motion verb predicates in chapter 6, 
the prefix is glossed in a number of ways, thus pointing to a variety 
of functions it has over and above that of marking telicity. With 
motion verbs too, PA- always marks telic aspect which can often be con-
veniently glossed by a 'have+ verb' expression. Compare the follow-
ing: 
(54) Ej Skrin 
' 
'Go ! Run ' ' . 
(55) Ej 
' 
PA-skrin 
' 
'Go 
' 
Have a run ' " . 
(56') Laid man jat 
' 
'Let me ride ! ' . 
(57) Laid man PA-jOt ! 'Let me have a ride ' ' . 
Here too, the prefix PA- has impoDed limits on the activity: it has 
been given a definite beginning and an end. 
There is one other function that PA- has with motion verbs alone, 
and that is its function as a locational or direct ional marker. The 
notes to chapter 6 (see note n°8) refer to some nominal and adjectival 
derivatives having this prefix; the locational function is used meta-
nhorically in these compounds. Its meaning in these examples is best 
translated literally by 'under' or 'beneath'. For example, the word 
PA+ saule 'sun' means 'the earth/world' ; there is nothing odd about 
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seeing the earth concentualized as 'that which is beneath the sun '. 
Similarly, the word for 'shelter' cons ists of PA+ jumte (from jumts 
'roof'). Once again, it is not unreasonabl e to think of a shelter as 
being 'a place beneath a roof'. So with goja 'went' we find the follow-
1ng example: 
(58) ka jej PA-goja zam jo 
'when she went underneath him(Gen)' 21/288 
Once again, the marking of the directio~ is shared; other examples 
with different prefixes 1n this chapter showed that this is a common 
occurrence with motion verbs. One might be tempted to argue that PA-
adds only telicity, since the direction is marked by~. Other teli-
city-marking prefixes however, would not be acceptable with the prepo-
sitional phrase zam j~. 
Chapter 6 will have more to say about NU- as implying something 
final about a happening. This prefix, in its independent existence as 
a preoosition corresponds to 'from, down, down from, off' and it is 
this meaning that is most manifest in a comparison of the following 
Latgalian pairs: 
krist 'to fr1.ll' 
ci.erst 'to chop' 
crielt 'to lift' 
NU-lcrist 'to fall down' 
NU-cierst 'to chop down' 
NU-cielt 'to lift down' 
In English the particle 'off' is used with the meaning of 'down from' 
as in 'to step off', but it is also used 1n expressions where it is 
difficult to see any directional element. Rather, the notion is 'de-
viat i ng from some expected standard' as the following expressions 
show : 'the meat's gone off', to go off the straight and narrow' '• In 
- -
fact, the preposition 'down' is used in a pretty similar sense: 'to 
feel run down, business is down, to be down and out' and of course 
one can speak of someone or something as 'not being quite up to the 
mark'; compare also the pair :'to look down on someone' implying that 
the 'someone' does not conform to some standard, and 'to look up to 
< 
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someone' suggesting the opposite. Neither is the meaning of 'down' 
in the strictest sense nresent in the following :'to go down to the 
store'. If we think of visibility as the norm, it seems that English 
can conceptualize a movement away from the field of visibility as a de-
viation from the norm. So it comes as no surprise to find Latgalian 
behaving in a comparable way, as examples (27!) and (28) on page 47 
show. 
The various meanings of the preposition~ are subsumed under the 
concept of 'source' or 'origin' J nu marks the following noun or noun 
phrase as the source of the situation coded by the motion verb. That 
is how one comes to read the following sentences in Latgalian and Lat-
vian respectively; both are grammatical and both code 'He goes out of 
the church' : 
(59) Jis IZ-it nu bazneicys 
(60Lv) Vi~t IZiet no baznicas 
But while Latgalian accepts a NU- motion verb followed by a goal-deno-
ting expression as in (28) on page 47, standard Latvian does not ac-
cept such constructions and replaces NO- with AIZ-. Similarly, NU-
is grammatical in the following Latgalian sentence: 
(·61) Jis NU-it pi draugim 
'He goes off to his friends' 
Contrary to the possible assumption based on the analysis so far, 
AJZ- and NU- are not always mutually substitutable in Latgalian. More 
examples would be necessary even before one can affirm conclusively 
that it do es not matter which of the two prefixes are used with motion 
verbs, though it looks as if such a premise might hold true for this 
type of verb. With the verb krist 'to fall', the first of the follo-
wing pair is grammatical, while the second is not : 
(62) Jis NU-kriejt ajz ciepla 
'He falls down behind the stove' 
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(63) ~Jis AJZ-kriejt nu ciepla 
'He fal ls behind off the stove' 
What conclusions can be drawn from this brief incursion into 
the complexities of pref~x + motion verb derivatives in Latgalian? 
Unlike rome verbs where the choice of the prefix is determined by the 
lexical content of the verb, motion verbs do not appear to be subject-
ed to such constraints; they readily combine with practically all tte 
prefixes. There was evidence that the prefix plays a part in the sty-
listics of discourse; hap9enings in a given sequence can be given 
varying degrees of importance by adding or leaving off a verb prefix 
(see the comments concerning the use of it as opposed to I-it on pages 
52 - 53). That the prefix imparts direction or location to the motion 
coded by the unprefixed verb was also illustrated; comments on page 
50 showed that DA- is ungrammatical in utterances including ''source. 
phrases•. 
But we also saw· that the locational/directional element in the 
prefix is -inseparable from something else. After all, there was plen-
ty of evidence that direction/location can also be indicated by a noun 
in the locative case or by a prepositional phrase in utterances with 
an unprefixed main verb as shown in (47) and (50). What t~e prefix 
does, is to change the verb from one that simply refers to a motion 
(a motion imp~ying direction even) to a verb that describes a motion 
which ends once a certain location is reached: something goes until 
it gets to anoint where it can be thought of as being in/ out of/ a~/ 
across/ around a certain place. The basic verb •goes' for example, 
lexicalizes a simple process ;complex. processes are derived from 'goes' 
by means of different prefixes, each process consisting basically of 
two parts: the motion and thE end point (new location) which i s ati-
tained or seen as attainable; the basic motion verbs are atelic, 
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their prefixed counterparts are telic. Thi s gener al conclusion and 
other observations made on the prev i ous pa ge wil l do doubt be brought 
into sharper focus in the next chapter which wi l l deal wi t h transi tive 
predicates. 
Notes 
1. page 35: the observations on Tagalog are based on lecture notes 
taken during Dr w. A. Foley's course on Semantics at the 
Australian National University in the second semester of 
198o. 
2. page 38: this verb can also mean 'to work' in expressions like 
'The watch goes well'o 
3o page 38: the form jot is not attested in the corpus. 
4o page 39: other motion verbs such as 'crawl, swim, flee, climb, 
hop' (to mention but a few) occur in various forms in 
the stories o 
5. page 41: the word klets denotes a kind of storeroom for many 
types of food, inclu&ing grain; in some contexts it 
would be translated by 'granary'. 
6~ page 41: pops is a Russian orthodox priest. 
7. page 46: the word ustoba in modern Latgalian has come to mean 
'room' • In less recent Latgalian it means 'house' ; 
one-roomed dwe-llings· were very common in rural Latvia 
generally. 
8. page 52: for a situation of this kind, AJZ-it could also be 
used. The deictic function of both AJZ- and AT- can 
- -be observed not only in the pair AJZ-it 'go' versus 
AT-it ·' come 1 , but also in AJZ-wiast 'talce' versus 
AT-wiast 'bring'. Chapter 5 will have more on this se-
cond pair and others. 
9. page 54: Craig in Shopen (ed) , Lane0:1:ages and their s peakers o 
5 'GIVE' AND 'TAKE' AND OTHER 
TRANSITIVE PREDICATES 
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Most transitive verb constructions have to do with situati ons 
that are controlled. While with intransitive predicates denoting mo-
tion th€re are many constructions that describe non-controlled situa 
tions, with transitive verbs this is much less often the case: the 
occurrence coded by the verb in most instances is instigated by an 
agent. And whereas with 'bivalent'' (see Lyons 1978: 481 - 500 on tva-
lency') motion constructions the other 'half' of the bivalency was ei-
ther goal, source or path, with transitive bivalent constructions, 
there is a 'patient 11 or •unde11goer' or someone/ something conceptuali-
zed as such implicated in the occurrence. This chapter will deal with 
transitively coded situations that are controlled and for the sake of 
simplicity we will assume that 'transitive' implies 'controlled'. For 
trivalent verb constructions, the verb 'governs' a triumvirate of role-
• 
pl.ayers: the actor or agent, the undergoer or patient and third role-
player that can be a beneficiary, an accompaniment, a source, a goal 
or a path. 
It is not possible to do full' justice to each example of transi-
tive predications occurring in the data; it will therefore be neces-
sary to choose some of the more frequently occurring verbs and draw 
conclusions from an analysis of these. Some common trivalent predi-
cates will be considered first, followed by a discussion of some com-
mon bivalent constructions. It will become clear that, among other 
things, the borderline separating these two kinds of verb constructions 
is sometimes very hazy indeed. 
Of special interest is the question as to whether verb prefixes 
have to do with valency change. Another important question concerns 
the different cases of the arguments 'governed' by the verb; in the 
section dealing with the three non-prenositional nrefixes (chapter 2) 
some examples with NA- showed change of case in some instances. 
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Among the more interes ting ways of a pproaching this complex of 
problems, i s to consid er t hose verbs whi ch occur sometimes wi t h one 
prefix, sometimes with another. For ins tance, the verb meaning 'eat' 
can take at least five different prefixes. Si mi l ar ly , t he verb 'take' 
is found with at least six different prefixes and ' give' al so occurs 
with a half a dozen or so. Presumably, if the only role of the verb 
prefix was to make the situation coded by the verb telic, there would 
be no nt ed for such diversity. It might be understandabl e that verbs 
of a certain category might 'favour' two or three prefixes, but it 
does seem- puzzling that verbs of the same category can take such a va-
riety of prefixes. 
With the motion verbs discussed in the previous chapter, it was 
observed that the prefix has a directional/locational role which can 
be exploited for stylistic purposes. While it is easy to imagine a si-
milar role being played. by morphemes prefixing verbs like 'hit, give, 
take, carry' all of which code situations where movement and direction 
are involved, it is difficult to see at this stage how 'eat, make' 
could be subjected to related modifications. It is hoped tha t by the 
end of this chapter, some of the enigmas surrounding these l i nguistic 
phenomena will have disappeared. 
The most productive verbs often labelled trivalent, are those 
coding 'give, take, put, carry, trans port• • The problem of deciding 
which valency-class· a verb belongs ~o arises immediately. Consider 
the following examples of the unprefixed verb meani ng 'give' : 
(1) zyds diewia jam par tu diesmit marcienis ma jzis i drusku 
naudys 
Jew(Nom) rve him(Dat) for that(Acc) ten pounds(Acc ) 
bread(Gen and bit(Acc) money(Gen) 
'the Jew gave him ten pounds bread and a bit of money 
for it' 21/282 
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(2) taj diewia jam walns are cielu dzukstA i lika lai jis it iz 
~miadi 
(3) 
(4) 
so gave him(Dat) devil(Nom) with k.nee(Instr) backside(Loc) 
and ordered that he go to forge(Acc) 
'so the devil kneed him in the backside and ordered him to go 
to the forge' 8/257 
motia ••• nu tawa pazagsz diewia jej ast 
mother(Nom) from father(Gen) secretly gave her(Dat) to-eat 
'the mother, unbeknownst to the father would give her 
food' 1/237 
motia ••• dus jim piejragu 
mother(Nom} will give them(Dat) pastries(Gen) 
'mother ••• will give them some pastries' ]6/271 
(5) Sitit, sitit, dudid szur ! 
hit(Imper) give{Imper) over-here 
'Hit him, hit him, him to us !' 3/244 
Only in (1) can one identify a subject (nominative), direct object 
(accusative) and indirect object(dative) corresponding to an agent (the 
Jew), a 'patient' (the bread an money) and a beneficiary (the peasani). 
Example (4) is very similar with the genitive marking 'some' on the 
'patient' • Example (2) stands apart in that it appears to have no ob-
ject at all; the other examples involve a transfer of something from 
the donor to the reeipient, but in (2) there is no transfer involved. 
In (3) and (5), the entity corresponding to 'patient' is merely 'un -
derstood' with no loss of grammaticality (in English of course, the 
'patient' has to be expressed). In spite of such a variety of syntactic 
patterns with 'give' its basic meaning has remained the same in all 
examples. What happens when different prefixes are added? 
"The addition of a prefix to a simple verb may ••• just change the 
meaning" ) 
says Comrie (1976: 91) of Latvian. By 'change of meaning' presumably 
he means that the prefixed verb would necessitate the use of a new 
lexical item in English. A Latgalian example of this is the verb co-
ding 'sell' which is derived from 'give' by means of the pre fix POR-: 
(6) Es jiusim jau wysu POR-diewu 
I you(Dat) already everything(Acc) sold 
'I already sold you everything' 21/288 
(7) Tu PORdud man tu wiersi 
you(Nom) sell me(Dat) that bull(Acc) 
'You sell me that bull !' 13/264 
In the previous chapter there were examples of POR- with motion 
verbs to which this prefix adds a directional meaning corresponding 
roughly to 'across, over'. And. indeed, it is not difficult to see that 
'selline' can be conceptualized as a 'handing over, handing across' of 
something. It can of course be argued that much of the time 'give' in 
English involves the notion of 'handing over/across' · ; but this verb 
is also used in expressions like •to give someone the creeps, to give 
someone a headache'. The 'across' element just mentioned in connection 
with POR- is clearly present in the English word 'transaation' which 
codes a selling situation. 
Similarly, the prefix AJZ- together with 'give' results in the 
following: 
(8) Pa-jemia: kalwe wazu, jau kristias souu si~111, - i AJZ-diewia 
jis jej 
took smith(Nom) stick(Acc) now will-christen his(Acc) 
wife(Acc) and gave he her(Dat) 
'The smith picked up a stick, he'll now wallop his wife, 
and did he give it to her!' 18/278 
It looks as if AJZ- has the property of intensifying the action coded 
by the simple verb 'give•·1 • We saw in (2) that diewia coded an impact 
situation. Similar expressions occur in English: it is grammatical 
to encourage someone in, say, a fight with shouts of 'Give it to him!' 
It is perhaps debatable as to whether the verb in (2) is imperfective 
or not; to us it seems that there is an extreme~y strong case in this 
instance for arguing for perfectivity, in the light of what immedi ate-
ly follows the situation coded by diewia. Note too that while the 
'give' derivative with POR- shows the prefix as adding a directional 
element to the main verb, the same cannot be said of AJZ +give. 
The AT-1 .!_-, IZ- and PA- derivatives of 'give' bring fresh food 
for thought. In some of the following examples there is an occasional 
hint of the prefix functioning as a direction-marker, but over and 
above this function are others, not always easily definable: 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
Jej ••• AT-diewia jam tu wiepri 
she gave him(Dat) that(Acc) pig(Acc) 
'She gave him the pig' 17/272 
Kungs, AT-dud muzika dziernawienis 
master(Voc) give back(Imperat) peasant's mill(Acc) 
'Master, give back the peasant's mill!' 4/247 
to dud mums tu wucynu, ka na wari AT-dud naudys 
then rive us(Dat) that ram(Acc) if not can give back 
money Gen) 
'Then give us the ram if you can't return the money ! 1 21/285 
Jis soka: Labi ! ••• Es tieu(Dat) AT-duszu siwu(Acc) 
'He says: OK! I'll give you my wife !' 10/259 
(13) Ka AT-dusi swiejtu(Acc), to na-sciejszu 
18/277 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
'If you'll give me your coat I shan't tell !' 
es wajrok loba at-wieszu nu jus, na mysusu motia IZ-diewia 
I more good(Gen) brought from them(Gen) than our mother(Nom) 
gave away 
'I took home f.:t-om them more goods than mother squandered' 
17/276 
I-diewia jam kungs tiejruma gabaleniu 
gave him(Dat) landlord(Nom) arable-land(Gen) piece(Acc) 
'the landlord gave him a plot of land:' 4/245 
Lopsa I-diewia jam gabaleniu 
fox(Nom) gave him(Dat) small-piece(Acc) 
'The fox gave him a small piece' 5/250 
jam ti I-diewia wakareniu 
him(Dat) there gave dinner(Gen) 
'he was given some dinner there' 7/255 
(18) a man i pa-wust na-I-diewiat 
but me(Dat) even to-have-a-sniff no-you gave 
'but you didn't even give me a whiff' 
(19) I-dud jam(Dat) walns(Nom) kuciejti(Acc) 
'the devil gives him the little bitch' 
9/259 
16/270 
(20) taus dalis jam ni-kaydis na I-diewia 
father(Nom) part(Gen) him(Dat) not-any(Gen) not gave 
' 'His father didn't give him any share (of the property)' 6/252 
(21) jej(Dat) PA-diewia tu liziejku(Acc) 
'they gave her the spoon' 1/237 
( 22) PA-dud siwu ! 
give wife(Acc) 
'Give me your wife'' 10/261 
(23) Jis PA-diewia naudu(Acc) latwiejszam(Dat) 
'He gave the money to the Latvian' 13/264 
A comparison of (9 - 23) with (1 - 8) will prove re,realing as 
regards prefixes as aspect-markers. Mention was made on page 63 of the 
unprefixed verb in (2) as having perfective aspect ; the unprefixed. 
'give' along with several other verbs is perfective in Slavic too. In 
(2), perfectivity cannot be attributed to the fact that the verb is in 
the past tense, for the situation coded by 'give' in the present in 
(24) is just as 'complete• by the sheer fact that it is momentaneous: 
(24) taj dud jam walns ar cielu czukst~ i lik lai jis it iz smiadi 
'so the devil knees him in the backside and orders him off to 
the forge' 
Concluding from this example, one could be led to hypothesize 
that when 'give' codes some sort of 'impact-situation', it is not ne-
cessary to add a prefix to mark the situation as · complete. However, 
(1) shows that an 'impact-situation' need not be involved. The verb 
in (1) codes one particular ha9pening which has a definite conclusion: 
the acquisition of the bread. and money by the peasant in exchange for 
his bolt of cloth. An aspect-marker would be utterly superfluous; 
the destitute peasant after all has just the one bolt of cloth to take 
to the Jew, so there is no risk of the Jew's action being interpreted 
as iterative or incomplete in any way. Example (1) is a good illustra-
tion of aspect-marking being shared by a combination of elements in 
the predication, not carried out by the verb alone, as is sometimes 
to pe inferred from expositions of theories of aspect. 
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In (3) however, the arguments of the verb are such that the verb 
codes a repeated occurrence. Had the narrator intended to refer to 
one specific occasion on which the mother gave her daughter-in-law 
something to eat, the sentence would have read: 
(25) motia ••• nu tawa pazagsz I-diewia jej ast 
In the same way, in (15 - 19) the prefix.!.- is necessary to emphasize 
the fact that the action occurred once and is finished. Of course, the 
actions coded by 'give' in (15 - 19) cannot be described as durative, 
but unlike the one related in (1), they are potentially repetitive. 
The prefix I- therefore can be said to add semelfactive as~ect to verbs 
like 'give'. But that is not all, for similar comments could be made 
about AT-, IZ- and PA- in 'give' derivatives as illustrated in (9 - 23). 
The prefix AT- in (10) and (11) very plainly marks direction 
'back' to the rightful owner: in (10) it is the peasant and in (11) 
it is the 'us', that is, the three Germans who have been sold a useless 
beast and expect to be reimbursed. In (9), (12) and (13) the recipient 
or recipient-to-be of the 'goods' (that is, the 'pig, wife, coat') is 
not their owner, so at first glance it seems impossible that there is 
any hint of directionality in these examples. What is common to all 
the examples featuring AT- is the meaning 'relinquishing of ownership'. 
For one reason or another, the actual or potential recipient of the 
'goods' is seen (or sees himself) as someone to whom the 'goods' be-
long or ought to belong by right. Maybe there is a case for speaking 
of the good~ as being returned to the rightful owner if we keep in 
mind that he can be called 'rightful' in fiction rather than fact. 
Another implication with 'give' derivatives involving the prefix 
AT- is that what is, was or will be given, is done so for good. This 
is not so with.!.-+ 'give'. In (15) and (19) the jam 'to him' stands 
firstly for the neasant who 1s the recipient of a nlot of land and 
secondly for the devil's servant. The peasant has been given the 
land only for a time: the landlord has not reli nquished ownership. 
Similarly, the devil gives the dog to the servant only for the day. In 
a sense, both the peasant and the servant can be said to have become 
temporary owners; the one has been given the right to work the land 
and get what he can from it, and the other has been given the dog to 
help with the day's task. The land does not belong to the peasant, nor 
the dog to the servant. Had the narrator chosen to say of the peasant: 
(26) AT-diewia jam kungs tiejruma gabaleniu 
that would have meant that the peasant from that moment forth was re-
cognized as the full and rightful owner of the plot of land. Similar-
ly, had the narrator said: 
(27) AT-diewia jam walns kuciejti 
it would have meant that the servant was henceforward the owner of the 
dog; it was his to dispose of as he pleased. But the landlord and the 
devil in the stories intend to hang on to their land and dog. This 
idea of.!,- being associated with situations involving temporary or tran-
sitory 'ownership' is reinforced by examples (16 - 18). 
So the AT- derivative of 'give' always conveys the idea that the 
change of owner of the 'goods' is definitive. How is it then that in 
(16) and (17) we do not find this construction? Both the 'piece' and 
the dinner are in the recipient's possession but temporarily before 
beine consumed; but because they are consumed, there is no way that one 
can argue that the change of 'ownership' (the transference of 'goods' 
from donor to recipient) has not been for good. While the situations 
described in (15) and (19) are reversible, that is, the 'goods' trans-
ferred from the donor to the reci~ient can go back to the donor, the 
same cannot be said of situations coded by (16) and (17). 
If in the light of other evidence in the stories, the 'what is 
given' is examined more closely in I- derivatives of 'give', see (15) 
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to (19), it is clear that the 'what is given' is thought of by the 
donor as being of no special consequence. Had it been the case of, say 
in (16), the fox giving her last piece of food, or in (17) the dinner 
consisting of the last piece of meat in the donor's possession, then 
I- would not have been acceptable; AT- would have been mandatory. 
So, apparently, AT-+ give can code a variety of situations: a 
permanent relinquishing of ownership, something s-pecial about the geode 
being transferred and so on. Surely there must be some common denomi-
nator to these quite different meanings, especially since the syntactic 
pattern of AT-+ give compounds remains the same in each instance. The 
common denominator is that a situation coded by this particular com -
pounded verb is considered as unique by the utterer of the proposition. 
For one reason or another, the 'giving' is thought of as unrepeatable: 
it coulli be that the donor is expected to return something that does 
not belong to him, as in the example of the landlord and the mill; it 
could be that the donor is expected to part with something ·of f:Pecial 
importance to him as in the case of the man who is expected to give up 
the coat he is wearing; it could be that the donor is to part with 
the last of oomething, as in the story about the peasant's wife and "lihe 
pig she gives away; it could also be that the dbnor is giving up some-
thi ng special to which he has a right, as in the instance where the 
peasant promises his wife to the devil. 
With I- derivatives of 'give•, it appears reasonable to conclude 
that I- is used to 'pu.natualize' the action~ This notion of 'punctua-
lizing' what to English-speakers is an act seems a little peculiar; 
how can something that is already punctual in itself be made more punc-
tual? But in Latgalian, as in Latvian (and Russian and possibly other 
languages), it is possible to say things like : 
(28) Jej jam diewia 1 diewia wakareniu, beigas na I-diewia; jam 
bieja jt3it 
' 'she fussed and fussed getting hi R dinner and in the end 
didn't get around to giving him any; he had to leave' 
Perhaps the most clear-cut way of bringing out the difference 
between situations where an I- as opposed to PA- derivative of 'give' 
is required, would be to point out that all examples of the latter, 
including (21 - 23) could be translated by 'hand over• instead of 
'give' • As opposed to English, which can 'hand over' things like autho-
rity, responsibility, ownership rights and so on, Latgalian can only 
'hand over' things that are tangible• Still, expressions like I-dut 
dm~ and PA-dut ~muru 'to give a hammer' and 'to hand over the hammer' 
are not mutually substitutable. The derivative with PA- always implie~ 
the presence of the 'goods' to be 'given' and more often than not, the 
implication is that the recipient is unable to reach them himself. In 
(22) the PA- form of the verb is given, since the devil assumes that 
the peasant:- to whom the order is directed, has brought his wife with 
him f besides, he cannot see why he should go over and get her. 
That PA + give in Latvian has semantic features very s imilar to 
its La~galian equivalent, is illu~trated by the following utterance, 
in this instance it is politeness that stops the visitQr from getting 
the chair himself: 
('29) PAdod· ciemi¥am(Dat) kr~slu(Acc) 
'Give the visitor a chair!' 
where the chair is actually in the room and the 'giving' may consist 
in no more than making some sort of a sign suggesting that the visitor 
might wish to sit down. Note that this situation has nothing at all in 
2 do with ownership or transference thereof. 
With the IZ- derivative of 'give' meaning 'to spend/give away' 
as in (14) on page 64, it is easier to see vesti ges of the meaning of 
the preposition iz 'out of' • We have examples of this pr efix coding 
something like 'action having been carried out to the utmo st limits' 1 
3 
with IZ-myra 'died out'= see (56) in chanter 6 - and similar pred.i -
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cates. It is interesting to remark that wi th the 'give' derivative, 
there is no reference - direct or indirect - to the recipient; by 
direct reference I mean the ins tances where the recipient is coded by 
the dative case of a noun or pronoun as in (1 - 4) and (18) and by in-
direct reference I mean those instances where the recipient is 'under--
stood' as illustrated by examples (5) and (22). The action coded by 
IZ + give, unlike other 'give' aetions, clearly involves no recipient 
in particular. This absence of an element representing 'recipient' in 
the grammar underscores the semantics of the situation: when one 
squanders one's goods, the identification of the recipient/sis of very 
little concern. The IZ + give compound is used to describe a situ-
ation where something is transferred out of someone's possession with 
no particulars concerning into whose possession ·•that something' is 
transferred. 
Tlle verb jimt 'talce' is like dut 'give' in that it belongs to 
- . 
the category of activity verbs as' is illus-trated by examples (30), 
( 31) and (44). It tend·s: to be thoughtt of as coding a durative ra-
t-her than a momentaneous ocaurrence • Al so, unlike 'give' , 'take' can 
be said to have a fluctuating valency. The semantics of 'give' com -
prise a donor or a source, a 'gift' and a recipient or a goal; 'take' 
comprises a taker and the thing taken. In English, one can readily 
say 'Talce it!' while 'Give it !' sounds somewhat strange • it is much 
' 
more usual t :o have something 1 ike 'Give it to X' or 'Give it here'. 
Though 'take' often occurs in constructions where a source is coded or 
'understood', the role 'source' is not as essentially a part of 't.alce' 
as 'goal' is of 'give'. This may explain why jimt can occur in a great-
er variety of syntactic constructions than dut: 
(30) Jis jam tus tielerdz i sa-lik jim iz golwys 
he takes those(Acc) plates(Acc) ana. puts them(Dat) on 
head(Gen) 
(31) 
'He takes those plates and puts them all on their 
heads' 15/266 
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kaj motia dud jim piejragu, taj jis jem ar barna ruku, laj 
dumoj, ka barns jem 
as mother(Nom) gives them(Dat) pastries(Gen) then he takes 
with child(Gen) hand(Instr) that may-think that child(Nom) 
is taking 
'as the mother gives them some pastries, he takes them with 
a child's hand, so that she'll think it's a child taking 
them' ~6/271 
(32) wylks kaj jemia biagt, nu-rowia wysaj astiaj odu 
wolf(Nom) as took to-flee pulled-off whole(Dat) tail(Dat) 
skin(Acc) 
(33) 
'as the wolf took to flieht, he pulled all the skin off his 
tail' 19/279 
kungs ••• AJZ-~emia tus dziernawus i nu-wiadia iz muj~u 
landlord(Nom took away that rnill(Acc) and transported it to 
manor(Acc) 
'the landlord. took the mill away and drove to the manor with 
it' 4/246 
(34) Es iszu, AT-jimszu nu kunga tos dziernawus ! 
I shall-go shall-take-back from landlord( Gen) that·(Acc) 
mill(Acc) 
'I'll go and get the mill back from the landlord!' 4/246 
(35) Wociejszi ••• IZ-jemia naudys 
Germans(Nom) took out money(Gen) 
(36) 
'The Germans took out some money' 21/285 
wini(Nom) NU-jemia szyupieli(Acc) sa-kopoja, cieplt(Loc) 
i-~widia 
'they took down the cradle4, chopped it up, threw it into the 
-----fire' 1/238 
(37) Jis(Nom) NU-jemia capuru(Acc) i soka 
'He took off his hat and says' 8/257 
(38) Grib jej pati mozo1tu barnu pa-auklat', PA-jem it wieras, ka 
jis jau na dziejws 
wants she herself(Nom) smallest(Acc) child(Acc) to-cuddle-a-
bit, picks up and sees that he's quite dead' 16/271 
(39) Par trejs godi es at-ijszu i PA-jemszu atpakal 
for three(Nom) years(Nom) I will-come-backand will take back 
'In three years' time I'll return and take him back!' 6/253 
(40) PA-jemia kallfi(Acc), ajz-tajsieja palic~(Loc) 
'They took/seized hold of the blacksmith and locked him up 
in prison' 8/256 - 257 
(41) Zaczsz PA-jemia m~ds bucieniu 
hare(Nom) _iook honey(Gen) pot(Acc ) 
'The hare took(with him) a pot of honey' 20/281 
(42) kab tik walns(Nom) ju(Acc) na PA-jemtu 
'if only the devil wouldn't take her (with him) '' 10/260 
(43) SA-jem ju ciszi, tus diu brolejs-zi i ajz-dzan iz Sibieri 
seize them firmly those two brothers and drive-away to 
Siberia 
'the two scurrilous brothers are arrested and sent away to 
Siberia' 15/268 
12. 
Strictly speaking, (32) has no place among transitive verb con-
structions ; it was includ.ed to show that the unprefixed jimt can re-
fer to a momentaneous situation which codes the inception of an activi-
ty which in this example is the activity of fleeing. It can be said 
to add inchoati ve aspect to the happening described by biagt 'to flee ·'. 
It serves moreover to illustrate yet once again a point already made 
in this thesis, that aspect is not necessarily marked by verb prefixes 
alone, but can be marked concurrently by a particular combination of 
utterance constituents. And it is not only the past tense of jimt 
that can have this meaning of 'plus inchoative'J the corpus has nume-
rous examples with the verb in the present tense in the same type of 
construction. This use of jimt may be comparable to the English con-
struction involving 1-go' : 'In spite of all my adviel3, he goes and 
gets himself into trouble' where 'go' does not necessarily refer to a 
change of location; the 'he' can 'go and get himself into trouble' 
simply by sitting at his desk and doing nothing at all. 
The fact remains though, that in transitive constructions, jimt 
denotes an action involving some duration, as in (30). The use of PA-
which adds punctuality to jimt would have in this example implied_ 
that al l the plates were taken and deposited 'on their heads' simul 
taneously - an impossibility, given that there is only the one person 
carrying out the action. The 'taking' is reuetitive, as it is in the 
next example as well. The mother has quite a few children and wants 
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them all to have some of the goodies she has brought home from visiting 
family. 
Example (33) is interesting in that it illustrates a use of AJZ-
which is no longer present in Latgalian. In current Latgalian usage, 
AJZ, + jimt means 'to take up (the whole of something)' in expressions 
like 'She took up the whole table with her sewing•. Together with the 
reflexive marker, AJZ + jimt means 'to borrow•. Modern Latgalian 
would simply 'punctualize' with PA- since the 'away' is immediately co-
ded by the next verb nu-wiadia I took a\iaY (by conveyance)(!·. It is pos-
sible that AJZ + jimt in (33) refers to a more violent taking away 
than would the PA + jimt of examples (41) and (42). This hypo~hesis 
is based on AJZ, + 'give' discussed earlier in this chapter and some 
remarks made in connection with AJZ + motion verb on page 42. Some-
thing like 'whisked away' in English would come closer to the force of 
the action coded by AJZ-jemia in (33). 
The prefixes in (34 - 37) look as if they have very much of a 
directional/locational content. The fact that AT- add.s telicity as 
well, is best brought out by the following Latgalian sentence which is 
quite acceptable i 
((44) Es iszu, jimszu nu kunga tos d.ziernawus, bet na zynu wai 
AT-jimszu 
I will-eo will take- from landlord(Gen) that(Acc) mill(Acc ) 
but not I-know if back will take 
'I'll go and see if I can get that mill back from the landac, 
lord!' 
The speaker of (34) is convinced that he will get the mill back. 
Note that while source is coded by nu kunga 'from the landlord' 
in (34) the grammaticality of the utterance would not have been vio-
lated, had nu kunga been left out; everybody li stening to the story 
knows who has the mill in question. Other elements in the story seem 
to suggest that the source in this particular instance is named to un-
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derscore the bravery of the rooster who is going to go and face the 
ever-powerful landlord5• Neither is source mentioned in (35 - 37). 
However, it can be inferred from the 'undergoer' of the verb in each 
case. Money can only be 'taken out' of a purse or a pocket in the so-
cio-cultural context of the story; a cradle can only be 'taken down' 
from the hook in the ceiling or high up on a wall and in (37) the 
peasant takes off his hat in the presence of men of the law; 'off his 
head' would simply be superfluous information o 
From the data supplied for PA + jim~ and SA + jimt construe- - . 
tions, it is possible to infer the 'ambi-transitive' nature of jimt6 • 
Source is not present in the same way as in (34 - 37). In (38) the pre-
fix stresses that the 'taking' 1s over before the 'noticing'. True, it 
would have been grammatical to say jem i wieras, but that would have 
meant that 'even as the mother picks up her child she notices' that he 
is dead; both the 'picking up' and the 'noticing' are described in the 
present tense, but split-second anteriori ty is implied wi t 1h the 'pick!""" 
ing up' being completed before the noticing. The perfe~ve fiit.nction 
follows from the momentary function of the prefix PA-. 
-
The use of PA- in (39) where one may have expected AT- as in 
(34), suggests that AT- does not merel;y mark 'back to owner'o In (34)', 
the landlord has taken something which does not belong to him. In 
(39), the speaker has just given a horse to the peasant, suggesting 
that he make full use of it and saying that he will be back to reclaim 
it in three years' time. Besides, in (34) the speaker exnects to have 
some difficulty in getting back his goods, whereas in (39) no such dif-
ficulty is antici~ated. 
It looks like PA + jimt is the more purely aspectual construc-
tion, without any element of direction or location being present. We 
also note that PA- as opposed to AT- suggests that the action, while 
- -
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punctual, is repeatable. 
The notion of SA- being associated with the i dea of 'more than 
one' is already familiar to us from previous discussion. It seems 
though that there is more than that involved, since~PA-jem ju ciszi 
for (43) on page 72 would not be grammatical. The prefix PA- elsewhere 
(see page 47' of the previous chapter) means 'a little' and it is pos· -
sible that traces of this meaning are present even though the prefix 
overtly may appear to code other things; this meaning of 'a little' 
contradicts the idea expressed in ciszi 'tightly, firmly 
and so would be out of place here7• 
completely' 
The locational/directional element often present in the prefix 
is best brought out by the different derivatives of likt 'to put81 • 
Surprisingly though, AJZ- which we would expect to code something like 
'behind', appears to fall short of the mark in this example: 
(45) ka jis na ap-ars par d!nu cik jam AJZ-liks 
'if he does not plough in one day the area desi~ated for 
him' n6/269 
It is probable that AJZ- with certain types of verb has a special mean-
ing yet to be discussed. Perhaps a look at other AJZ- predicates in 
the next few pages will be enlightening. With the other prefixes, lo-
cation is patently indicated: 
(46 )' kazienis DA-lik oziejti ar czetris acs lai pilnawoj 
little-nanny-goats(Nom) put little-billy-goat(Acc) with four 
eyes(Instr) that he-may-keep-watch 
'the nanny-goats put the four-eyed billy-goat there to be on 
the look-out' 2/239 
Note that with this example, the place where the billy-goat .has to be 
on the look out is inferred from the story; the fact that the billy-
goat is 'put at (some place)• rather than 'put in/ out/ down' is com-
municated by DA-. English cannot be as free with omitting a referent 
for place, in this case coded by 'there'. There will be more instances 
of the greater freedom of Latgalian syntax in similar examples invol-
ving likt and other prefixes: 
(47) 1is ••• at-gri~ tos kojas i I-lik kul~ ar zobokim 
he cuts-off those(Acc) legs(Acc) and in-nuts bag(Loc) 
with boots(Instr) 
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'be cuts off the legs and puts them in the bag with the boots' 
7/254 
(48) Jis ••• IZ-lik tu majsu iz placu 
he o~-puts that(Acc) sack(Acc) on shoulders(Gen) 
'h~ puts the sack on his shoulders' 15/266 
(49) szej PAlikszkutia galwieniu(Acc) zam spornieniu(Gen), i jej 
sylts byu.ss ! 
'she'll put her head under her wing and will be warm' 3/243 
(50) walns(Nom) pa-jem, PI-lik majzis (Gen) kul~(L~c) 
'the devil goes and fills up a bag with bread' 16/271 
(51) kaczsz(Nom) ••• POR-lyka korti(Acc) pats(Nom) por-goja 
'the cat put a pole across, walked over himself' 5/250 
(52) Jis ••• tus tielerdzs SA-lik Jim iz golwys 
'he puts those plates on their heads' 15/266 
(53) brukast's jam iz golda SA-lykts jau irajda 
breakfast(Nom) him(Dat) on table(Gen) ~ already is-
'breakfast has already been set out on the table for him' 
18/278 
The construction consisting of an I- verb preceding the locative case 
of a place-denoting noun phrase is already familiar from the discussion 
o-f motion verb predicates. Likewise, FOR- 'across' and SA- 'more than 
one entity in the same place' are not ' foreign notions any more; also 
PA- with its meaning 'a little, not quite' probably derived from the 
more literal 'beneath' as shown in certain nominals (see note 8 to 
chapter 6) is nothing new; the literal meaning of PA- is definitely , 
present in (49) above. What is new, is the prefix in (48) which has 
the same form as IZ- 'from; out of'. In this example, like the preposi-
tion in the locational phrase iz placu 'on the shoulders', IZ- codes 
'on'. In present-day Latgalian and in standard Latvian, the 'on' pre-
fix has the form UZ- f the preposition too is~. While iz 'to, to-
~ards' ae discussed in the previous chapter, cannot lead to confusion 
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since it takes the accusative case of the noun nhrase ea rr ing destina-
tion, iz 'out of, from' and iz 'on' both govern the genitive as ex -
amples (48), (52) ano (53) in thi s chapter show. It is to avoid pos-
sible ambiguity that 'on• is now marked~. 
Example (50) has a prefix which has not been discussed yet: 
Pr- • A comnaris'on between (50) and (47) will prove revealing ; both I-
and PI- with lik can take a locative noun phrase whose role may be ter-
med 'goal'. Sentence (50) would be just as grammatical with I- repla -
cing PI-: 
(-54) walns pa-jem I-lik majzis kultl 
'the devil goes and puts some bread in the bag' 
But I-lik would not convey the notion that the bag is full. It would 
also be possible to use SA- except that the 'pai;ient' would no longer 
be in the genitive: 
(55) walns pa-jem SA-lik majzi(Acc) kul~ 
'the devil goes and puts the bread in the bag' 
Obviously, it is difficult to speak of PI-, SA- and even.!.- as having 
a purely directional role o Rather, the direction ie already indicated 
by the noun phrase representing 'goal' : kulA means 'in the bag'. In 
(54) .!.- appears to add nothing more than a terminal point to the 
action of 'putting' by making explicit the fact that the bread ends up 
'in' not just 'at' the bag. On the basis of the following example how-
ever, one could justifiably argue that I- must also mark direction: 
(56) walns pa-jem kuli(Acc), I-lik majzis 
'the devil takes a bag, puts some bread in' 
Moreover, in view of the fact that PA-, AT-, IZ- and possibly other 
prefixes renlacing .!.- in (54) would lead. to ungrammatical sentences, 
one must concede that I- somehow 'goes with' the locative, and hence 
does have something to do with direction. 
With SA-, the implication is that there are a number of nieces 
of bread which all end up in the bag, just as in (52) there are a 
number of plat es that are di sposed on the t r ee stumps which the fo oli s h 
son mistakes for bare-headed peo pl e . The use of SA- i n (53) sugge s t s 
that the breakfast cons i s t s of more than one it em, al l of which could 
not have been put on the tabl e together in one fel l swoop. It wou ld 
be perfectly grammatical to replace SA- with IZ- (= on) in both (53) 
and (54), but the nuance of quite a few separate and distinguishable 
entities being involved in the 'putting' would then be lost. To empha-
size this nuance present in SA- consider these ungrammatical sentences: 
(57) ~Jis ••• tu tielerdz SA-lik 
'He puts that plate' 
(58) ~ w!na blftda jam iz golda SA-lykta jau irajda 
one bowl to-him on table put already is 
'a bowl has already been put on the table for him' 
The idea of plurality associated with this prefix is so strong that 
even duality is not considered plural enough with most verbs, though in 
some constructions it is accepted; the discussion of sist 'to hit' 
further on in this chapter will bring to light some such constructions. 
Example (54) refers to one specific action which has its end point 
the moment the bread is in the bag. Example (55) refers ~o a situation 
which comprises a series of similar actions, the situation reaching its 
end point when all the bread the agent has intended to put in the bag 
has been put there (note: there still may be room for more in the 
bag). Example (50) codes a situation which also comprises a seri es of 
like actions, but this time the situation reaches i-ts end po i nt when the 
bag is full (note: there may be bread left over). All situations are 
t elic, since they all have to do with an action leading up to an end 
point. 
The prefix PI- exists as an unbound morpheme .El meaning 'next to, 
alongside, by'. The data has a number of examples of the preposition 
pi which frequently occurs in the DA + motion verb constructions a s 
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analysed in the previous chapter. At this stage, a short digression 
may prove instructive. The prepositional meaning of PI- is present 
in predicates like PI-sie ja 'tied (someone, something) to ,.9~ PI-nias 
'brings• 10 , PI-spit 'squeezes (someone, something) against• 11 • It is 
not hard to see how PI- 'next to' comes to figure in predicates refer-
ring to 'filling', as in (59) below; the devil pours coins into the 
hat 'up to' a limit. And from the idea of 'full' it is but a tiny hop 
to the idea of 'considerable quantity' coded by the prefixed verbs in 
(60) and (61) : 
(59) walns ••• naudys bier capur!, cikom ••• PI-biers pylnu 
devil(Nom) money(Gen) pour hat(Loc) until will pour. full 
'there's the devil pouring coins into the hat until he'll 
fill it up' 11/262 
(:60) jej ••• PI-cap galis ar ulom i ad 
she fries meat(Gen) with eggs(Instr) and eats 
'she fries a whole pile of meat and eggs and eats' 
daudz galis PI-woriaja tos oziejszi kurs bieja nusysts 
much meat(Gen) cooked that(Gen) billy-goat(Gen) which(Nom) 
was killed 
•·they cooked a lot of meat with the billy-goat whiah had 
been killed' 2/241 
Note in passing, that in English the particle 'up' is used in a simi-
lar way: 'to cook up a storm' = to cook a great quantity. 
It is interesting to note that with the verb meaning 'talk', the 
prefix PI- changes the meaning to 'persuade'. The action of persuading 
can be conceptualized as the persuader talking up to a point where the 
'persuadee' needs no more talk: 
(62) nu-braucia iz brolim, pa-klidzia, paza-lomoja i PI-runoja 
kab brauktu 
'he went off to his brothers, shouted a bit, cursed a bit and 
persuaded them to go' 21/286 
English of course has the phrasal verb 'to talk (someone) into (some-
thing)' with a semantic content not unrelated to the simple verb 'to 
persuade'. 
Bo. 
The verbs niast 'carry' and wiast 'carry by conveyance• 1 2 are 
more readily thought of as motion verbs than v'ere ' give , take ' and 
'put' • It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the pref ixe s in the 
different derivatives of both 'carry'' and 'carry by conveyance' have 
functions that are very similar to those of the intransitive motion verb 
derivatives discussed in chapter 4. The corpus has quite a list of e~ 
amples of prefix+ niast forms to prove thie: AT-, DA-, IZ-, NU-, 
- - -
PA-, PI-, SA- all combine with niast and for the prefix I- the corpus 
- - -
has examples with wiast. 
The difference between niast and wiast is considered as being 
chiefly one of manner: with niast the agent bodily transfers the 'pa-
tient' from one location to another; with wiast the agent uses ave -
hicle to bring about the transfer of the 'patient' from point A to 
point B. With animate 'patients' who are capable of moving themselves 
wiast is also used, even though no vehicle may be implied. Supposing 
Xis carrying a small dog in the direction of the vet, Latgalian would 
use niast to translate 'talce' ; if however, X has got the small dog on 
a leash and both are heading for the vet, the verb to code the situ 
ation would have to be wiast. If X puts the small dog in the car and 
goes to the vet with it, Latgalian would also use wiast to describe 
'take'. It looks as if both the nature of the 'patient' and the mode 
of locomotion arc important to the Latgalian talking about 'taking '. 
While in English one can say with impunity 'Take him the book!' or 
'Take him the elephant ! ', in Latgalian the first si tu2,tion could take 
niast or wiaet depending on whether the agent walks or u s es a vehicle, 
while the second situation would always need wiast (unless of course 
the command happens to be directed at someone who has the build and 
stamina to pick up the elephant and carry it). Some examples will show 
more clearly the niast/wiast distinction: 
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(63) Jis ••• nas mylktu(Gen ) majsu(Acc) iz mugorys(Gen) 
'He's carrying a sack of flour on his back' 15/267 
(64) Jej iz-sada iz j8 mugorys, a jis i nas 
'She climbed up and sat on hi s back and he carries (her)' 
19/280 
(65) Jis ••• wieras, ka tolka13 , wad syud"t--s 
•·He sees that a cleaning-up is going on, they're carting 
dung' 17 /273 
(66) ti broli nukaun souuys siwys, lik ragawi enios i wad iz mistu 
por-aud 
tthe brothers slay their wives, put them on a toboggan and 
t ·ake them to town for sale, ., 15/268 
As was suggested earlier, the difference in meaning between the 
unprefixed niast and wiast does not affect the choi ce of verb prefix; 
the discussion therefore will be basea almost entirely on derivatives 
of niast: 
(67) klewiencz solts, tielsz s~l kup~, jej ••• AT-nas ju iz ustobu 
cowshed(Nom) cold(Nom) calf(Nom) is-freezing t.ogether she 
brings it(Acc) to house(Acc) 
'it's cold in the cowshed, the calf is freezing to death, she 
brings it to the house'' 7/255 
( 68) AT-nesia jam-(Dat) dzirnawus(Acc) 
'he brought him a mill' 4/246 
( 69) Ej tu, AT-nies mylktu diel pie.jragu nu mist a ! 
go you bring flour(aen) for pastries(Gen) from town(Gen) 
'You go and bring some flour for pastries from the town!' 
15/267 
(70) Jis DA-nas winu pudu(Acc), jej iz-dzier i soka: DA-nias 
utru(Acc) man! DA-nias i treszu(Acc) ! 
'He brings (her) one container, she drinks it dry and says: 
Bring me a second one ! Bring me a third !' ro/260 
(71) DA-niasia jis ju da olys 
( 72) 
carried he her.(Acc) to hole(Gen) 
'He carried her to the burrow' ]9/280 
I-wad mist~ i klidz: Kas pierks nabaszniku? 
takes town(Loc) and shouts who will-buy dead-person(Acc) 
'They take them(= the corpses: see n°66 for details of situ-
ation immediately preceding this utterance) into town and 
shout: Dead people for sale !' 15/268 
(73) tos kozys(Nom) IZnas iz ustobas(Gen) ••• tu oziejti(Acc) 
'those nanny-goats carry the billy-goat out of the house' 
2/240 
(74) Cielas kupcs r ej ta, wieras , ka l auka izlausta i monts 
I Z-nast s 
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'The s tore-kee per, on rising in the mo r ning , notices that the 
bolt has been r inped out ann hi s goods r emoved ' 8/256 
(75) tu mani ••• IZ-nias iz mugorys 
'you carry me out on your back' 
(76) glozi ••• NU-nias jis da doktora 
'he takes the glass to the doctor's' 
6/252 
7/254 
(77) NU-niasia tu numyruszu(Acc) iz kopim( Dat) globot ju(Acc) 
•·they took away_, the bo dy to the cemetery to bury him' 14/265 
(78) Izworieja j e j bizys putrys kab NU-niast souuam wieciejszam 
cooked she thick(Gen) porri oge(Gen) that to take her( Dat) 
dear-old-man(Dat) 
'she cooked some thick porridge to take to her dear old 
hubbie' 2/241 
(79) PA-nias tu(Nom) nu mani(Acc) 
'You carry me for a bit now!' 19/280 
(80) Strad.ien, PI-nias tu man ~ogoru, laj es iz-kopu nu d.ubis 
little-blackbird(Voc) b)ing you me( Dat) twigs(Gen) that I 
out-climb from hole(Gen 
'~lackbird, you bring me a pile of twigs so that I can climb 
out of this hole' 5/250 
(81) walns ••• wysu montu SA-niasia kalwa klett 
devil(Nom) all(Acc) goods(Acc) carried blacksmith's store-
room(Loc) 
'
1the devil carried all the gooc s into the smith's storeroom': 
8/256 
All the comments regarding AT- and D-A- in the previous chapter 
are relevant for AT/DA- + niast derivatives • Just as AT + it 'go--' re-
sulted in 'come', so torn in (6~ - 69) 'bring' can be derived from niast 
'carry'. The remaining prefixes r e inforce points mad. e elsewhere, main-
ly in the motion verb discussion: I- 'ln, into',~- 'out of, out', 
PA- 'a bit', SA- 'plurality', PI- 'quantity, fullness 11 , NU- 'away'. 
Note that SA- in (81 ) - as it did in (53) - implies that the devil had 
to make several trins to carry the goods into the smith's storeroom. 
The prefix.!_- would have marked perfectivity and location and suggest£d 
that all the goods wer e brought in with the one trip. Similarly , in 
(80), the pr efix AT- woul d have marked oirection towards with no sug-
gestion of a great quantity and no sugges t ion or r euetition of an 
ac tion. Perhaps (80) i s another exampl e where the connection b etween 
the pre pos ition .E!_ 'next · to, beside' and the v erb prefix PI- •·quantity, 
ful l ness' is made manifest; clearly, before the fox can get out of the 
hole, the twigs have to be brought next to him: ana added on to until 
they make a pile that just about fil}s the hole; they would b-e of no 
earthly u se if the bird simply brought them and strewed them around the 
edge of the hole. 
Example (70) is worth a s pecial comment. Both AT- and DA- can 
mean 'towards' and we saw in chapter 4 how AT-- is often used when the 
motion or action is directed towards the speaker. In (70), even though 
the direction of the •·carrying' is towards the speaker, DA- is used to 
stress the fact that whatever is carried, will be carried tillit nea.ch-
ee a point next t :o the speaker • Perhaps the gloss· should have said 
something like: tiHe brings one container over to her •••• Bring, another 
one over to me ! Bring a third one over to me ! (the underscored parts 
correspond to the DA + 'niast ' · compounds). Maybe a better way of ex-
pres sing the AT/DA- distinction is to say that while both prefixes can 
mark an action as a result of which something A ends up in the same 
place as something B~ DA- marks the action which resul t ·s in something 
A ' 1s being 'next to' (probabl1y within reach of) something B • 
Examples (76) and (78) are interesting in that 'goal' is marked 
in the first ins tance by a prepositional phrase da doktora and in the 
second instance by the dative case I souuam wieciejszam. On comparing 
(70 - 71) where both the dative~ and the prepositional phrase da 
olis also mark 'goal', one may have been l ed to conclude that where 
'goal' equals pers on ( as opposed to1 a noun phrase denoting place) the 
dative is used, the prepositional phrase being reserved for inst'ances 
where 'goal' equals place. Evidence in (76) and (78) upsets this neat 
conclusiom and further explanation needs to be sought. In example 
(76) the glass containing a sample of urine is b e ing taken to the doc-
tor so that he will examine it and so diagnose the illness; neither 
the glass nor its contents is of any direct benefit to the doctor. In 
(78) however, the 'dear old hubbie' is very much benefited by the por ... 
ridge, for he has not eaten for days and is on the point of starving 
to death. One must therefore conclude that when 'goal' does not equal 
beneficiary, a prepositional phrase will be used to express it, but 
when •·goal ' 1 does equal beneficiary, the dative case of the noun phrase 
is required. 
Derivatives of sist 'hit' result in some interesting predicates 
where the prefix appears to have quite a number of different functions. 
In the following example AP- 'around' acts more like an adverb than 
anything else: 
(82) Kana lajzszkys ustobienia, to szys ar rogim toway ustobieniaj 
pakszsz AP-siszkys 
if not let(Hypothetical) house(Loc) then he with horns(Instr) 
your(Dat) house(Dat) corners(Acc) knock-about(Hypothetical) 
If he's not let into the house, he'll give your house such a 
knocking-about with his horns' 3/244 
A comparable function is also present in IZ-. In (83) below, it is 
very clear that the prefix gives direction to the motion coded by sit 
'hits'. In fact, the prefix acts like a hinge between two separate 
haupenings, causally related - 'she knocks the pane; it goes out'i 
(83) Jej(NomJ IZ-sit styklu(Acc) 
'She knocks out the pane' 3/24'2 
Actually, there are very few examples Hhere the prefix cannot be seen 
as a link between two causally related happenings. 
In the next example, I- which is usua.lly associated with 'in, 
into' punctualizes the action (as it cl,id with dut 'give') : 
(84) I-syta reJzi, boba µaza-kustynoja 
'~e hit her once, the woman moved a little' 
Even though the idea of 'once' is expressed in rejzi which lit erally 
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means 'one time ' (corresponoing to the Latin ' semel', the French 'une 
fois' and the German ' einmal' ) , the 'onenes s ' has to be mar k ed on the 
verb as 1-·ell • The 'pat ient' in thi s example i s 'understood' ; it 
would not be ungrammatical to have I-syta jej r ejzi where~ 'her' is 
in the dative. The prefix I- tells the listener that the action is di-
rected at someone, and from other details surrounding the happening 
referred to in the above utterance, t hat 'someone' can be none other 
than the woman. 
The following are examples of NU- acting as a telicity marker 
'par excellence' : 
(85) tawu(Acc) dali(Nom) NU-syta 
'the sons killed the father' 
(86) Ji ••• wylku NU-syta, odu nu-plasia 
they wolf(Acc) killed skin(Acc) ripped-off 
'They killed the wolf, skinned (it)' 
5/251 
20/282 
It may be of some interest to recall that English has 'to bump (s'one) 
off' meaning 'to kill'. The prefix NU- does not always have violent 
connotations; NU-syta means 'killed' when the 'patient' in the accusa-
tive is potentially animate. When the 'patient' is something like a 
branch or a pebble, NU-syta will simply mean 'knocked down' ; witness 
the following Latgalian example: 
(87) Jam NU-syta capuri nu golwys 
him(Dat) knocked off hat(Acc) from head(Gen) 
'His hat was knocked off' 
Both the NU-syta in (85 - 86) and the NU-syta in (87) code situations 
that have one thing in common: all three have to co with the removal 
of the pati ent ; in the first two ins tances, the animat e patient 1s r e-
moved from life and in the third ins tanc e , the inanimate pati Ant 1s re-
moved from some place. 
The next example introduc es a pr efix of which the corpus has only 
half a dozen or so exampl es : 
-(88) sajmijniks kaj sita ar ruku par bucu, i bluclu a p-gozia i 
bucu -llOZ-sra 
farmer(Nom as hit with hand (Ins tr) along barrel(Acc) and 
bowl(Acc) knocked over and barrel(Acc ) split open 
'as the farmer banged on the barrel with hi s hand he both 
knocked over the bowl and split open the barrel' 5/251 
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Other derivatives with ROZ- suggest that it means something like 'right 
through, forcefully' ; in other words, it acts something like an inten-
sifier to whatever action is coded by the unprefixed verb. For in -
stance, ROZA-smiejas in 19/280 means 'burst out laughing' where smiejcl3 
means 'laughs'. A similar notion can be conveyed by the prefix SA-
where the 'patient•· ia· animate : 
(89) Ju(Acc) SA-syta 
'He was beaten up' 
With an inanimate 'patient' however, SA- simply conveys the idea of 
'togetherness' and 'plurality'' : 
(90) Gajls(Nom) SAsyt sporns(Acc) 
'The rooster flaps his wings together' 27/312 
Standard Latvian has similar examples of this use of SA-: 
(91 Lv) X SAsit plaukstas 
'X claps his/her hands' 
(921v) X SAsit pap@~us 
'X clicks his/her heels together' 
From the previous pages it has become clear that the choice of a 
particular verb prefix is largely det ·ermined by the arguments involved 
in the construction as well as the lexical content of the basic verb. 
Moreover, the verb prefix will very often reveal how a particular situ-
ation or sequence of occurrences may have been perceived by the narra-
tor, or more precisely, how the narrator/utterer wishes his listeners 
to perceive a particular situation or sequence of occurrences. We 
have also seen how the same prefix acquires different shades of meaning 
when combining with different verbs. Ano so it will come as· no sur -
prise to us that the verb ast 'eat' is found with AJZ-, AP-, IZ-, 
NU-, PA- and PI- a 
.... 
(93) jis AJZ-jeds i a ca-gulas ciepla sonus 
he eaten and lies down stove(Gen) side(Loc) 
'he's had a bite and lies down next to the stove' 7/255 
(94) muszen tielsz ju AP-jedia 
perhaps calf(Nom) him ate up 
'
1perhaps the calf ate him up' 7/255 
(95) Jius walni ! ka AP-jediat gali(Acc) 
1:You devils, you ate all thE meat' 9/259 
(96) IZ-ad jau Hysu m~du da dybyna 
eats out straightaway all(Acc) honey(Acc) to bottom(Gen) 
'she at once eats all the honey right down to the bottom'' 
20/281 
(97} boluzi(Nom) ••• IZ-adia tus(Acc) zierncz(Acc) 
''pigeons ate up all the peas' 4/245 
(98) Jej ••• NU-jad wysu wiersu m~ds, PA-ad jej m~ds i at-skrin 
atpakal 
she eats off all(Acc) top(Acc) honey(Gen) eats she honey(Gen) 
and runs back 
'She eats off the whole top of the honey, has a feed of the 
honey and runs back' 20/28] 
«99) PA-ad ji i adza-gulstas azara mola 
eat they and lie down lake(Gen) edge(Loc) 
'they have a meal and lie down by the lake's edge' 16/271 
(100) bizys putrys PI-adia posza i pa-lejda zam ciepla 
thick(Gen) porridge(Gen) ate herself(Nom) and crawled under 
the stove 
'she herself had more than enough of the thick porridge and 
crawled under the stove' 2/240 
The punctualizing role of AJZ- will be discussed in the section 
on verbs of emotion and expression like gri b 'wants', klidzia ' 'shouted' 
and others in the next chapter.Here it simply marks · thtf act.ion of eating 
as having a terminal point that is reached at the moment when the feel-
ing of hunger disappears; AJZ + eat means something like 'to have a 
quick snack'. With AP-, which was extensively discussed with it 'go' 
ano other motion verbs, the prefix marks an end point whic is deter-
mined by the consumption of the whole of somethint:;. Just as the garden 
round which the little dog was running can be said to be affected in 
its wholeness (situation coded by AP- on the verb 'run'), so too we 
-
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can say that the 'him' in (94) and the meat in (95) have been affected 
in their wholeness: in a sense, they have been completely surrounded 
or engulfed. 
With IZ- (= out, out of, from) in example (96), something has 
also been wholely affl~cted by the eating, but it is a thing which is 
not recognized as having an existence independent of its container, 
so it is conceptualized as 'removable' rather than 'encompassable'. 
Were it a question of a solidified block of honey lying on a plate, 
then IZ-ad would have been ungrammatical for (96) and AP-ad would have 
been 'de rigueur'. But, one might object, how is it then that in (97}' 
IZ- is used when peas can clearly be seen as separate individual enti-
ties? In (97) the peas have just been sown into the ground and have 
to be removed before they can be consumed by the pigeons. 
The use of NU-- in ((98) is expected, after similar constructions 
with NU + jimt 'take (sthg.) off'. When it is a matter of removing 
one object from the top of another, then NU- will be used as a telici-
ty marker f with NU + jimt it was a hat taken off a head, with 
NU + jad it is the top of the honey eaten off the rest of the pot o 
One might also use NU-jad for co~ing the situation where cream is skim-
med off and eaten from the top of a quantity of milk. 
Like AJZ- in (93), PA- and PI- with ast 'eat' give information 
- - - -
concerning the agent. In (93) the agent was but slightly affected by 
the eating. In (98 - 99) the PA- informs u s that the action of ea-
ting is complete, resulting in a sufficiency. Compare the use of NU-
and PA- in the same utterance in (98) to see that both mark an action 
as having an 'in-built' end point. In (100) the agent is 'full' or 
to put it more elegantly, 'replete' after eating; in (96) the end 
point to the action i s de t er mi ned by the fact th2.t there is no more 
honey left in the pot, and in (100) the end point is reached when the 
agent simply ha s no more room to eat anything else. 
On page 75 mention was made of the compound AJZ, + likt ' desig-
nate' and the hope was expressed that a consideration of this prefix 
With some of the other transitive verbs discussed might throw some 
light on the particular nuance of meaning AJZ- could have when combined 
with likt. There is a possible hint in the fol l owing derivatives of 
tajsiet 'make', 
(101) 
(102) 
Pa-jemia kalwi, AJZ-tajsieja palic~, sa-braucia jau wysi 
lyloki 
took smith(Acc) shut up prison(Loc) came-together(by vehicle) 
at-once all(Nom) the-greatest-ones(Nom) 
'They took the smith, locked him up in prison, straightaway 
all the men of law got together' 8/256,- 257 
latwiejts ••• iz-it nu klawa kur wylks jam AJZ-tarsiets 
Latvian(Nom)' comes-out from pen( Gen) where wolf Norn) to-him 
shut-in 
'the Latvian comes out of the pen where he's got a wolf shut" 
in~ 21/285 
A further clue is in some standard Latvian nominal compounds with 
this pre~i.x : 
(1031v) a1.z + sargs 'guard' = aizsargs 'protection, shelter' 
aiz + sprosts'trap' = aizsprosts 'dam' 
aiz + - kars ( from k~rt 'to hang'') ='curtain ( on window) 1 
It is clear that the Latvian morpheme aiz in these compounds is asso~ 
ciated with some kind of 'barrier' or 'partition'. It is natural that 
the same prefix that embodies the notions of 'behind' and 'away' as 
was observed in various verb derivatives should also carry thi s notion 
of 'barrier'. Cannot curtains be thought of as a kind of 'barrier' 
that one puts up so that thine;s one may wish to keep away are behind 
them? 
Keeping all thi s in mind, when the utterance (45) 1.s seen 1n the 
cont ext of the st0ry, ther e is very much a reference to a 'barrier' : 
the arrangement has been mace that the servant has to plough a certain 
area (which of course will be vast) in one day; should he not manage 
this, his masier (the devil) will cut strips from his back. And of 
course in (101 - 102) the i dea of 'barrier' in the underlined verbs 
-needs no comment. Incirlentally, Engli sh has a similar expression 
with similar meanings: 'to make fast' which can mean 'to shut, to tie 
up/down'. 
Since AJZ-tajsiejt can mean 'shut in', it seems reasonable that 
tajsiejt prefixed by AT- must code a situation to do with 'making 
open', 
ji AT-tajsa wala, wieras, ka klets pylna aa g:mztu pilykta 
l 'oba 
they make open, see that storeroam(Nom) ful](Nom) up-to 
ceiling(Gen) filled goods(Gen) 
1
·they open up and see that the storeroom has been filled to 
the ceiling with goods' 8/256 
«105) At-skrin walns, AT-tajsa durs i soka 
'the devil arrives at a. run, opens the door and says' 110/260 
Example (104) demons trates yet again that the prefix on its ovm does 
not necessarily carry the adverbial function, since the idea of 'open~ 
is coded by wala; AT- in (104) sees superfluous until it is realized 
that it has the function of marking perfecti vi ty ana_ underscoring an-
teriori ty of the action of 'opening' in relation to the action of 
'seeing' coded by wieras. But note that in (105) there is no wala 
meaning 'open' ; this suggests that AT- among its many meanings, can 
mean 'open I with 1'make ".-
In conjunction with the reflexive prefix ZA-, AP + tajsa 'makes' 
behaves in a way similar to AP + skria,ja 1 ran 1 occurring with an in -
strumenta,l ( see page 45) ; AP- has very much the meaning of 'around ': 
(106) AP-za-tajsa w;ysa jej ar diegti 
makes herself around whole(Nom} she with pitch(Instr) 
'she smears herself all over with pi t ch' 10/260 
In case one fines this use of 'make' a bit unusual, it is wel l to re-
member that a comparable expression exists in English: 'to make up' 
involves smearing one's face with varions substances. In fact, the 
verb 'make' plus different particles is used to code a vari ety of 
situations in English: one can 'make ~yes at someone, make it up 
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with someone (after an argument), make up a story, make off with some-
thing, make for the door , make it over the fence just in time and make 
out pretty well in the long run! 
In the following utterance, IZ- can be said to have very much 
an aspectual role while having element s of both 'on' and 'out', with 
'on' · predominating: 
(107) Iz-ruka dubi kop~s, i-kopia wyd~, sonos pa-matia wala ••• 
wiersum IZ-tajsieja caurumu 
'he dug a grave in the cemetery, got insic1-e, left an opening 
in the sides ••• made a hole on top' 21/289 
Recent Latgalian uses IZ- when 'make' means 'build, const:rruct' ; there 
is a line in a folk song that says: 
(108) IZ-tajsi~; man(Dat} ustobieniu(Acc) 
'Make me a house !' 
The tendency is to use IZ- 'out, out of' when the activity is likely 
to last for any considerable length of time before the article is fi-
nished • It is well to remember that the length of time is not measured 
in actual minutes and hours, it is length of time as treated from the 
storyteller's· point of view. For things that, from the point of view 
of the narrator, take a shorter time to construct, FA- will be used as 
a marker of aspect: 
(109) Jis ••• PA-tajsieja pietli(Acc) 
'He fashioned a noose' 
(110) Tys wacokijs PA-tajsieja szmuku ~tilend~i 
'The older brother made a handsome stabl e ' 21/284 
As an aspectual marker, PA- is also used when there is very 
littl e icea of construction: 
( 111) Es jiusim tJrl tu PA-tajsieszu 
'I'll make a bridge for you' 5/250 
(112) es tieu PA-tajsieszu ka tieu byus saula us tob~ 
'I'll make some sun for you in the house' 17/274 
(113) es tiulen sztuku PA-tajsieszu, es ju at-dziejwynoszu 
'I'll do a trick in a minute, I'll bring her back to li fe ' 
21/288 
..... 
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In (111) the pridge consists of a n2rrow board placed over the hole; 
in (112) the 'making of the sun' cons i s ts of chopping some holes in the 
walls of the windowless house: ana that the ' doine a trick' in (113) 
involves no building or construction needs no comment. 
The aspectual and adverbial elements are present in the following 
where PA- plainly has a suggestion of 'little bit, somewhat' : 
(114) Mote tu PAtajsiesi durs 
'Perhaps you'll open the 
me in' 
wala, mote mani ilajssi wyda tagad 
door a bit, perhaps you'll now let 
2/241 
Note that here the adverb wala 'open' is included so that there will 
be absolutely no ambiguity as to what is coded by the verb, seeing the 
PA- derivative of 'make' can also mean 'construct, fashion, build'. 
Two more prefixes occur with tajsiejt: NU- and SA-. The examp]e 
with NU-, which has come to be associated with the idea of 'down, 
down from, away', seems a little peculiar until other possibilities 
are considered: 
(115) Piec to, NU-tajsa jau kozys i nu-wad ju iz jaunicza satu 
after that make soon wedd.ing(Acc) and. take-away her(Acc) to 
groom's home(Acc) 
'Soon after, they have the wedding and take her away to the 
groom's place' ]/236 
The unprefixed tajsa has no indication of the action being terminated , 
so it will not do • The prefix IZ- ad.ds the notion of 'building' so a 
derivative with IZ- is unsuitable. The prefix PA- seems a likely al-
ternative to NU- but we saw that it was associated with happenings of 
relatively short duration; now, in rural Latgale, wed dings were cele-
brated with rrany ceremonies over a period of three days, so PA- while 
indeed addin~ perfective aspect to tajsa would be in co ntradiction 
to the whole concept of kozys 'wedding' (incidental ly , the word 'wed-
dine; ' is plural both in Latgalian and Latvian). Besides, there is a. 
f i nality associ ated with NU- (see comments on NU-myra in the next 
cha11 ter ). To convey the full semantic force of NU- in (115) the trans-
l ation shoul d r ead s omet hing like 'Soon aft er, she gets marri ed off 
and taken to her new hus band's house'. 
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The follow ing example with SA- rai ses s ome questions when com-
pared wit h (108) : 
(116) gajlejts ar wistieniu SA-tajsieja ustobieniu 
'the rooster together wit h the little hen ••• made the l it t le 
house' 3/243 
House-building is an activity involving a great deal of comings ana 
goings and re petitions of simi lar tasks (especial ly when the bui l~er s 
happen to be a rooster and a hen) at the end of which many things a l l 
come to be together in the same place. Surely for thi s reason, the 
building process can reasonably be conceptualized as an activity ap~] y 
coded by SA + 'make' as well as rz. + 'make', as it is in (108). 
There is one other thing: what has been hinted at, but not ac-
tually spelled out in the discussion on SA-lik ( page 77,) has been the 
notion that SA- is also associated with definiteness of object. The 
following Latgalian utterances may help stress this point : 
(117) 
(118) 
IZ-tajs gultu ! 
SA-tajs gultu' 
' Make a bed ! ( = bui 1 d it ) ' 
'Make the bed! ( = put the bedclothes 1.n 
order) 
Note that IZ- 1.n (117) is a ppropriate, since construction 1 s commonly 
thought of as being 'out of' some material. The action described in 
(118) can be thought of as being a ' putting together or an a s sembly of 
bedclothes'. 
It is po s sible tha t thi s in~_efinit e/ defi nite di stinction holds 
for IZ- and SA- derivatives of t he i mperative an6 perhaps onl y a few 
other forms of tajsi e jt 'to make' • Possibly: the 'indefi niteness ' i n 
(117) simply emerges from the fact that one cannot r eally r efer ba ck 
to s omething that has not yet been built .Example (55 ) implies that:, SA-
may 'require' a definite object:, as opposed· to I- in ( 54) whicrh can 
have an indefinite object~ . With some prefixed verbs, definite objects 
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may be incompatible. The question i s certainly worth investieating, 
but i s far too · complex to be dealt with in t his thesis • 14 
Notes 
1. page 63: in Latvian SA+ 'give' is us ed in this way. For 
example: 
X(Nom} Y(Dat) SA-deva 'X real~y gave it to Y/ Y got 
beaten up by X'. 
2. page 69: Latvian also has PAdot laodienas 'to say hello/ to greet '. 
3. page 69: note that in English a similar meaning is present in 
the use of 'out' in 'to carry out plans/orders '. 
4. page 71: the cradle was usually suspended from a beam in the 
ceiling. 
5. page 74: just before uttering (34) the rooster asks the peasant 
why he gave the mill to the landlord; the peasant 
answers 'How could I not have done that ! •oo What the 
landlord orders, the peasant has to obey!' 
6. page 74: Dixon (1980) uses the term 'ambi-transitive' on page 30. 
7. page 75 : ciszi with adjectives means 'very' as in ciszi labs 
'very good'. 
8. 
9. 
9a. 
11. 
page 75: 
page 76: 
the unprefixed infinitive is not in the corpus. 
compare similar constructions \n Lithuanian in 
Dambriftnas et al., (19·72 : 140 J o 
page 79 : PI-~ieja ju .e_ si~tienis 
'tti.ed him to the fence' 6/253 
-- -
page 79: Pinias tu man !ogoru(Gen) 
'bring me some twigs' 5/250 
page 79: ju PI-~piz wierss .El sinys ar ro gim i tur 
'the bull pushes him ~inst the wall with his horns 
and holds him there' 3/244 
12. page 80: thi s form i s not attested in the data. 
t3. page 81: tolka is untranslatable. In rural Latvian , people 
would organize a 'clean-up ' aay of the stables, cow-
sheds, pie-pens, poultry yards. Neighbours would get 
together and help out. The head of the house would be 
expected to provide for a bit of a celebration in the 
eveni ne when the work was a.one • 
14. page 94: beside s this question of definiteness/indefiniteness of 
arguments ocaurring in utterances featuring certain pne-
fixes, tense and mood have also to do with the function 
of prefixes, as Forsyth ( 1970 ) suggest's • 
6 MOSTLY ABOUT STATES, STANCES 
PROCESSES AND EVENTS 
To recapitulate briefly the remarks in the first few paragraphs 
to chapter 4, verbs coding controlled situat ions can be divided into 
two main groups: stance verbs code controlled static situations, 
while action verbs code controlled dynamic situations. The latter are 
further divided into activity verbs that code durative actions and act 
verbs that code momentary actions. While practically all verbs coding-
non-controlled situations are intransitive, verbs coding controlled 
situations can be either intransitive or transitive. In the intransi-
tively coned situations, the agent is also in a sense the undergoer. 
This was evident from examples in the motion verb section of this 
thesis; in a sentence like Jej ajz-it iz satu 'She goes home' the 
subject is both the instigator and the undergoer of the action. H~re 
1S one more example of a similar situation in (lLv) : 
(tLv) 
(2Lv) 
dresses/is dressing 
'John is getting dressed'. 
J~nis k@rbj b~rnu 
John is dressing/dresses child(Acc) 
'John is dressing/dresses the child'. 
Note that in (2Lv) the undergoer is in the accusative. It is clear 
that Latvian grammar is very definite about distinguishing agent= 
undergoer types of situations (as in n°1Lv) and agent f undergoer 
types of situations such as the one coded in (2Lv). In this instance 
there is a reflexive ending on the verb in (lLv) as well ; but only 
those intransitives derived from transitives are marked in t his way. 
Latgalian gram:nar in this respect is like Latvian grammar. 
The study of Latgalian controlled verb prefixes has been es 
pecially interesting, since it is precisely these predicates that have 
shown that the functions of the verb prefix are numerous. There was 
the example of the 'transitivising ' prefix AP- with motion verbs (see 
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page 43) and other prefixes which influence the choice of case to mark 
the undergoer: in Latgalian, as in Latvian, I-+ 'hit' takes a dative 
object always, and NU-+ 'hit' always takes an accusative object (see 
page 85 and page 19). As well as influencing case-marking, prefixes 
function as aspect-markers; that .. also was established • With motion 
verb predicates especially, the directional/locational element of some 
of the prefixes was well in evidence. It now remains to be seen to 
·what extent can similar observations be made in the case of a few : 
groups of verbs that have not yet been discussed. 
Intransitive non-motion verb constructions 
Just as there are comparatively few verbs of state in the data, 
1 
verbs of stance are rare. The unprefixed verb meaning 'sit• occurs 
in the participial and the present tense forms: 
(3) sadadama iz gristu 
'sitting on the ceiline' 2/241 
(4) gajls ar wistlieniu lokta sacadami, klidz 
'the rooster and hen sitting on the perch, screech' 3/2442 
(5) jej ••• siad iz rogawienios 
'she is sitting in the sled' ]8/276 
It also occurs in the imperative in which case it is no longer a 
stance verb, but an act verb: 
( 6') Nu, sie~i;., kumiei,. 
'Now sit down, fory ! ' ' 19/280 
The corpus has no examples of a non-prefixed pas t tense form, but in 
modern Latgalian, the following sentence definitely codifies an action: 
(7) Jej saaa ajz golda 
'She sat down/was sitting do,~1 at the table'. 
A different verb form - sor.1e linguists might even cal1 it a different 
verb - is used to denote stance: 
(8) Jej siedieja ajz golda 3 
'She was sitting at the table'. 
Note th8t in (7) the verb can either be interpreted as coding an ac-
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tivity ana therefore so~ething in thE process of being accomplished 
or it can be int er preted as coding an act, that is, a controlled 
event. There is no such ambiguity surrounding the situation coded by 
the prefixed verb form; it codes a telic activity· : 
( 9) ACA-sada ajz golda 
'they sat a.own at the table' 13/264 
(10) ADZA-sast jau ji a!:t 
now• 4 'they sat down to e2-t 16/271 
(11 IZ-sada iz j~ mugorys, a Jls i nas 
'She sat on his back ana he's now c2.rrying (her)' 
The prefix IZ- here introduces a nuance that is difficult to convey 
in any gloss for (lJ ). It is perfectly grammatical to say: 
(12) Jej ACA-sada iz j8 mugorys 
'She sat down on his back' 
but such a sentence would imply tha t he is lying or crouching dovm for 
her to do so. The verb IZ-sada describes a situation where she had to 
first move upwards in order to sit down. The two following sentences 
in Latvian will help clarify this distinction: 
(13Lv) Viit AT-s~d~s uz kr~sla 
'He sat down on the chair' 
(14Lv) Vi~~ UZ-s~d~s uz galda 
5 
'He sat down on the table' 
The table usua lly being higher than a chair, one woul d first have to 
hoist oneself up, so to speak, in order to sit down. Besides, the 
prefix AT- suggests that one is 'sitting back towards' something ; in 
other words, one i s being supported, one's back is leaning against 
sometl1ing. Shoul d 'table' in (14) be replaced by 'armchair', the pre-
fix IE- woul{ be used: 
(15Lv) Vi~~ IE-s~d~s klubkr~sl~ 
'He sat down in the armchair'. 
Note that as witl1 the examples involving the Latgalian I- there has to 
be mention of a. nlace anrJ it has to be in thE locative ; the following 
r 
1 
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i s ungrammatical: 
('16Lv)fVii,.~ IE-s~d~s uz kr~sla 
'He sat down in on the chair' 
The unprefixed verb has no such co nstraint s : t he f ollowing ar e both 
grammatical: 
(17Lv) Vii,.~ s~d~s ratos(Loc) 
'He sat down/wa~ sitting down in the cart' 
(18Lv.) Vii,.~ s~d~s uz ratiem(Dat) 
'He sat down/was sitting down on the cart' 
The fact that the same verb with the prefix AT- can be used. in-
differently with· place expressed by the locative or by a preposition-
al phrase shows that the functio n of AT- with this and similar verbs 
of stance is largely aspectual, while UZ- and IE- have a locational 
role as well as an aspectual one. Out of the three prefixes AT-, IE-, 
and UZ-, AT- seems to be the l east specific about location. To the 
controlled process of sitting down, AT- adds a terminal point which 
is reached when the agent from a standing position reaches the sittinw 
position. 
The remaining intransit i ve constructions to be discus sed in-
clude verbs referring to activities (durative) and acts (momentary). 
Activities and acts are used in the broadest possible sense and in -
elude such situa tions as: 'wonder, think, be li~tening, get angry, 
boast, quarrel, talk, curse, tell lies, sneeze, excr~te, live, work 
and weep'. These verbs tend to 'favour' the three prefixes AJZ-, PA-
and NU-, unlike motion verbs which favoured a much less restricted 
set, as was shown in chapter 4. Let us look at some examples from 
the set of 'minus motion' verbs li s ted a few lines above; here are 
some with AJZ-: 
(1 9 ) Cikom Jl ti lados, AJZ-dzid gajls, nu-skrin walns 
'While they are fu s sing about, a rooster calls out, the 
devil runs away' 10/261 
(20) JlS ciszi AJZA-badoja i AJZA-siraieja, ka tys l atwi e jts 
ap-monieja jus 
'he~ very upset and very angr~ that he had been cheated 
by the Latvian' 21/288 
(21) walns AJZA-syrdas, ka jis Diwa lyudz 
'the devil gets furious that he prays to God' 8/256 
(22) syta utru riejzi, boba AJZA-wajdieja 
'he hit(her) a second time, the woman gave a moan' 21/287 
(23) AJZA-grib jim a~t 
ii-' wants- them(Dat) to-eat 
'they feel hungry' 5/250 
(24) AJZA-grib jam dziart ciszi 
it- wants him(Dat) to-drink very 
'he gets very thirsty' 15/267 
(25) Boba AJZA-klidzia, s8ka a~nis skrit 
'The woman screamed out, blood began to flow' 21/287 
It will be easier to see the function of AJZ- when some unprefixed 
verb examples have been considered: 
(26) jej dzid sadadama 
'she sings as she sits' ' 
(27) dzid gajls winmaru waa.ar~ 
19/280 
'the rooster is still crowing in his stomach' 4/248 
(28) ka wiejrs sat~, to jej slyma wajd 
'when her husband is home, she's moaning with sicl-cness' 
(29) Da-it boba pi j~, griusta ju, laj caltus ••• 
naza--ciel 
'The woman goes to him and pokes him so that 
but he goes on moaning and does not get up' 
(30) Grib jis(Nom) tus zoboks numaukt, nawar 
'He wants to take off the boots, but can't' 
18/277 
a jis wajd i 
he'd get up, 
21/287 
7/254 
(32) Wylks pa-zyna, ka jej ap-monieja ju, AJZA-syrda, - kaj 
giu~ lopsu, gribieja ju nu-!niaugt, a jej i-baga jau ola 
'The wolf realized that she had cheated him, got mad, was 
about to catch the fox, he wanted to strangle her, but she 
ran into a hole' 19/280 
(33) Klausas tys sajmijniks i dumoj, ka Jls klidz 
'The farmer is listening and thinks tha t he 1_;"___ shoutinf 
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When the unprefixed verb examples are compared with the prefixed 
forms, the first thing that comes to our attention is the 'momentari-
ness' of the actions coded by AJZ- verbs. It is most manifest in (19) 
as opposed to (26 - 27) • It would be grammatical in (19) to use the 
unprefixed form of the underlined verb, but then the instantaneous 
nuance would be lost. Moreover, the unprefixed verb would suggest 
that the 'fussing about' and the 'singing' are both in the process of 
happening; other details in the story suggest that the 'singing' 
comes as an interruption~ In (26) too, it woulc be perfectly gramma-
tical to use AJZ-; the implication would then be that the actor 
'sings out', that is, produces something like an exclamation. 
In (27) however, the prefixed form would be ungrammatical since 
the adverb winmhu 'still/continuously' has to accompany a verb that 
implies continuity or repetition. The prefixed form would of course 
be grammatical were the adverb repTaced by, say, p~k~!i 'suddenly'. 
It is only adverbs expressing plus/minus duration that are affected 
by the semantic constraints of verb prefixes with the minus duration 
aspectual role. The punctual present in AJZ- is further brought out 
in comparing ( 22) with (28 - 29) ; ( 25) with ( 33) , ( 23) and ("24) 
with (30 - 31). 
The unprefixed verb then, codes an activity (which has durative 
aspect), while the prefixed verb codes an a.ct; it would seem there-
fore that the prefix makes the verb punctual • In (14) and (33) we see 
that the unurefixed klidz 'shout' can refer to an iterative situation 
. 
in which case AJZ- can be said to mark klidzia in (25) semelfactive. 
But that is not the whole story. 
When (23 - 24) and (30 - 31) are examined more closely, we note 
that the experiencer in the first pair of sentences is in the dative, 
while in the second pair it is in the nominative. In (30 - 31) the 
-... 
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experiencer is in control of the situation, he 'does' the wanting; 
for this reason he can almost be thought of as an agent. But in (23 -
24) the prefixed verb cod es a situation where something 'happens,. to 
the experiencer; it is a non-controlled momentary situation, in which 
AJZ k · b · t · 6 __ -mars g:_ri as incep ive. In English, '~o get the/an urge to' 
versus 'to feel like' brings out similar aspectual differences with 
the first expression coding a situation that has a definite starting-
point, while the second one codes a situation without such a starting-
point. One would tend to call the first verb phrase an event, while 
the second would be thought of as state. 
In any narrative, it is events and acts that usually occur in 
the foreground; activities, stances and states tend to belong to the 
background. The foreground/background distinction in English is ob -
tained by using the non-progressive form of the verb for the first and 
the progressive form for the second: 
(34) They are eating when he comes in. 
(35) They were eating when he came in o 
In French, which has no special verb form to code the progressive in 
the present tense, either of the following will translate (34): 
(36) Ils mangent lorsqu'il entre. 
(37) Ils sont en tt-ain de manger lorsqu'il entre. 
In the past tense, the French use the tradit ionally labelled 'imper -
feet tense' for what goes on in the background, while the foreground 
occurrences are put in either the 'past historic' or the 'perfect •, 
(38) Ils mangeaient lorsqu'il entra/ es1 _entre. 
In the underlined verbs of both (19) and (32) we see that both in the 
present and in the past, the foreground/background distinction is ob-
tained by verb prefixation; the background happenings are non- pre~ 
fixed, while those in the foreground are prefixed. The same can be 
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said of Latvian: 
(39Lv) Viii ~d kad viitl IEnruc. 
'They are eating when he comes in'. 
(40Lv) Vi,i ~da kad vi,~ IEn~ca. 
'They were eating when he came in • 
We have seen that there ha~ t© be compatibility between an AJZ-
verb and the adverb that accompanies it. In one sense, the use of 
the prefix imposes a semantic constraint on the choice of adverb~• We 
have seen that with grib 'want'', the use of the prefix imposes a 
grammatical constraint on the choice of case for the 'subject•. With 
IE- and IZ- we have seen that constraints of a similar kind operate 
over various elements of the sentence. It will be interesting to 
find out if the other two prefixes PA- and !!I- 'favoured' by minus-
motion verbs have comparable functions. 
Both PA- and NU- have already come under scrutiny in the pre -
vious chapters where it was found that both of them ean be said to 
figure in telic situations, but for different reasons. The prefix 
PA- we saw, often has the additional meaning of 'almost/ a little/ 
somewhat' (see page 57) while NU- emphasizes the finality of the 
action (see pages 85 and 92) 7• Examples with controlled minus-motion 
verbs endorse these characteristics: 
(41) Wociejszi PA-dumoja, PA-runoja, iz-jemia naudys 
'The Germans had a bit of a think, a bit of a chat, took 
out some money' 21/285 
(42) nu~it iz brolim, PA-klidzia, PAza-lomoja 
'he went off to see his brothers, shouted a bit, cursed 
a bit' 21/286 
(43) winu dura.ku. na warieja i walns PAcijst 
'even the devil could not put up with just one idiot' 
16/272 
(44) a man i PA-wust na-i-diewiat 
'but you didn't even let me have a whiff' 9/259 
(45) Wot lopsa i PAza-smiejas. Cikom jej ~miejas ••• 
' 'So the fox had a bit of laugh • While she was laughing ••• 
5/251 
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It is important to remember· that this meaning of 'almost/ a 
little/ somewhat' that is present in PA- i s indissolubly linked with 
the other functions of the verb prefix. Like AJZ-, PA- can fore -
- -
ground an action: see (45) above. With a controlled verb, it can 
add telic aspect, best illustrated by the difference between dzia.rt 
'to drink' and PAza-dziart 'to have a . drink' ; wust 8 ' to smel 1 ' ' and 
PAza-wust 'to have a smell/whiff'. It is tempting to say that PA-
has changed the verb from an activity verb into an act verb, but that 
would not fit in with the definition of activities (durative) and 
acts (momentary) given earlier. Instead, one could say that PA- has 
given the activity a definite beginning and an end; it has made it 
into an individual instance. It is difficult not to see the prefixed 
activity as more 'compressed' (without being necessarily momentary) 
and. 1.n this sense approaching the plus instantaneous category of an 
act. 
NU- correspona.s to the Latvian prefix NO- which like its Lat--
galian counterpart, oft&n implies something final about an action. 
Examine the following pairs: 
runAt 'to talk' 
domAt 'to think'' 
NOrun~t 'to come to a decision' 
NOdom~t 'to draw a conclusion• 
Examples from the stories of verbs coding minus-motion intransitive 
controlled predicates reinforce this c]aim· : 
(46) Woj tu NU-pilnawoji, oziejti? 
tm1,·d t k t b'll t ?t u you manage o eep an eye ou, 1. y goa 2/240 
(47) NU-stoja i wajcoj, a jis roda jim sauja nauda 
'They stopped and question (Risto. Pres.) him and he shows 
(Risto. Pres.) them a handful of money' 21/283 
(48) Kalw•·s NUza-biejda, auksz piedien at-krita nu bajls 
'The smith got one hell of a fright, he fell back out of 
fear• · 21/2 7 
(49) Jis i NUza-wylka adza-gulas mork~ 
'So he strinped,lay down in the pond' 18/276 
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(50) Kaj NUza-swiarias-, to taus sieszis marcini~ griutoks, 
a dals sieszis marcini~ wigloks bieja 
'When they'd weighed themselves, the father had gained 
while the son had lost six pounds 1 1·3/264 
(51) Ka jis taj NUza-licia, turiejt walns i-diewia jam naudys 
bucu 
'Seeing that he made such a definite promise, the devil 
gave him a barrel of money' 10/259 
(52) NUza-licia~ pordud 
'he nE de up his mind to sell (it) 21/288 
In (51 - 52) the prefixed verb carries a bundle of meanings for 
which English has to have separate lexical items · . Perhaps the clo -
sest equivalent to NUza-likt would be 'to give one's word' but it 
also carries the meaning of inner conviction and finality. Here is 
one more example with NU-: 
(53) jis ••• NU-targowoj i nu-pierk tu wiersi nu latwiejsza 
'he does a deal and buys that bull from the Latvian' 13/264 
Note that unlike PA-, NU- says nothing about the time taken to 
ca:rry out the action; it does indicate the accomplishment of the 
action, but that is not all. The verb in (47) occurs also 1n the un-
prefixed form~ 
(54) stoja tagan pi ciepla pat's 
'now he stoorl/took up position next to the stove himself' 
1/237 
(55) a gajls stoja priet' ju 
'but the rooster stood/took up position facing him' 4/248 
The unprefixed form stoja in (54 - 55) is already telic and momenta-
neous and therefore codes an act. What can be more bound by a ter-
minal point than 'the taking up of a certain posit i on'? Surely, it 
must be 'the taking up of the posit i on of motionlessness' : NU-stoja 
means 'stopped' in (47). The same difference obtains between stoja 
and NU-stoja as between 'stood' and 'came to a standstill' ; the se-
cond of each pair of predicates implies th2t whatever is now •stan -
ding still' has just been moving. Once again the prefix is a hinge 
between two causally related events in the verb of (47) : 1) to cease 
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motion and 2) to be standing. 
The stories offer some unprefixed forms of the verbs on the two 
previous pages: Eilnawotu •(that he) may keep watch' in 2/240, 
btdiej '(it) scares' in 12/263, walk '(he) pulls/drags' in 15/268, 
swiarsimie~ 'let's weigh ourselves in 13/264, lik '(he) lays' in 7/ 
254 and targowoja~ '(he) bargains' in 21/288. All these examples ap.. 
pear to show that the unprefixed verb form is atelic. They also fur-
ther confirm the observation that situations in the present or refer-
ring to 'irrealis' (see pilnawotu above) largely tend to be unpre -
fixed. 
States 
One of the very few state verbs in the corpus is byftt 'to be9 •. 
But examples of this verb functioning as a state verb are scarce: 
(-56) Kab byfttu pylns ldlls 
that would be full granary(Nom) 
'Oh that the granary were full !' 
(57) Diel kam na bn!szkys dziejws? 
' why not· should he be alive 
'Why shouldn't he be alive?' 16/272 
(58) tieu i syl t~ byO.s· 
you(Dat) then warm will be 
'you will then be warm' 3/244 
The main function of byQ.t in the corpus is that observable in 
existential sentences of the type 'There is a book on the table' and 
sentences referring to possession: 
(59) 
( 60) 
Bieja tafts ar moti ••• jim biera sieptini barni 
were father(Nom) with mother Instr) ••• to-them were seven(Nom) 
'There was a father and mother who had seven children' 1/236 
Bieja sieniok kalw~ i ••• jam ••• walna obrozs b(eja 
was earlier blacksmith(Nom) and to-him devil Gen) picture(Na>m) 
was 
'There once was a blacksmith who had a picture of the a.evil' 
8/256 
There are no instances of byQ.t either in the stories or in more rec:ent 
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Latgalian usage with an aspect-marking prefix. 
The other state verb solt 'to be cold' occurs with and without 
aspectual prefixes. Here are some examples: 
(61) 
(62) 
klewiencz solts, tielsz s~l kO.p~ 
cowshed(Nom) cold, calf(Nom) is cold/freezing together 
'the cowshed is cold, the calf is feeling extremely cold' 
7/255 
jam ti a~tia I-sola 
to-him there tail(Nom) froze in 
'his tail froze fast. in it' (i.e., it became immobilized 
in the ice) 19/279 
(63) kojis cisz SAsaluszsz 
feet{Nom) very frozen solid 
'his feet frozen stiff' 7/254 
( 64) gul ubags, SA-sals 
lies beggar(Nom) frozen solid 
'a beggar is lying, frozen solid' 7/254 
It is important to note that in (62) we are dealing with a process 
rather than a state. To consider the same utterances with or with-
out a prefix will prove useful. We would get the following set: 
( 65) ¥- tielsz I-sAl ld\pl 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
tielsz SA-s~l J:c1lp~ 
jam ti a~tia sola 
jam ti a~tia SA-sola 
kojis cisz saluszsz 
(70) *kojis cisz I-saluszsz 
(71) gul ubags, sals 
(72) ~gul ubags, I-sals 
•untranslatable' 
'the calf is freezing to death' 
'his tail was feeling the cold' 
'his tail froze solid'(but was 
not necessarily stuck in the ice) 
'his feet having felt very cold' 
'his feet having frozen fast' 
'a beggar is lying, having felt 
cold' 
'a beggar is lying, frozen in' 
For utterances (70) and (72) to be grammatical, something like ladft 
'in the ice' is necessary. Utterances (67), (69) and (71) are ambi-
guous since the unprefixed verb can code two situations. With ani -
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mate participants, it tends to be thou&ht of a s a s t at e verb, whereas 
with inanimate participants, it tends to be thought of a s a pro ces s 
verb. In Latvian too, salt means 'to be freezing' or 'to feel the 
--
cold' ; for example: 
(73Lv) 
(74Lv) 
Ezers sals-tt 'The lake is freezing over'lO 
J~nis salst 'John is feeling the cold111 
From the previouo examples it would appear that this bi-situational 
character is not preserved in all the examples of the prefixed forms 
of the verb. Both (66) and (68) refer to telic processes with (68 ) 
being perfective as well - it codes a situat i on that i s complet ed . 
The prefixed past participles in (63 - 64) refer to states; the past 
participle form already codes a state. We shall shortly see that all 
this applies to the nrefix I- as well, with this particular verb. 
Example (65) would be grammatical if I-solt had a locative par-
ticipant in the situation ( see ·also the comment regarding n °8 70 anc_ 
72 on the bottom of the previous page), not merely what is tradition-
ally known as an adverbial expression of place12 • A digre s sion is in 
order to clarify the difference between a locative 'partici pant' and 
an adverbial complement of place ; the l a.tter is pa.rt of t he s etting 
for the action whereas the former is more intimately related to the 
action. In (75) below, 'mud' in a way 'explains' the 'sticking of 
the galoshes' ; similarly, in (78) 'water' i s part of the 'splas hing '& 
(75) Their galoshes kept sticking in the mud. 
(76) Their galoshes fell in the mud. 
(77) The children played in the water. 
( 78 ) The chi ld.ren sp] .ashed. in the water • 
To sho w that a locative 'participant' is necessary with I-solt 
an d. to illustrate the nature of thi s locative ' partici pant', her e are 
some sentences in Latvian where th€ verbs salt anc I E-salt have the 
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same semantic and syntactic constraints as the Latgalian solt and 
I-solt: 
(79Lv) 
(80Lv) 
(81Lv) 
D~lis IE-£ala d!~a vidft 
board(Nom) froze in po~d(Gen ) mi ddl e( Loc ) 
'The board froze fast in the mi dd l e of the pond' 
kn~lis IE-sala istabas vidft 
'The board froze fast in the middle of the room' 
Mu~a IE-sala ledus trauka sald~tava 
fly(Nom) froze fast in ice(Gen ) container(Loc ) 
freezer(Loc) 
'The fly froze fast in the ice-cube tray in the freezer' 
( 82Lv) ~ Mu~a IE-sala ledusskapt 
'The fly froze fast in the refrigerator' 
( 8 3Lv) ~ Mu~a IE-sala medd 
'The fly froze fast in the honey' 
Sentence (82Lv) would be acceptable if other elements in the cont ext 
made it clear that the fly was stuck fast in some ice ins i de the 
fridge. Sentence (83) would of course be grammatical in the not-so-
common weather conc3- i tions that might bring about the freezing of 
honey. 
And so, for sentences with IE-salt to be acceptable, the loca-
tive 'participant' must be something that can freeze and so immobi -
lize the nominative participant. From the examples in the previ ous 
paragraphs, it woula seem that the nominative participant would have 
to be inanimate; yet this is not necessarily so. One can imagine a 
situation such as the following: 
(84Lv) Bija tik auksts, ka ~j@ja k~jas IE-sala izmirku~ajo s 
z~bakos 
was so cold that traveller(Gen ) feet(Nom) froze fast in 
sodden boots(Loc ) 
'It was so cold, that the traveller's feet froze f ast in 
his sodden boots' 
Still, it is debatable whether in this instance 'feet' can be said 
to denote an animate oartici pant. 
Furthermore, for sentences with IE-salt to be acce ptabl e , both 
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partici pants must be concr ete; hence the unacceptability of the fol-
lowing two sentences: 
( 85Lv) I,,. Mu~a IE-sala gai s~ 
(86Lv) V~j~ IE-sala ledft 
'The fly froze fast in the air' 
'The wind froze fast in the ice' 
Both IE- and SA- with salt code situations that have an inhe -
rent end point: in both cases something becomes immobilized through 
being subjected to cold. An IE + salt situation is where X happens 
to be in a medium which becomes solid through cold so that X cannot 
move freely through it; a SA + salt situation is where every little 
part of X freezes solid so that X itself becomes immobile. 
Besides the telic aspect, there is one other very important 
change that IE- and SA- bring to the verb sal~. The prefixed verb ~an 
no longer be thought of as coding two situations ('to feel cold,to turn 
to ice'). Only the past-participial forms of IE/SA-salt' can b~ labelled 
as coding states; everywhere else, including- in their 'infinitive' 
form, they are very definitely process~verbs that have an inherent 
end point • 
The prefix IE- has fulfilled yet another function. It has 
changed an adverbial compLement of place int'o a locative 'participant' 
in (84Lv) above. Here is the same sentence with the unprefixed verb 
for comparison: 
(87Lv) Bija tik auksts, ka g~j~ja k~jas sala izmirku~ajos 
z~bakos. 
'It was so cold that the traveller's feet were feeling 
quite frozen in his sodden boots'. 
We now move on to--, look at examples of a different type of verb in the 
data • 
Processes and events 
There is a small number of proc·ess--coding predicates :-
( 88) Klidz, kab au~u lels ! 
shout(Imperat. , that it would grow big-
( 89) 
'
1Shout - oh that it would grow big ! ' 14/ 265 
sto.tl ustobienia iz wystys kojeni~ i gri~(a 
stands little-house(Nom) on hen ( Gen ) l eg Gen ) and is 
turning/revolving 
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'there stands a small house on a hen's l eg and it' s turning ' 
38/357 
(90) A, kumie~ tiej rosa kriejt nu kuku ! 
oh little-fox(Voc) that(Nom) dew(Nom) is falling f rom 
trees(Gen) 
' 'Oh that, Friend Fox, that's dew falling from the trees ! ' 
19/280 
(91) diat sieO. 
burn(Imperat) for-yourself 
'burn on!/ carry on burning!' 27/313 
The forms plejstu 'it would split/tear' and miertu 'they would die' 
occur in exhortative sentences similar to (88). 
Alongside these non-prefixed process verbs, there are a few 
others with prefixes: AP-~lejka 'drowned', AP-szluka 'collapsed', 
IZ-auga 'grew up' ', PA-~lejd 'slips', NU-krita 'fell down' and NU-mym 
'died'. It is evident from most of the _English glosses that the basic 
verb codes a durative situation that is atelic. The prefixes mark 
( 93), ( 95), ( 97) and ((101) as telic situations, ( 99) codes a compl'et-e 
situation, while (103) refers to an instantaneous 'situation'~ Com, -
pare the following pairs of Latgalian sentences: 
(92) Cyukys ~lejka stajgn~ 
pigs(Nom) were drowning bog(Loc ) 
'~he pigs were drowning in the bog' 
(93) Cyu.kys AP-~lejka stajgn~ 
•·The pigs drowned· in the bo·g-' 
(94 ) Wysi szluka dyftni~ 
all(Nom) were sliding and falling about slime(Loc ) 
'They were all f"a11ing about in the mud ana slime' 
(95) Wysi AP-szluka d.yftni~ 
'They all collapsed in the mud and slime' 
(96 ) Jej atlga lela 
she was growing big{Nom. Fem) 
'She was growing up' 
(97) Jej IZ-aftga lela 
'She grew up' 
(98) Jam ~lejd koja 
to-him is slipping/slips foot(Nom) 
'His foot is slipping/slips' 
(99) Jam PA-~lejd koja 
'His foot slips' 
(100) Siwa krita IP- ziamis 
wife(Nom) fell' ta ground( Gen) 
'His wife fell' to the ground' 
(101 ) Siwa NU-krita pi ziami~ 
'His wife fell down to the ground' 
(102) Metia~ 
mother(Nom) was dying 
' 'The mother was dying' 
(103) Metia NU-myra 1 
'The mother died 1 • 3 
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It is difficult to gloss vhe difference between (100) and (101') 
since both verbs appear to code events, but they are not completely 
'durationless' (Menzel 1975: 53). What is more, both situations are 
telic with the difference that the end point of the process of 'fal~ 
ling' has actually been reached in (101). 
That the prefixes discussed in this process verb section are 
not interchangeable is shown by the following examples: 
(104) 
(105 ) 
Metia PA-myra nu bajls 'The mother half died of fright' 
Barni PA-myra nu bajls 'The children half died of fright' 
( 106 ) * l'1ot ia IZ-myra 'The mother died out' 
(107) 
(108) 
(109) 
(110) 
(111) 
Wyss ctms IZ-myra 'The whole village died out• · 
Jis/Ji PA-krita 'He/They fell over/had a fall_,.14 
Jis/Ji IZ-krita nu kuka 'He/They fell out of a tree 
Jis/Ji AP-krita nu bajls 'He/They collapsed from fright' 
Jis/Ji IZ-szluka nu palycis 'He/They slipped out of prison' 
(112) *Jis/Ji IZ-~lejka 'He/They drownec out' 
I 
( 113 ) X:- Ji s/ Ji PA-~le jka 
( 114) Jis/Ji PA-auga 
'He/They drowned a little' 
'Ire/They grew a little' 
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With IZ-myra there seems to be a singular/plural nominative partici-
pant constraint operating; in (107) it is in fact a plural subject 
that is implied in the singular w;y:ss ctms 'the whole village'· • Note 
too that while Latgalian accepts 'half-dying' in (104) and (105), 
it does not accept 'half-drowning' in (11'3) • In (112) the two parts 
of the verb are semantically incompatible; for the same reason one 
*" would never find IZ-gryrnt •to sink o~t'. 
It may seem a bit odd to see IZ-aftga 'grew up' and IZ-krita 
'fell out' sharing the same prefix. It looks as if with verbs other 
than verbs of motion, IZ- has lost its locational nuance 'out/ out of' 
almost entirely. and has simply kept i~ function as marking telic as-
pect; though one can possibly argue that IZ- in IZ-aftga is used me-
taphorically, since 'to grow up' does imply •to grow out of a certain 
state'. 
The nreceding analysis of intransitive non-motion predicates 
has reinforced several observations that were made in the previous 
chapters. The use of a verb prefix may bring about changes in ~he 
grammar of a sentence: a nominative experiencer with grib 'wants' 
becomes a dative experiencer with AJZA-grib, as shown in (30 - 31) 
and (23 - 24) • In addition to grammatical constraints, the use of a 
prefix may, operate semantic constraints: AJZ-dzid is not compatible 
with wtnm~ru; see paragraph two on page 100 for comments concerning 
(27) o However, the chief function of the verb prefix remains its 
aspect-marki,ng function. A durative situation (2g) is momentary 
with AJZA- in (22) ; the iterative situation of (4) is semelfactive 
when accompanied by AJZA- in (25) ; with AJZA-, inceptive aspect is 
marked on ~~bin (23 - 24) ; with PA- a process is given a definite 
r 
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beginning and end in (41, - 42) ; and with SA- ( to quote but oae of 
many) a simple process becomes a telic one. It was also evident that 
AJZ-, PA- and NU- when used with the verbs discussed in this chapter 
have lost almost all traces of directional/locational elements that 
are still present in most of the compounds they form with motion verbs 
and transitive verbs. 
Notes 
1. page 96 ~ 'sit, stand, lie' are the only ones attested. 
2. page 96· : participles agree ,.Ji th the noun they qualify, hence 
the different endings:-~= Fem. Sg., -.!. =Masc.Pl. 
3. page 96: both Latgalian and Latvian have verb pairs where one 
verb indicates stance and the other indicates action. 
For example, in Latvian the following exist: gul@t 
'to sleep', gulties 'to lie a.own' ; s~d@t 'to be sea-
ted', s~sties 'to sit down' ; st~v~t 'to stand', stft-
ties 'to stop/to take position • -
page 97 : ACA- and ADZA- are different spellings for the same 
segment which combines two prefixes: AT- and ZA- (see 
chapter 2 for a discussion of the second one).-
5. page 97: the Latvian UZ- corresponds to the Latgalian IZ- • 
6. page 1011: in this respect, grip 'want' is like salst 'is cold/ 
freezing' (see note 11 below) which can also be thought 
of as coding a plus or minus controlled situation, and 
where the subject goes into the dative for the non con-
trolled predicate; the choice of case for the 'subject' 
however, is not dependent un.on a prefix in the case of 
salst since the unprefixed verb can take either a no -
minative or a dative 'subject'. 
7,-. page 102: PA- also occurs with nominals and adjectives ; with 
the latter it roughly corresponds to the English suf-
fix '-ish' • Here are some examples; the_!:!- can be 
thought of as coding 'somethi ng along the lines of/ si-
milar to/ a bit like the something coded by the stem' : 
PA meita 'daughter'= foster daughter 
PA m~tia 'mother' =stepmother 
PA - mirs 'peace' = truce 
PA zeme 'earth' = underworld 
PA jumte (jumts 'roof')= shelter 
PA saula 'sun' · = world 
PA - melns 'blaek' 
PA biedni 'poor' 
~ blJaekish 
= rather poor 
114. 
7. page 102: (cont) 
in the three mid dle examples, PA- means 'under' lite-
rally; in all the others, it means 'less than'. The 
meaning of 'under' correlates with 'less than' which 
in turn correlates with 'a little'. 
8. page 103: the infinitive wust is not in the data .. 
9. page 105: stoft 'stands' is another one in 38/357 and solt is 
the third ( discussed further on). 
10. page 107: one informant found this most unacceptable, stating 
that the unprefixed verb was acceptable only with an 
animate or a 'belonging-to-animate' (e.g. hand, foot) 
participant. The same informant did concede that 
"people do say it, but it's wrong!" 
11. page 107: the sentence J~nim(Dat) salst also exists. 
12. page 107: see reference to such expressions, called 'les comple-
ments circonstanciels de lieu' in Gramrnaire anglaise 
by Jean Draps, pp. 301 - 302. 
13. page 111: in English ito die' is a telic verb: it codes a pro-
cess which leads to an end point. In English when 
one says 'X was dying' the implication is that X will 
in fact die. The unprefixed Latgalian verb miert is 
atelic fin Latgalian (as in Latvian) one can sa~ 'X 
was dying, but didn't die' ; the prefixed nu-miers is 
what Menzel ( 1975 :· 52) would call a "truly duration-
less event" which explains the Latgalian utt'erance 'X 
myra (= was dying) bet na nu-my::r:a (= didn't die)'. 
14. page 111: to, see more clearly what it is that PA- adds to krita 
compare the following: 
Jis/Jis krita divas minfttes 'He/They fell for two mi-
nutes' 
Jis/Ji krita 3000 metru 'He/They fell 3000 metres 
~ Jis/Ji PA-krita divas minfttes 'He/They fell over for 
for two minutes' 
-t Jis/Ji PA-krita 3000 metru 'He/They fell over 3000 
me-tires' 
PA-krita like 'fell over' codes a situation that has 
a definite beginning ( thP- point at which one begins 
to topple) and a definite end (the point at which one 
is actually on the ground). 
r 
I 
7 CONCLUSION 115. 
We are now in a position to draw up a list of prefixes with 
meanings such as they appear to be in the types of derivatives dis -
cussed in chapters 4 and 5. The semantic formulae, based on Wierz -
bioka's summary of her analysis of the instrumental in Russian in 
The case for surface case ( page 147 ff), point to general trends or 
tendencies rather than constitute complete definitions. Given the 
nature of the data, a list of' prefix meanings can only be tentative; 
for complete definitions, far more examples would need to be analysed 
involving extensive consultations with informants. In their present: 
form, the formulae can serve as a suggestion for a possible line of 
approach to a more comprehensive analysis of any verb prefix in any 
language or dialect. In each case, the analysis has given rise to 
one or more formulae based on syntactic patterns featuring the prefi~. 
The page and example reference points to the utterance that best il-
lustrates the formula. 
AJZ-
The prefixes and their meanings 
Abbreviations 
s = subject 
0 = object 
V = verb 
L = location 
I = accompaniment 
i) S + AJZ-V (+L) : page 40 (5) 
ii) 
AP-
i) 
. S does something such that 
Sends up in a place away from the speaker 
this place may be L 
S + AJZ-V + 0 ( + L) : page 71 f 3 3 ) 
S does .something to Osuch that 
0 ends up in a place away from the speaker 
this place may be L 
S + AP-V (+I~ : page 45 (16) 
S does · something or somethine happens to S such that 
the whole of S is affec.ted _(with I) 
S remains whole 
ii) 
AT-
S + AP-V + 0 (+I): ~age 44 (33) 
S does something to Osuch that 
the whole of O is affected (with I) 
0 remains whole 
i) S + AT-V (+L) : page 51 (42) 
S does something such that 
Sends up where the speaker is 
this place may be L 
this place may be away from L 
this place may be where S was originally 
ii) S + AT-V + 0 (+L): page 71 (34) 
DA-
i) 
s· does something to Osuch that 
0 ends up where the speaker is 
this place may be L 
this place may be away from L 
this place may be where O was originally 
S + DA-V (+L) : page 50 (41) 
S does something such that 
Sends up next to something else 
that something else may be shown by L 
ii) S + DA-V + 0 (+L): page 75 
I-
i) 
s· does · something to Osuch that 
0 ends up next to something else 
that something else may be shown by L 
S + I-V (+L) : page 46 (23) 
S does something such that 
Sends up being in a place where it was not before 
that place may be L 
ii) S + I-V + 0 (+L) : page 76 (47) 
S does something to Osuch that 
IZ-
0 ends up being in a place where it was not before 
that place may be L 
(= out) 
i) S + IZ-V (:·+L) : page 47 ('26) 
S does something such that 
Sends up out of a place where it was before 
that place may be L 
ii ) S + IZ-V + 0 ( + L) : page 81 ( 7 3 ) 
S does something to Osuch that 
0 ends up out of a place where it was before 
that place may be L 
IZ-
i) 
NU-
i) 
ii) 
PA-
i) 
ii J 
PI-
~) 
POR-
i) 
ii) 
ROZ-
i) 
( c on) 
S + IZ-V + 0 (+L) : page T:6 f48) 
S does something to Osuch that 
0 ends up on something where it was not before 
that something maybe L 
S + NU-V ( +L) : page 57,· ( 62) 
S does something such that 
Sends up in a place where it was not before 
that place is usually down from where S wag- before 
that place may be L 
S + NU-V + 0 (+L) : page 85 (87) 
S does something to Osuch that 
0 ends up in a place where it was not before 
that place is usually down from where O was before 
that place may be L 
S + PA-V: page 55 (55) 
S does something such that 
Sis affected for a time which is not a long time 
S + PA-V + 0 (+L) : page 82 (7,9) 
S does something to Osuch that 
0 is affected for a time which is not a long time 
S + PI-V +· 0 (4) : page 76 ~50) 
S does something to Osuch that 
0 ends up in a place which may be L 
na more o -can fit into that place 
S + POR-V (+L) : page 47 (:30) 
S does something such that 
Sends up acros~ or on the other side of some place 
that place may be L 
S + POR-V + 0 ((+L) : page 76 ~-51) 
S does something to Osuch that 
0 ends up across or on the other side of some place 
that place may be L 
S + ROZ-V + 0: page 86 (88) 
S does something to Osuch that 
0 ends up affected all the way through 
111. 
SA-
i) 
ii) 
S + SA-V ( +L) :~ page 47 {31 ') 
S does something such that 
118. 
S which can be thought of as consisting of a number of sepa-
rately identifiable entities resembling each other 
ends up being in the one place 
that place may be L 
S + SA-V + 0 (+L) : page 7-6 (52) 
S does something to Osuch that 
0 which can be thought of as consisting of a number of sepa-
rately identifiable entities .resembling each other 
ends up being in the one plac~ 
that place may be L 
Note : most prefixed predicates with 'give' and 'make" elude,:-the de-_ 
finitions given above. 
From. these formulae, it is clear that the prefixed verb is 
telic, as opposed to the unprefixed verb which is atelic. It is also 
clear that the limit 'imposed' by the prefix to the situation coded 
by the basic verb is of a spatial nature in all instances except the 
situations coded by PA+ verb. 
As the discussion progressed from chapter 4 through to chapter 
6 it became increasingly evident that the locational elements of the 
prefix were mos1t. apparent in the motion verb derivatives; they be-
came somewhat less noticeable in the 'giving' and 'talcing' and simi-
lar predicates .(chapter 5), but were very much in evidence in some 
process verb compounds in chapter 6. This :is hardly surprising, since 
motion verbs and process verbs are related in that the first coda a 
transition from place A to place B' and the second code transition from 1 
state A to state B. Generally, there was a development from concre-re 
to abstract uses of the prefixes as the discussion progressed; quite 
literal meanings were used metaphorically. 
The examples analysed also provided numerous instances of wha~ 
Lyons (1978: 718) calls "the spatialization of time". Of aspectual 
distinc~ions, he says (ibid) : 
"Aspectual distinctions are even more obviously spatial, or 
spatia__.lizable than tense-distinctions. Situations are second-
119. 
order entities whose relation to time is comparable to the re-
lation that first-order entities have to space. Events occur 
at a particular point in time, whereas states and ~rocesses en-
dure throughout a certain period of time. As a point is con -
tained within a line, so an event can be located within the 
duration of a state or process" 
To that· one migh1t add that a tine begins with a point and ends 
with a point ; similarly, one can see the beginning of a situation and 
its end as events. And just as a line can be defined as the extension 
of a point, a situation coded by 'Suddenly he knew' can clearly be 
thought of as being made up of a definite starting-point {event) fol-
lowed by the state of knowing. In the utterance 1X suddenly knew', 
X does not stop knowing immediately after; in the utterance 'X sud-
denly sneezed•·, X stops sneezing immediately after • The first situ-
ation can be conceptualized as a point in time prolonged to a line 
which goes on presumably until X forgets, whereas the. second. situation 
can be conceptualized as a point in time. 
Thus it is that the prefixes, · most of which probably started off 
as independent morphemes with a locational/directional semantic con-
tent, can mark du.rative situations as lasting not a long time, as PA-
does in (79) on page 82. Some prefixes can mark the beginning of a 
situation, as does fil_- in f23) in the previous chapter. Some pre-
fixes can mark the moment of transition bet·ween a process· and the re-
sulting state, as §!.- does with sol t.. in ( 68') on page 106 • 
And inasmuch as one can consider -
- a new state as being the end point of a particular process- ; 
- a new location as being the end point of particular mOJtion; 
- an obstacle in the path of a motion as being the end point to 
a certain distance covered; 
- an ' ·ending up in pieces on the floor• as the end point to the 
trajectory made by a glass that has left the table and is heading 
downwards; 
120. 
- a 'being frozen in the middle of the pond 11 as the end point to 
the 'floating hither and thither' ' of a piece of wood in a pond that 
is in the process of freezing over; 
one can say that, with very few exceptions, Latgalians tend to view 
situations as atelic · unless they are coded by a prefixed verb. 
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Appendix 1 - Map 2 
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Map of Latvia showing where Latga.lian is spoken. 
The area is marked thus:////// 
· " 
'· 
' . '\.' ' 
Source: G~ters, Alfr~ds, 1977. Die Lettische Sprache und Ihre 
Dialekte. The Hague: Mouton. 
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Appendix 1 - Map 3 
D Letten ~ Lllauer 
- Ruuen m Juden 
~ >Y· r.:::-:, Andere 
~ Russen~ Natloncn 
llDlll Polen 
123. 
t 
N 
Die nationale Zusammensetzung der Bevolkerung des okupierten Lettland 
Map showing the concentration of inhabitants of Russian origin 
in Latvia in the post World War II years. According to statis-
tics given by Namsons (see below: Source, page 20 ff) eastern 
Latvia has always had a higher concentration of Russian immi -
grants. 
Sour~e: Namsons, Andryvs, 1970. ''Die baltischen Staaten unter der 
Sowjetregierung", in Mi~elis Buk~s, Leonards Latkovskis and 
Stanislavs SkutAns _(eds), Acta Latgalica 3, lT'-46. P/s Lat-
ga}u izdevntceiba. 
n 
:, 
Appendix 2 - Teri 124. 
Note a the story is n°6 in the;;·corpus (pages 252 - 254) • The English 
version-.. is followed by an extract in the original Latgalian 
accompanied by a word for word translation with the verbs un-
derlined. The extract will show how the prefixed and unpre -
fixed verbs function in a continuous text. 
How God rode~ piggy-back on man 
There was once upon a time a landowner who was incredibly rich 
and unbelievably avaricious; never did he give. anything to anyone or 
open. his house to the poor. He was not at home when a little old man 
arrived and asked to spend the night. The landowner's wife let him 
in; lie climbed on top of the stove and lay there. The landowner got 
home and said: 
" Who's that l'~ying there 
His wife answered: 
? ' " 
• 
" A little old man came and asked to stay overnight , I let him in "• 
"Don't you know that I never let anyone a,leep here? I don't want 
anything to do with them. Get out, you old fool! I won't let you 
lie there!" 
The old man answered: 
n · My years weigh heavily upon me, I can't get down t" 
"What do I care about your old age, get down from that stove!" 
"Well then, you lift me down from the stove and carry me out on 
your back!" 
The landowner went over to the stove and said: 
"Come on then, I'll carry you out!" 
The little old man got on to his back and shouted out 'Giddy up' as 
if he were on horseback; the landowner turned into a horse and the 
little old man rode off ' with him. 
He went straight to the landowner's .son's place. The son was 
very poor since his father had given· him no share of the property and 
not wanting to feed him had driven him out of the house. Well then, 
the little old man arrived at the son's place and asked if he could 
spend the night and the son said: 
"I oan give you a bed, old chap, but I haven't room for your horse, 
nor do I have anything for him to eat"• 
The old timer answered: 
"My horse doesn't need a thing; he'll stand as he is"• 
He tied him to the fence and that's where he stayed the whole night! 
In the morning, the little old man said to the young fellow: 
l 
Appendix-2 
ttI 1 11 let you have the horse for three years • Go a.head a.nd use him 
for whatever job you need to: for ploughing, for harrowing; just 
don't give him anything to ea.tor drink! Were you to give him any-
thing, you would lose him. Just you be careful a.nd don't give him 
a thing! After three years, I'll come and take him back!" 
So the little old man left; he had told him to give the horse nothing 
to ea.tor drink, otherwise the horse would turn back into a human 
being • 
The son worked with the horse, his father. And after three 
yea.rs, the old fellow came for the horse a.nd said: 
"Let's go to a wedding now I" 
The wedding was that of the wife, the father's wife. Off they went 
the pair of them and he goes straight into the house with the horse 
a.nd surprised everybody by coming in with the horse. When they 0 were 
inside, the horse turned back into a man a.nd his wife recognizing· 
him exclaimed: 
"My husband who . had disappeared has come home!" 
And he started to shout at his wife asking her why she was getting 
herself another husband. She said: 
" When you didn't show up for such a long time, I had to look for sorre -
one to take charge a.nd run the house!" 
Thereupon the old ma.n said to the landowner: 
" That was penanc_e for your sins, for being unkind to beggars and 
driving me out. I threw you out of the house for three years, be--
cause I am no beggar, I am·, God ! " 
The young bridegroom got the boot, while the old landowner stayed 
where he belonged. From that time he ha.d learnt his lesson and was 
more considerate to the poor. 
6. Kaj Dius jo~a kikierzias iz cyluaka 
how God(Nom; rode -piggy-ba.ck(Loc) on ma.n(Gen) 
Bleja. sieniok sajmijniks oisz bogots i oisz· skups 
~ formerly la.ndowner(Nom) very rieh(Nom) and very a.varicious(Nom) 
biez · souua. gola nikarn nik~ na.-i-diewia. i 
without its(Gen) end(Gen) no-one(D'at) nothing{Gen) not did give a.nd 
iz satu biejdiej~ nikod na-i-lajdia nik8 J8 
to house(Acc) poor-man{Gen) never not · in did let nothing he(Gen) 
na bieja. sat~ i at-goja wieciejts prosas 
not~ home(Loc) and arrived little-old-man(Nom) asks 
.E_Or-gu.lat 
over· to seep 
Appendix 2 
sajmijnica i-lajda ju iz-kopia jis iz-oiepla 
lady-of-the-house(Nom) in l"et him(Acc) on- climbed he(NomJ on-stove(Gen) 
i ~ At~it sajminiks wajcoj kas t'i ~ soka 
and sleeps arrives landowner(Nom) asks who(Nom) there sleeps says 
sajmijnica at~goja tajds wieciejts 
lady-of-the-house(Nom) arrived of-that-kind(Nom) little-old-man(Nom) 
prasieja por-gulat es ju i-lajzu A woj tu 
asked over. · to sleey I him(Acc) in, -let(Past) but is-it-that you 
na zyni ka es nik8 na-laj~ gu.lat Man nawajaga . 
nott know that I nothing( Gen) not- l~t to sleep me(Dat·) nott is need 
ej ora wiecs es tieu na-nu-za-likszu gulat 
£E_ outside(iLo_n) old-man(Voo) I you(Dat) not will· -all.ow to sleep 
A wieos at~soka Man cisz griuts waoums es na wam 
but= old-rnan(Nom) answers me(Dat) very heavy(Nom) age{'Nonr) I not: ean-
-
nu-kopt Kas ta man par bada ka tieu 
down.·~limb what(Nom) that·(Nom) me(Dat) for worry(Nonr) that you(Dat) 
griuts wacums Kop nust nu tO oiepla Nu to 
heavy( Norn) age (Norn) climb . o f:tr from, that (Gen) stove (Gen) Welll. then 
tu mani nuciel nu ciepla i iz-nas iz mugorys 
you(Nom)' me(Acc) off lift from7stove(Gen) and out carry on back(Gen) 
Da~ja sajmijniks pi ciepla i soka rop es 
beside -went landowner(Nom) next-to stove{1Gen) and says· climb I 
tiewi iz-nieszszu . Wieoiejts kopia iz mugorys 
you(Acc-) out, will carry little-old-man(Nom) climbed on back(Gen) 
kikierzias i ajz-klidzia Ne kaj iz zyrga tys 
piggy-back(Loc) and yelled out giddy-up as to horse(Gen) that(Nom) 
sajmijniks palyka 
landowner(Nom) became 
par zyrgu i wieciejts nu-jo-0~ 
for horse(Ace·) and 11ttle-old-man(Nom) off. !rode 
ar ju Nujoja jis tajszni da jO d~la a 
with him(Instr) off· rode he(Nom) straight to his(Gen) son's and 
tys dals cisz biediejgs bieja taus dalis jam 
that(Nom) son(Nom) very poor(Nom) ~ father(Nom) share(Gen) him(Dat) 
ni-kaydys na i-diewia i ~aloja ju barot pa-jemia 
of-no-kind(Gen) not did give and regretted him(Acc) to feed took 
iz-dzyna ju nu satys Nu i at-joja wieciejts 
out ,drove him(Acc) from· home(Gen) well and arrived little-old-man(Nan) 
iz tO dAla i prosas por-gulat a tys eoka jau 
to that (Gen) son's and asks over, ,to sleep and that (Norn) says now 
lppendix 2 127. 
dals Wieciejt es tieu witu duszu tolko 
son(Nom) little-old-man(Voc) I you(Dat) place(Acc) will give only 
nawa zyrga kur pa-statiet i nawa ku jam 
is not horse(Gen) where to put and is not what(Ace) jim(Dat) 
i-dud' ~st A wiecs soka Munam zyrgam~ nawajag 
to give to eat but old-man(Norm) says m~(Dat) horse(Dat) not is neoe1s-
niko jis· i 
sary nothing(Gen) he as 
taj pa-stowies pi-sieja 
in-that-way will stand for a bit· to tied 
ju pi sietienis jis i etowia ti wysu 
him(Acc) next-to little-fenoe(Gen) he(Nom) indeed stood there all(Acc-) 
nakti ! 
night(Acc-) 
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